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ABSTRACT 
This study has been undertaken largely as a result of personal and professional 
interest. As a Liaison Co-ordinator in a selective Secondary School who has spent 
many years assisting pupils to make a smooth transition from Primary to Secondary 
School, the choice of such a topic seemed natural. 
The study compares the induction programmes and transition of pupils at 11 + at a 
Grant Maintained Grammar School, a Comprehensive School and a Secondary Modern 
School in Lincolnshire by questionnaires, informal and structured interviews. The study 
goes further than previous research in this area by examining the perceptions of 
parents, pupils and staff in a triangulation study aimed at establishing similarities and 
differences of feeling about the transition process. 
This work begins by seeking a rationalisation of 11 + as a pOint of transfer and tracing 
previous research on Primary-Secondary liaison from early research which 
concentrated on the effect of ability and social grouping on transfer to later works which 
considered the feelings of individual groups of pupils, parents and teachers. 
The original research conducted in this study is outlined in detail and highlights the 
problems which arose and the amount of time reqUIred to look at the transitional 
groups. This is followed by an examination of the schools involved in the research and 
an explanation of the induction programmes that the schools presently operate. 
The rest of the study examines the results of the questionnaire and structured interview 
and the implications for further study. Recommendations for alternative approaches 
towards more successful transition together with suggestions for better practices drawn 
from the perceptions and experiences are presented for consideration. 
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CHAPTER 1 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PRIMARY·SECONDARY LIAISON 
Transfer to a new situation can be an awesome experience for people of all ages. Transfer may 
present challenges to be overcome and a wealth of new experiences. However, in all of us, the 
presentation of a new experience can generate an element of stress and real anxiety. Why then, at 
the age of eleven, do some people expect that children will cope with transfer to a new school With 
only the help of reassuring comments such as 'You'll be alright, everyone moves schools, you'll settle, 
don' worry'? 
The transfer from primary to secondary school for eleven year old children usually involves a change 
of social, organisational and academic structure in a new geographical area, often incorporating a 
different mode of transport, separation from friends, longer days and different expectations from staff. 
This is a major change in their lives. It is little wonder that pupils approach the end of their pnmary 
education with some element of trepidation. Parents and teachers need to recognise the concerns 
and expectations of their children if they are to practically assist them in their transfer, rather than 
offering a few well meant platitudes. 
Whilst examining why these changes occur at eleven years it is important to analyse what is so 
different about the academic, social and organisational structures of primary and secondary schools, 
how the differences could affect pupils upon transfer and how pupils could be helped to deal with this 
change most appropriately to get the maximum benefit from the experience. 
1.1 The Rationalisation of 11 as a Transfer Point in Education 
At the beginning of the twentieth century the majonly of British children had little access to education 
beyond elementary school. The slogan used by the Labour Party policy document of 1922, edited by 
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R.H. Tawney, of 'secondary education for all' seemed to be a pipe dream to many. Secondary 
education had a close link with universrty education. Schools were modelled on traditional grammar 
schools wrth an emphasis on strict academic training in preparation for a university career with little 
relevance for the majority who would not enter higher education. The raising of the school leaVing 
age to fourteen by the Education Act of 1918 meant that the majority who were not transferred at the 
age of eleven spent three more years in the elementary school. Secondary schools that existed 
during thiS period were generally on a parallel system with the elementary schools 
The Hadow Report of 1926 made an emotive, rather than SCientific or psychological, justification for 
transferring pupils to a different school at the age of eleven. 
'There is a tide which begins to rise in the veins of youth at the age of 
11 or 12. It is called by the name of adolescence. If that tide can be 
taken at the flood, and the new voyage begun on the strength and 
along the flow of its current, we think that It will 'move on to fortune'. 
We therefore propose that all children should be transferred at the 
age of 11 or 12. 
(Hadow Report, 1926, p. XIX) 
No longer would parallel systems of education be pursued, but a distinct division be made in that the 
education of childhood would be the concern of the primary school and the education of the 
adolescent the concern of the post-primary school. 
The emotive proposal that children should have a clean break at eleven was later challenged by 
Nisbet and Entwistle (1969) who claimed that there was in point of fact no sudden change in children's 
behaviour at this age and that there had been little justification for changes in teaching methods at 
that time, implying that the clean break was for political and administrative convenience to ensure 
that secondary education would develop free from the influence of the old elementary school 
traditions. 
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The Hadow Report also introduced the term 'Secondary Modem', which descnbed a school more up 
to date in its origins than the academic enVIronment favoured by the grammar schools. The Board of 
Education accepted the pnnciple of separating primary and post-pnmary education, although the 
transfer ages were not universally adopted by all LEA's. Technical and commercial schools admitted 
pupils at thirteen, as did most boys' Independent schools fed by eight to thirteen preparatory schools. 
The pace of change dunng the economic depression of the 1930's was understandably slow and the 
reorganisation of new secondary schools sluggish The fact that the Labour Govemment which 
Inspired the ethos of 'Secondary Education for All' was only in govemment between 1929 and 1931 
goes some way to explain thiS delay. 
The Spens Report of 1938 cnticised the administrative system for ItS sluggishness and went on to 
re-emphasise the need for secondary educatIOn, expanding on the Hadow Report With the 
introduction oftechmcal schools as part of a tnpartlte system (Spens, 1938) . 
The 1944 Education Act abolished fees in maintained secondary schools and finally proclaimed 
'secondary education for aU'. The act drew a clear distinction between pnmary and secondary pupils, 
giving pnmary schools statutory recognition for the first time and favouring a clean break at eleven to 
be ngldly enforced. The old, reorgamsed 'all-age' elementary schools had received their death 
sentence in the Act. 
The main thrust of educatIOnal discussion In the follOWing years focused on the nature of secondary 
schooling and, in particular, the embodiment of selection at eleven by the 11+ examinatIOn. Growing 
educational research in the 1950's led to some disqUiet about the 11 + selection examination, with 
particular reference to Its accuracy in predicting future performance. The Nallonal Foundation for 
Educational Research indicated In 1957 that even the best pOSSible tests could not eliminate a ten per 
cent error in the selection of children at eleven (Vates and Pldgeon, 1957) . 
SOCiologists added to the growing feeling of unrest by declanng that the eleven plus examination 
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discnminated against working class children (Floud, J. et aI, 1950) - those who did gain entry to 
grammar schools had to cross economic and social boundanes and so a sense of 'belonging' was 
something expenenced only by a minonty. The more usual scenano was one in which It was said that 
the working class child tried to shift from his/her roots to a new culture. 
'The working class child who does win entry to the grammar school 
must accommodate himself to the prevailing middle class values or 
rub up against them. ' 
(Jackson and Marsden ,1966, p 240) 
other cntics of the selection system were those middle class parents who felt distrustful of a system 
which could dash their expectatIOns of a grammar school placement with httle chance of appeal. So 
much seemed to depend on being seen as to be a success by the system and receiving a grammar 
school education that anything else was seen as a failure for their offspring, as A.J.P. Taylor 
summarised with hiS usual flamboyant wit: 
'It is preferable to run away to sea than to go to a secondary modem.' 
(A.J P. Taylor, 1971, p.17) 
AnXieties grew when the Crowther (1959) and Robbins (1963) Reports showed that abilities were 
being wasted in the educational system by pigeonholing children at an early age. Wastage of ability, 
particularly that of working class children, was economically unsound and morally indefensible 
(Reynolds, et aI, 1987). There was a strong desire to provide seven to eleven year olds With an 
education which was not closely geared to an examination on which their educatIOnal future 
depended and on providing secondary school pupils With a more flexible and balanced curriculum. In 
accordance with these Wishes for more appropriate differentiation rather than crude selection, several 
Education Officers tumed their attention to ways of eliminating the eleven plus examination 
altogether, namely in the West Riding under Sir Alec Clegg and Leicestershire under the auspices of 
Stewart Mason. 
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The development of comprehensive schools, therefore, reduced one element of stress associated 
with passing or failing the examination and thus opened the way to smoother transfer between unified 
systems in primary and secondary schools. 
However, Lincolnshire Education Officers did not, in the main, recognise a need to eliminate the 
eleven plus examination. ThiS rural, largely Conservative, area favoured and still prefers a selective 
system and organises transfer at 11+ In most areas of the county. We could expect transfer 
problems to remain at a high level In comparison with those In most other, comprehensive school 
areas favoured by other LEAs. 
1 2 Differences between Primarv and Secondarv Educational Institutions - The Nature of the 
Problem 
To understand the degree of difficulty a pupil may face upon transferring from one school to another, 
one must first consider the general nature of the pnmary and secondary schools. They are qUite 
different in tenns of organisation and there are inherent social and academic differences between the 
two. The main charactenstlcs of each institution are summarised in Tables 1 and 2 It must be noted 
that the differences have been generalised and individual schools may differ slightly from the overall 
impression given here. 
The primary school is essentially a small, secure environment to which parents deliver and collect 
their offspring. The majority of teaching staff are female and thiS IS particularly true for teachers of 
younger children. The sex of the non-teaching staff reinforces this pattem, for it is only among school 
caretakers that Significant numbers of men are to be found (Pollard,1985). Pupils remain With one 
teacher for the vast majonty of time and that person has autonomy of class activity. Group work is 
usually based upon fnendship groups and pupils move at ease around the room indulging in low level 
chatter. 
Pupils of transfer age tend to be more confident as they are the oldest In the school, whatever their 
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level of ability. since their age and size gives some element of status. Academic subject boundanes 
are crossed by the introduction of topic and project work. Pupils usually know the names of most 
teachers in the school and have close contact WIth the Head Teacher. who is often a class teacher. 
Lunches are usually taken during one sitting in the school hall with the majority of Children eating 
packed lunches. 
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TABLE 1 
A generalisation of organisational differences 
between Primary and Secondary Schools 
PRIMARY SCHOOL 
Usually geographically small on one level. 
Usually near to home and within walking 
or cychng distance. 
SECONDARY SCHOOL 
Usually geographically large on two or 
three levels and spread out over a 
sizeable area. 
Can be many miles away from home 
base involving school transport. 
Pupils usually remain in one classroom ' Pupils move across school to speCialist 
with little movement. rooms. 
Pupils are taught largely by one teacher 
who has autonomy over daily classroom 
organisation. 
Pupils taught by many staff who set 
their own rules in their classroom 
situation. 
Pupils move around the classroom Pupils usually work in silence and are 
indulging in low level chatter. ' encouraged to remain in seats 
Usually a group work approach to set 
tasks. 
School lunches are usually packed meals 
eaten at one sitting. 
Whole school assemblies in the school 
hall. 
Co-operative social ethos. 
Group work in some areas, but a 
predominance of self supported study. 
School cafeteria system with different 
, slttlngs 
7 
Year or house assemblies in school 
hall. 
Competitive academic ethos 
TABLE 2 
A aeneralisation of social and academic differences 
between Primary and Secondary Schools 
PRIMARY SCHOOL $"f':., SECONDARY SCHOOL 
f:~ 
Small, secure environment in which pupils know \~} Large, sometimes insecure environment in 
'\t the majonty of pupils ' " which pupils know only a few other pupils. +t: S< 
Large, familiar friendship groups, often built into f:? Transfer can cause separation of friendship 
teaching groups. =::. «, groups. Pupils have to select new friends ~h; 
;,,~!' and reform friendship groups. 
0 
~'~( 
Transferring pupils are the oldest and often the ~'::.' Transfemng pupils are the youngest in the '~ ~ more confident pupils ').,> ... school and usually become less confident 
,?J and feel more vulnerable. 
,"'? 
Transferring pupils of low ability have a feeling of 
}~y 
Pupils of low ability often have a desperate , ... .;"', <'~'~ 
confidence through age as part of the oldest , .. ,,{ lack of confidence as the youngest in the :'L 
cohort in the school. Low achievers are protected {"''' school, unprotected by the age factor. Low 
by the environment. ,<> ';:- achievers face the threat of 'C' stream B""" ';~1 labelling. 
'( 1 
,0 
Transferring pupils of high ability receive lots of .,;,t Pupils of high ability may worry about ..... ~'=' 
praise and secure recognition in small groups. <{ comparisons with other able pupils from ~/~ 
{~!< feeder primanes. 
"'~k 
Work across subject divisions Is incorporated into 
r1&) 
Subject divisions in the curriculum and U1 
topiC or project work - task orientated. ~q geography of school - time orientated. 
, " .::';'~f 
,« 
., ..... ..:-;. 
Parental involvement in travel to school and .... :;x- Little parental inVOlvement in transport to " .. ;::-.: 
,',' 
collection from school. '..:«, school and collected from school due to ~i£ 
6"' availability of school bus and peer group :;,",,, 
.. :Y pressure 5';·) 
Pupils know the names of most teachers in the t:"" Pupils know few teachers by name. >,(~~ 
school. ~~~;J 
'''>' ~~: 
Pupils have close contact with Head Teacher who q~ Head Teacher is a more distant and 
,;7/ is often a class teacher. ",' sometimes awesome figure. 
,(,,::. 
-', 
~~,( 
Abundance of female staff. -@i' Generally more male than female staff. 
'" ":i;~: 
t.'"';o' 
@;:( 
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From this secure background, after a break of some weeks for a summer holiday in which few 
routines are followed at all, pupils transfer to a large, often split site school on vanous architectural 
levels, using a school bus which also transports older pupils, some of whom may be sixth formers and 
of adult age. Pupils have to face a multitude of changes, often without the support of friends made in 
primary school. Social skills are demanded to cope with the increased movement around the school, 
handling school lunch in a large cafetena situation, making new friends of pupils and gaining the 
respect of staff. Peer group pressure and group acceptability focus greatly in the early days of 
settling. Beynon (1985) identified 'sussing strategies' used by boys In secondary school, In which the 
boys sought to establish some level of group order and Identity strengths and weaknesses of 
members of staff. Similarly, Measor and Woods (1984) acknowledged that pupils probe for 'living 
space' for themselves by testing around the edges of the sharply drawn rules and negotiating the 
rules that actually operate Within the school, whether they be formal or informal. The whole issue of 
'informal' or 'hidden' culture is highlighted later in Chapter 2. 
Pupils have to become far more time conscIous in secondary school. School bells sharply define the 
end of lessons and movement to another area is demanded. ThiS is a sharp contrast to pnmary 
school where tasks are usually completed as necessary, without the ngid application of a time limit. 
Within the space of two months, pupils have to leam that: 
'a ring of bells every 40 or 50 minutes signifies a different subject, 
a different room, and possibly a dIfferent style of teaching" 
(Gorwood, 1986 p 8) 
Pupils of low ability can suffer from a desperate lack of confidence as they enter a new school as the 
youngest members. In some secondary schools they face the threat of 'C' stream labelling, Which can 
add extra stress to an already difficult situation. The difficulty of settling into a new school faced by 
low achievers is already well documented Nlsbet and EntWIstle (1969), Youngman and Lunzer (1977) 
Young man (1978). 
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More able pupils may also face work related problems in that they may worry about comparisons with 
other able pupils from a variety of feeder primary schools. Confidence, which comes from Simply 
being the oldest In the primary school, can evaporate during the first days at secondary school. 
The pupil at the top of the primary school being the oldest, most 
responsible, most able in both an academic and sporring sense in the 
eyes of younger pupils and even staff becomes, on arriving in 
secondary school, the youngest, least knowing, and poSSibly the least 
valued, member of the new school community. ' 
(Ginnever, 1986 p.8) 
From all the published literature It seems apparent that the pupil upon transfer is vulnerable and 
needs to be properly introduced to his/her new school environment. ThiS induction process is a major 
factor In successful transfer and that success hinges in part upon the quality and nature of information 
that both the secondary and primary schools deliver and to what extent that is seen as useful by 
pupils and parents. More practically, staff at both feeder and secondary schools need to know what 
has been and IS likely to be delivered in order to provide more of a continuity of cumculum than a 
repetition of what has already been covered. Gorwood (1986) noted that it is not 'uncommon for 
pupils to reread given texts in the secondary school that have already been covered in primary 
school'. Similarly, some secondary teachers assume that all incoming pupils are at the same stage of 
instruction regardless of previous learning expenences. One would hope that with the development 
of National Cumculum across the key stages, and Records of Achievements, such misjudgements 
become a thing of the past. National Cumculum continUity courses are targeting both the pnmary 
and secondary teachers in an effort to understand the development of a child's learning and, more 
importantly, an assessment of what they have achieved. To inform a secondary teacher that a class 
have 'done the Romans' IS not enough. Individual pupils may not have assimilated the information or 
may have been absent for a number of lessons. Individual assessment, by whatever method, Optical 
Mark Reader or written comment, is vital If some level of continuity is to be achieved 
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However, curriculum continuity should be just one strand of an induction programme. Pupils have a 
great deal more to contend with and liaison procedures must address these. The Plowden Report 
addressed the problem of avoiding stress at the time of transfer, advising earlier and greater contact 
between primary and secondary staff, visits for children and day conferences to consider the issues 
of transition. Many schools have developed these ideas further and have chosen to develop 
procedures aimed at staff, pupils and parents. Few schools have acknowledged the Important issue 
of designing an induction programme which identifies and addresses the needs of all three groups. 
Sharp (1975), as a serving Head Teacher, sought to develop an understanding between hiS 
secondary staff and incoming pupils whilst stili at the primary school. Staff were encouraged to gain 
as much information as possible about the pupils before their arrival, looking out for loners and 
explaining simple detail about routine and dally activities. He felt that constant meetings With primary 
pupils would strengthen a bond between the two, resulting in a more stress free transition. 
Bates (1978) saw the liaison between the staff of transferring schools as an important feature of the 
transfer process as staff had an awareness of the problems faCing each other in the transfer Situation. 
As the staff met more regularly the children benefited as their secondary teachers got to know them 
more fully before their transfer. 
Cox (1984) stressed the importance of senior staff in both feeder primary and receiving secondary 
schools, understanding the need for close liaison and giVing the time to liaison throughout the year 
and not just during the last months of a pupil's final year at primary school. He identified SOCial 
activities for staff of the two schools as a useful meeting pOint. Teaching staff were encouraged to 
teach in the school of the other and to engage in cultural hnks developed by invrtations to plays and 
concerts by both schools. He claimed that such activities made the tranSition easier and remarked 
that parents also felt reassured by these contacts. 
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Spelman (1979) in a study of transition from primary to secondary education and subsequent 
patterns of adjustment among 3050 pupils entenng secondary school in September 1975, 
recommended a need for pupil information booklets, involvement of senior school pupils in the 
induction of first formers, vertical grouping, team teachmg and the availability of separate year 7 
facilities such as libraries and home rooms. However he acknowledged that such liaison practices 
were very much an ideal and warned that there would be a delay in instituting such changes because 
'neither side shows sufficient knowledge or understanding of the other's 
schools.' 
(Spelman, 1979, p.74) 
Inkson (1988) explored the use of Directed Group Discussion as a means of identlfymg pupil 
perspectives on transfer. Pupils were encouraged to articulate transfer concerns and to reflect on 
them In the relatIVe secunty of their peer groups. She argued that data generated in this way should 
be used to mOdify induction packages to respond to the needs of the pupils and not to the perceived 
needs of other groups such as parents, teachers or Local Education Authonties ThiS approach has 
great Significance for anyone Involved in devising an induction programme for a particular school. 
The research in this present study Will Identify with this need to ask pupils what they require of an 
induction programme, but in addition recognises the need to seek the opinion of parents and staff. 
This need to seek the opinion of parents IS a relatively new development. The needs of teachers and 
pupils have been considered over a number of years but parents have until recently been excluded 
from the equation in so much that they have been seen in a supportive role but have not been 
credited to be of practical assistance in the transfer process and not seen as a group which needed 
help in coming to terms With the child who was going 'up to the big school'. Falling rolls and greater 
parental chOice in the selection of secondary schools have meant that schools have had to address 
the needs of parents in order to secure their support and approval of a particular school over that of 
any other. Parents are increasingly seen as potential clients to be wooed to boost the capitation of 
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individual schools and, more importantly, to keep staff in employment. 
Worsley (1986) was asked to evaluate an induction programme for new pupils. He sought opinion by 
questionnaire from parents as to the worth of the programme. From results received, a number of 
recommendations were made: 
1. Earlier notification of choice of school to parents would result 
in greater preparation time for the new intake. 
2. Personal interviews with parents would be welcomed. 
3. A school brochure should be issued outlining aims, orgamsation 
and pattems of curriculum. 
4. Parents could spend more time with the form tutor. 
(Worsley, 1986, p.136) 
Kell (1992) discussed the very real needs of parents during the transition period of primary to 
secondary school. She Identified the transition as a nte of passage in which the parent has no part to 
play. She notes the suspended animation of the parent who says a quick good-bye at the bus stop on 
the first day and waits until the child returns at the end of the day to report back. She comments that 
even canng parents With confident, bright children do not always find this easy. The needs of the 
parents could be identified and addressed by closer liaison with the school and greater personal 
contact with the parents. 
Frost (1993) raised a number of concerns about transfer from a parent's perspective With a view to 
smoothing transition from primary to secondary school and encouraging greater dialogue between 
school and parents. He requested clarification about particular areas of school hfe that presented 
difficulties at home for his daughter In the early weeks of transfer and ultimately difficulties for the 
whole household as they struggled to come to tenns with the new demands. He adVised that schools 
should examine the areas of concern and address them in future induction programmes. He 
identified these concerns as the unifonn of the school and its vanations, the start of tenn procedures, 
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homework, Information about the cumculum, care of school eqUipment and access to school. It IS 
Interesting to note that the school believed that these areas had been addressed but the Information 
sent out to parents had not been interpreted In the manner in which the staff antiCipated. There was a 
need for liaison information to be ~ested' on the receiving group. 
1.3 The puroose of this studv 
It is clear that primary-secondary liaison IS of great importance to pupils, parents and staff if pupils are 
to settle quickly into their new school and if parents and staff are going to be able to provide practical 
support for each other in this process. The type of induction programme chosen must meet the needs 
of all three groups and must SUIt the nature of the school. ThiS is particularly true where 11 + testing 
and selection is continued as the stress of success or failure stili remains acute amongst some pupils 
The aim of this research is multidimensional in that it seeks to examine the induction of pupils in three 
Lincolnshire schools of a different nature, that is ComprehenSive, Grammar and Secondary Modem, 
by questionnaire and triangulation interviews With parents, pupils and staff. No Single study has yet 
examined the induction of these three types of school in any depth Indeed, there are few areas of 
the country where it is pOSSible to do so as the eleven plus examination is virtually extinct and the 
numbers of secondary modem schools of over one thousand pupils are negligible countrywide. 
I Ginnever (1986) examined the Induction procedures of comprehenSive and selective schools, but hiS 
work did not discnminate between the nature of Grammar and Secondary Modem schools in the term, 
'selective'. The style of school and the needs of the two very different academic groups need to be 
considered separately. Recommendations for imprOVing an induction programme in a Grammar 
School could be very different to those for a Secondary Modem School. The concerns and 
challenges of pupils across these three types of school need to be identified and targeted. ThiS study 
alms to do this. 
In addition, this study alms to identify different needs Within the three schools based on type of feeder 
pnmary school, gender and ability and demonstrate that these very different needs must be 
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addressed by the induction programme of the schools. 
This study is unique in that It also seeks to identify three separate views of the induction process by a 
triangulation study involving parents, pupils and their primalY and secondalY staff. It IS hoped that a 
triangulation study Will add a new dimenSion to the investigation of the transrtlon process because It 
could ascertain, by structured interview, the Similarities and differences in attitude, perception and 
response to transition of all three groups of people. Such a study will proVide the opportunity to 
compare the prionties and concerns of each group to identify whether there is any concensus of 
concem or, Indeed, where there are glanng discrepancies between the priontles of the groups. 
The use of two structured Interviews conducted before and after transfer, gives Irnervlewees the 
opportunity to voice their concems and to offer constructive guidance about future induction schemes 
based upon their own experiences. This inSight is invaluable as the target groups are in a position to 
address the Issue of whether the programmes met their individual needs. 
By Interviewing primalY and secondalY staff about the transition process It should also be possible to 
compare their responses to ascertain how much is known about the respective schools and how much 
understanding staff have about the organisational and social structure of schools from which and to 
which pupils are transferring. 
This study also aims to quantify the response of interviewed pupils against whole year groups of the 
relevant secondalY schools. These questionnaires, distnbuted during October, prOVide a wealth of 
cohort infonnation against which the perceptions of the interviewed Individuals could be judged. The 
extent to which interviewees' responses are 'typical' or 'atypical' could then be examined. 
It is hoped that this case study will produce additional infonnation about the transfer process 
undergone by parents and pupils and thus recommendations about Induction procedures in different 
styles of secondalY schools can be made, obViously taking into consideration that these can only be 
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treated as cautious generalisations as they are subjecllve impressions taken from a small scale 
sample. 
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CHAPTER 2 
AN OVERVIEW OF PRIMARY SECONDARY LIAISON RESEARCH 
Transfer from pnmary to secondary school is one of the most important and far-reaching happenings 
in a pupil's educational career. 
Transfer invokes such strong, emotional comments as' 
"Ifs like a different wor/d. At primary school you're the grown up ones, but at secondary 
you start as babies again. " 
"I felt like a mouse in a jungle". 
"I thought that I would get picked on. I felt so small and helpless as well. " 
Comments from pupils in pilot study conducted in October 1991 
The adjustment that pupils have to make to their new secondary school has prompted research and 
discUSSion since the 1930s, but research intenSified during the sixties with the work of Nlsbet and 
Entwistle (1966) and Murdoch (1966). There were various reasons for this renewed interest. 
2.1 Research in 1960's on Pupil Mobilitv and SOCial Grouping 
Firstly, The Plowden Report (1967), apart from recogniSing the difficulty of secondary transfer at a 
precise age because of different pupil development rates, acknowledged and supported the more 
infonnal approaches to teaching and leaming adopted by the primary schools. The Report favoured 
the abolition of streaming and the building of open-plan schools with shared teaching areas. These 
changes were strenuously resisted by many secondary schools and the gulf between primary and 
secondary leaming experiences Widened, causing further adjustments to be made on the part of the 
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pUPIl. 
Secondly, pohtlcal changes at this time, calhng for the end of separatism in secondary education, 
created an interest in primary-secondary research. 
The Labour Govemment required Local Education AuthOrities to produce plans for organising 
secondary education along comprehensive lines via Circular 10/65, The Organisation of Secondary 
Education. Although reorganisation was initially slow, comprehensive schools became more and 
more common. The size of these schools became another factor in the transfer issue. Pupils were 
now transfemng to schools which were five or six times as large as their pnmary schools. Larger 
schools naturally needed greater numbers of feeder primaries and the inconsistencies between the 
pnmaries became ever more eVident. Pupils from different schools had different perspectives of 
transfer depending on their previous expenences. Pupils from small village schools could be thrust 
Into a large comprehensive with httle knowledge of other pupils. Pupil fnendship groups were often 
broken up at this stage and no doubt gave many pupils some cause for concem. 
Research projects attempted to identify the nature and extent of the problem of transferring from 
pnmary to secondary school in the hght of ever widening philosophies between the two systems. The 
early research attempted to mOnitor the effect of transfer on academiC performance and pupil 
attllude. 
Murdoch (1966) analysed the essays of 552 pupils concemmg their feehngs about hfe dunng the first 
few weeks of secondary school. The survey found that some 60% of pupils experienced some 
problem of adjustment in their early weeks at secondary school. Some 7% stated that they preferred 
their primary school to their secondary school. In addition, pupils from higher social classes were 
found to adjust more quickly than those from lower social classes. Adjustment problems related to 
confusion In changing classes and school rules, the difficulties of making new fliends, the worry of 
bullYing, a dislike of new teachers and a concem that the work would be less interesting than that 
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experienced at pnmal)' school. The questionnaire used in this current research includes reference to 
the areas Identified by Murdoch. The vel)' fact that they are still relevant tells us a great deal about 
the significance ofthese issues to transfemng pupils. 
Nisbet and Entwistle (1969) in a study of 3200 Aberdeen school children found similar problems 
relating to adjustment in secondal)' school. They found that 57% of the boys and 64% of the girls 
experienced identifiable problems of adjustment. They also found that social background played an 
important role in this adjustment as children from professional backgrounds coped better than 
children from depnved homes who appeared to be Without stimulus or encouragement. 
They noted the actual feelings of individual children by requesting that pupils wrote about their own 
expenences upon transfer. The resulting essays made reference to an Informal culture that exists In 
schools but this angle was not pursued by Nisbet and Entwistle. They did, however, suggest that 
·chlldren's experiences may well be more terrifying than they admit to 
their mothers or in an essay" 
(Nisbet and EntwistJe, 1969, p 87) 
2 2 Research in 1970's on Pupil Reaction to Transfer 
Pupil centred educational philosophies of the early 1970's prompted more research studies of pupils' 
reaction to educational situations. Transfer from primal)' to secondal)' education was Included under 
this umbrella. 
Youngman and Lunzer (1977), Initiated research funded by Nottinghamshire County Council in 1973. 
The aim of the study was: 
"to follow two large samples (one rural, one urban) through 
and beyond the transfer penod, and to monitor concomitant developments". 
(Youngman and Lunzer, 1977, p.4) 
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Approximately 1500 children were involved in the investigation, involving the maJonty of the first 
year intakes to six secondary schools, three urban and three rural. Pupils were tested for 1.0., 
reading and mathematical ability both plior and subsequent to transfer. There was concentration on 
changes in achievement and attitude to school over this transfer year in June, September and 
December. Pupils were asked to identify three likes and dislikes about school in order to pinpoint 
areas which were felt to be enjoyable or disappointing. The findings suggested that: 
"around 10% of both samples record anxiety over losing things, bullying, schoolwork and 
examinations. . overall, the pattern of anxiety during the first year is sufficiently strong for about 40% 
of the rural sample and almosf one-quarter of the city sample to say that they would rather be back in 
the junior school". 
(Youngman and Lunzer, 1977, p 51) 
They also concluded that the academiC nature of secondary schOOling was a major cause of 
apprehension among all types of schOOling. Bullying was a cause of concem for 65% of urban 
pupils, and for 48% of rural children. As an explanation of the discrepancy, one could suggest that 
womes were perhaps generated by urban pnmary pupils With a knowledge of pupils already placed 
in urban secondary schools with a history of bullying. Also perhaps, rumours fuelled by fliends and 
siblings have a wider audience in urban areas. 
Womes about fnendship groups and aspects of school size and organisation were most apparent in a 
rural school without a junior transition department. This finding highlights the different needs of 
pupils from rural areas Which will be considered In this study. 
Young man and Lunzer's findings supported the work of Nisbet and Entwistle by concluding that 
attitudes and ability were important factors In transfer smoothness, the higher ability children having 
a more positive attitude to the new school, With no Significant difference between boys and girls. 
Youngman in 1980 also added that: 
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'"The predominant pattem indicates that neither biographic nor dispositional (that is, attitude of 
personality) characteristics show any marked independent effect on performance. On the other hand, 
intellectual characteristics show strong effects, both individually and in association wrth other 
intellectual measures". 
(youngman, 1980, p.43) 
There seems little doubt that if a child's self concept is high, whatever hislher ability, the transition 
period will not be too traumatic. This current research will examine this finding. 
2.3 PnmaN and SecondaN Transitional Arrangements 
The findings of researchers such as Nisbet and Entwistle and Youngman and Lunzer coincided qUite 
naturally With Investigations into transitional arrangements made by indiVidual pnmary and secondary 
schools. Secondary schools needed to look at improving their pastoral liaison With the pnmary 
schools. Only by working in thiS way was it thought that the high risk failure group of younger, less 
mature, timid, less academic pupils be identified. A whole wealth of research was conducted into the 
I success or otherwise of schemes specifically devised by schools to assist pupils in making their 
transition less stressful. 
The early findings were disappointing. Nash (1973) questioned the effectiveness of liaison schemes 
to aid secondary transfer by streamlining teaching methods and curricula in five primary schools and 
a recently formed comprehensive school in Scotland. He noted a move towards more formal 
teaching at the end of primary education, conflicting with actIVIty methods and pupil centred teaching 
at the beginning of secondary education. 
HIS study indicated that co-ordination of pnmary and secondary cumcula were often based on 
misconceptions about each other's teaching styles. The idea that teachers labour under such 
misconceptions was confirmed by Beck (1972). He argued that teachers are often so concemed 
about progressive methods of pastoral care that they fail to Identify or conSider the pupils' own 
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perception of their needs. This "care over-kill" can also lead to problems for pupils in transition at 
the very time when they need an understanding relationship with their tutors. Nash also found that 
behaviour problems ensued when pupils moved from a formal plimary setting to an informal 
secondary settmg. 
When these pupils arrive at the secondary school, they perceive the less rigorous 
control there as a sign of 'softness', and exploit this unaccustomed freedom by 
misbehaving in a way they were firmly prevented from doing in their primary school'. 
(Nash ,1973, p 63) 
The Educational Development Centre of the City of Birmmgham Education Department published a 
report in 1975 which was based on findings of a survey of transfer provision in the 19 major 
catchment areas under its control There were six main areas of enquiry 
1. Liaison between plimary and secondary schools and companson of curricula 
2. School records and the methods of pupil assessment. 
3 The nature and extent of relationships between home and school. 
4 A comparative study of children's attitudes towards their secondary school, both plior 
and subsequent to transfer. 
5. Investigation mto transition arrangements organised by schools, both pnor and 
subsequent to transfer. 
, 6. Two subSidiary studies of problems of adjustment to secondary school. 
These areas of enquiry were investigated in the mam by questionnaire directed at staff and interview 
of pupils and 81 % of plimary and secondary schools partiCipated m the research. 
The findings of the enquiry identified good relationships between secondary school teachers and their 
pupils among the most important cntena of successful transition. However, it was noted that 
cumculum co-ordmation between pnmary and secondary schools was, m the main, haphazard and 
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varied according to the interest of Individuals in the pnmary and secondary schools. 
Pupils' knowledge of their intended secondary school also appeared to be meagre. There Is little to 
suggest that the findings of the Birmingham Educational Development Centre are tYPical as few 
comparisons are available in the research reviewed. However, dlspanties were highlighted between 
'good' and 'bad' transfer practice and the subsequent research into this area was well overdue. 
Spelman (1979) in research conducted In Northern Ireland in 1975 aimed to' 
'provide a comparative description of the intellectual, 
socio-economic, material, educational and cultural characteristics 
of 3050 pupils who transferred to grammar, secondary (intermediate) 
bilateral and junior high schools in September 1975. Particular 
attention is devoted to differences in the extent of access, which 
pupils of diffenng socio-economic status had to different types of 
secondary school, and to the relationship between selected status 
and social class'. 
(Spelman, 1979, p.38) 
Children's reactions to transfer were assessed by at!ilude scales, which revealed seven 'dimensions' 
in relation to charactenstics such as large families, manual backgrounds and visits by primary and 
secondary teachers. Essays were also set and pupils asked to record their feelings about transfer. 
Spelman's work confirmed earlier findings that many of the problems faced by puplis during transition 
were socie-cultural, linguistic, perceptual or asplrational in ongln, before entering secondary school 
Spelman went on to suggest that: 
'Schools have a significant role to play In facildating the adjustment of 
their pupils. The differences in the ways in which schools organised 
their physical, tranSttional, social and academic environments were 
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clearly apparent in the psychological dispositions of their pupils .• 
(Spelman, 1979, p.345) 
2.4 Research in 1980's on Pupil. Staff and Parental Perspectives of Transfer 
Dunng the 1980's the whole field of transitional research broadened, WIth studies of teacher 
perspectives compared with pupil perspectives of transition, parental views of transition, differences 
within selective school systems and differences between comprehensive systems In contrasting 
areas. 
Murdoch (1982) sought to solve two distinct problems in her study of the transfer experiences of 
forty-two children as they moved from two pnmary onented (8 - 12) middle schools to five different 
upper schools within the same city. The first, from the secondary teacher's pOint of view found that: 
"The annual influx of newcomers causes problems as staff attempt to 
accommodate the new pupils and help them adjust to the organisation 
and ethos of secondary school life. The problem from the teacher's 
perspective is therefore how best to ease the transfer for all concemed .• 
(Murdoch ,1982, p.2) 
The second, from the point of view of the pupils, was very much based on the experiential aspect of 
transfer for the children. 
Murdoch's research involved. 
42 final year pupils in middle schools 
67 head, class and subject teachers in each of seven schools 
14 parents of pupilS attending middle schools. 
Data collection concentrated on interviews, observation in classrooms and questionnaires before and 
after entry to secondary school. 
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Examination of the experiences of 42 children undergoing transfer highlighted two main issues: 
Whilst most teachers felt that attempts should be made to ease the 
transfer, many added that most children had adjusted well to their 
new learning environment. Secondly .•• more emphasis should be 
placed on preparing pupils for the more and encouraging realistic 
expectations of the new school •• 
(Murdoch , 1982, P 36) 
Murdoch went on to provide practical Ideas for teachers on how to promote greater cumculum 
planning and realistIC expectations for the pupils. The study was important in that it established for 
the first time a need for a triangulation study between parents, staff and pupils to obtain a full 
overview of the transitional experience. 
However, Murdoch's study did not go far enough in cross-examining reactions between the 
individuals inVOlved in the tnangulation study as not all parents were Interviewed. 
Murdoch acknowledged that parents were 'an important source of information' and that the interviews 
should have been conducted in the comfort ofthe home situation: 
"in retrospect, I feel it would have been helpful to have interviewed 
more parents away from school premises since the one 'home mterview' 
proved very fruitful .• 
(Murdoch, 1982, p.18) 
: These pOints made about parental interviews are taken up in the present study and care is taken to 
I interview all parents concemed for a complete triangulation study. 
More recently a renewed interest In the feelings of parents regarding the transfer of their offspring 
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was developed by Bastiani (1986). He recognised that research regarding transfer had largely 
ignored parental views and had seen It as an issue which affected schools, teachers and children. 
In a continuing programme of study entitled 'The Development of Effective Home/School 
Programmes', located at the University of Nottingham, parents were given the opportunity to diSCUSS 
transition as part of a series of Wide-ranging Interviews. The resulting interviews provided a wealth 
of views and experience which had hitherto been untapped. 
Bastianl argued a strong case for the need to give attention to the role of parents In the transfer of 
pupils from primary to secondary school. He claimed that: 
~ Parents had a widely accepted right to be consulted about, and to be involved 
with, a process that initially affects both the short- and long-term development 
of their children. 
i~ That their experience was both dynamic and continuous, complementing that of 
professionals in Important ways. 
ili) Parents had an enormous capacity as a resource to help and support the 
transition and development of young people, which was largely unrecognised by 
the school system and almost never utilised. 
(Bastianl,1986, p.109) 
His studies point clearly to a need to consult parents when investigating the process and effect of 
transition. The present study acknowledges the Importance of consulting parents in its research 
programme. 
In 1988, ILEA Research and Statistics Branch produced a Bulletin 17: Improving Secondary 
Transfer. The Research and Statistics Branch had been following the progress and development of 
a cohort of 1600 children in fifty junior schools who transferred to secondary school in September 
1984. The study recognised the need to consult parents about their feelings of transfer 
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arrangements and questionnaires were distnbuted prior to and after transfer. The report 
acknowledged the work of the Hargreaves Committee (1984) in noting that parental involvement and 
support were of prime importance in maintaining pupil motivation. 
Data was collected from pupils in the form of two self-report questionnaires towards the end of their 
last term in primary school, a further questionnaire immediately after transfer, and a wntten account 
of their first day. A follow-up self-report was completed two terms later and then a third questionnaire 
which covered a wide range of Issues about their secondary schooling. In addition, data on pupils' 
attendance for their first term after transfer were collected and compared With the previous year. 
Data was also collected via questionnaire from the pupils' pnmary class teachers dunng the term 
before transfer. Head teachers of primary schools were interviewed prior to transfer. Questionnaires 
and interviews were conducted With secondary teachers With speCific responsibilities relating to the 
new Intake. Finally, two terms after transfer, pastoral staff were asked to identify any individual 
children who had difficulties in adjusting to school. 
The final report made over 200 separate recommendations for improving secondary transfer 
arrangements. These ranged from those affecting home-school liaison, curriculum continUity, 
induction programmes, special needs provision to the use of profile information. Other issues were 
raised: 
'a minonty of pupils are likely to experience considerable difficulties after 
transfer, and will find 11 hard to meet the demands of secondary school .•. this IS 
especially true of pupils whose reading attainment and attendance is markedly 
poorer than that of their peers. It IS on thiS vulnerable minority that teachers should 
focus particular attention.' 
~eachers should recognise the nghts of all pupils to have access to the 
educational opportunities that secondary schools provide'. 
(ILEA Research & StatistiCS Branch, 1988, p.48) 
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In considering the validity of these findings we must note that pupils and parents were not 
interviewed in depth and secondary staff were all drawn from comprehensive schools. There was 
still a need to interview all groups In a study of this nature and to acknowledge the differences 
between the nature of different secondary schools. 
Dale (1990) noted that liaison between primary and secondary schools was still rather piecemeal in 
his research into liaison in Derbyshire. He acknowledged that piecemeal attempts were better than 
nothing, but felt that LEAs should show more leadership In this whole area, accepting of course that 
each school has its own individual circumstances to consider. The thrust of Dale's research revolved 
around cumculum continUity In mathematics. However, he makes a valid point about parental 
involvement in transfer when he notes that parents need educating in this area of transfer but: 
"this can prove to be a difficult task as we have shown that the pupils 
most at nsk during transfer from school to school are the ones that lack 
parental support and whose parents show an indifference to school". 
(Dale, 1990, p 64) 
The task of involVing these parents is not an easy one. Dale suggests that indifferent parents may 
have had poor experiences themselves whilst at school and their memones may affect the way they 
view schools In their later years. This is a quite separate issue which needs to be addressed and Will 
be targeted during the present study to see If there is anything that teachers can do to entice these 
parents back into schools for the benefit of their offspnng. 
Ginnever (1986) examined the reality of achieving liaison and, in particular, curriculum continUity 
between primary and secondary schools in Lincolnshire. HIS survey included all Lincolnshire pnmary 
and secondary schools with 85% return rate of questionnaires on liaison and curriculum continUity. 
The results showed that 73% of secondary schools conducted discussions about the transferring 
pupils With pnmary staff and 43% of both primary and secondary schools entered into curriculum 
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continUity discussions. 
Ginnever claimed that: 
"liaison was found to be a prerequisde of cuniculum contmuity - where there was 
cuniculum continUIty there was also good liaison". 
(Ginnever, 1988, p.126) 
He also maintained that: 
"cuniculum discussions were happening to a larger extent m comprehensive 
areas as opposed to selective areas . •. however, the study did find good 
examples of liaison and cuniculum continuity discussion in small rural 
secondary modem schools". 
(Ginnever, 1988, p.126) 
Glnnever's study does not acknowledge the work of larger secondary modem schools and the 
present study will examine whether there is a difference in the style of liaison camed out within the 
selective system, that is between grammar and secondary schools which was not noted by Ginnever. 
The research reviewed above has presented many views and POints of interest about 
primary-secondary transfer. However, apart from the work of Murdoch (1982) these studies are 
normative in that they Investigate what the schools are trying to achieve and deal with such large 
samples that the views of the individuals can be lost. The views of the individuals are extremely 
important. Individual pupils can descnbe personal transitional issues and recount the effects of 
school organisation upon their ability to settle into a new school. This may be at a basic level and 
expressed in basic terms, but this makes the comment no less valid. 
Measor and Woods (1984) attempted to capture this type of information by detailed case study work 
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before and after transfer to a 12-18 mixed comprehensive school of 2000 pupils, and in one of ItS 
seven feeder middle schools in the Midlands. The aim of their study was to cover the breadth and 
depth of pupil experiences by referring to both the formal and informal aspects of transfer. Formal 
aspects, they acknowledged, had been addressed by previous studies on transfer and referred to: 
"that aspect of pupil experience and career that relates to goals, values and 
organisation specified by teachers in school acting in their formal capaclfies". 
(Measor and Woods, 1984, p.3) 
The Informal culture is described as one which derives from the pupils' concems and situations: 
"it involves the problems of adolescence, puberty and gender; but it also 
includes pupils' unofficial adaptations to the formal organisation •.. the 
informal culture is the pupilS' own resolutions which, on occasions, may 
run directly counter to the formal .• 
(Measor and Woods, 1984, p.3) 
To capture the mood of informal culture, Measor and Woods employed a whole range of 
ethnographic techniques over the transition period including unstructured interviews and observation. 
Their methods unearthed a range of comment, partlcular1y from the pupils, and they found the pupils 
enjoyed talking to them. In their conclusions, they noted that this informal passage was potentially 
the most difficult for pupils to pass through as it was the least understood and was not acknowledged 
by formal induction programmes. They made various suggestions as to how the school could 
recognise such culture and make proVision for this area of concern within the induction programme, 
for example, that second year pupils could be usefully employed in shOWing the younger ones around 
the school in the first few days. They noted that the late age of transfer from middle to upper school 
presented greater problems and considered eleven-plus to be a better age for transfer, a view 
supported by parents, pupils and teachers. 
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They concluded: 
'pupil transfer should be neither wholly 'continuous progress' nor wholly 'sharp 
break', but a bit of each, the former applying mainly to the formal passage, the 
latter to the informal, and that, where they merge and conflict, they are best 
tackled through a 'middle ground' ethos, which takes the needs of both cultures, 
and of teachers and pupils into consideration .• 
(Measor and Woods, 1984, p.171) 
The work of Measor and Woods (1984) is valuable in that it identifies an almost hidden culture which 
needs to be addressed if transition through a 'middle ground' ethos is to be achieved. The present 
study will continue to look at this hidden culture by targeting the areas raised by pupils In the work 
of Measor and Woods. In dOing so, we proVide an interesting comparison in that the advised cut-off 
of eleven-plus Is used in all three schools studied. In addition, the present study will provide a range 
of perspectives over three very different types of secondary school and will provide an opportunity to 
Identify whether teachers and parents accept the pnnciple of an informal culture Pyatt (1990), whilst 
I working on a project in Gloucestershire that aimed to develop existing good practice in 
I 
primary-secondary partnerships, uncovered some eVidence which suggested that, certainly, teachers 
had a different perspective of transfer issues to that of the pupils. Pnmary pupils had been invited to 
spend some time in secondary schools to take part in speCialist lessons and primary staff 
accompanied the pupils on the visits. Results showed that pupils' perspectives reflected how they 
anticipated and reacted to the transfer and included feedback from previous pupils about their 
experiences. Conversely, primary staff reflected upon the ways in which they could faCilitate as 
smooth a change as pOSSible through careful cumculum planning. The results highlighted the notion 
of a pupil 'hidden culture' perspective which was not reflected by the 'formal culture' perspective of 
the teachers. 
Pyatt acknowledged that: 
"the pupils' perceptions and experiences had to be appreCiated before any 
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staff culTiculum planning could ensue. It was, after all, the pupils who were 
changing their environment .• 
(pyatt, 1990, p.29) 
Such comments obViously support the principle of asking pupils about their perceptions and 
expenences before a transfer programme is put Into practice. However, little research has been done 
In this area and it Is not possible to estimate how many schools nationally have asked pupils about 
their expenences before embarking on an induction programme. 
Summarv 
There has been much research into primary-secondary transfer over the past thirty years, and the 
emphasis of thiS research has changed. Early researchers, Murdoch (1966), Nlsbet and Entwlstle 
(1969), Youngman and Lunzer (1977) and Young man (1978) monitored the effect of transfer on 
academic perfonnance and pupil attitude. The conclusion was that a positive attitude, high ability and 
a high self-concept were Important factors In successful transfer. 
i Researchers in the mid-seventies tended to concentrate on transitional arrangements between 
! primary and secondary schools. Nash (1973), Binningham Educational Development Centre (1975) 
and Spelman (1975) descnbed staff mlsconcepllOns of the practices of primary and secondary 
schools, haphazard curriculum co-ordination and a divide between the organisational structures of the 
schools which made smooth transfer awkward for the pupils. 
During the 1980's researchers took a perspective approach to transfer by seeking the views of 
teachers, pupils and parents. Different researchers looked at different perspectives. Measor and 
Woods (1984) looked at transfer from a pupil and staff perspective, Bastlani (1986) that of a parent 
and Murdoch (1982) attempted to look at all three groups in varying degrees of intensity. Few 
researchers have attempted to look at all three groups In any detail although ILEA (1988) sent out 
questionnaires to these groups to achieve an overview of opinion about transfer. 
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Co-ordinated, in depth research into this area is, therefore, unavailable. No single study has looked 
at the perspective of the child, its parent and its teachers. Pyatt (1990) acknowledged that teachers 
and pupils had different views and a 'hidden' culture was Identified by Measor and Woods, but this 
area needs to be pursued. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter aims to clarify the methods and procedures used throughout this study. Briefly. 
information on secondary transfer was sought from pupils. parents and staff at both primary 
and secondary school levels, using a longitudinal ethnographic study and questionnaires. 
3.0 An ethnographic study was chosen as the vehicle for research for a 
variety of reasons. Ethnographers seek to elicit and descnbe the paints of view and 
perspectives of the people In a particular social situation as accurately as possible. This 
may be done by participation in the subjects' way of life or by regular questioning of subjects 
to ascertain the reasons behind their Individual actions Pollard (1985) argued that by 
classifying this taken-for-granted knowledge of the participants it would be possible to 
suggest concepts by which such knowledge could be named and made available for further 
reflection and research. Measor and Woods (1984) used ethnographic methods to detail 
pupil reactions to transfer and Idenllfied a wealth of material about pupil identity and hidden 
culture In this way. This style of research is admirably suited to work which seeks to identify 
the perceptions of staff. teachers and pupils regarding transfer to secondary school. An 
ethnographic approach also concentrates upon a whole sequence of social interaction. In 
the case of school transfer a sequential approach would seem to be sUitably applied, 
because we are examining a process over lime, In which individuals are moving from one 
institution to another over a penod of a year. The ethnographic approach is concerned with 
speech, which is intended to make the research intelligible, justifiable and ultimately 
accountable. When dealing wilh pupils and parents, speech is often a more useful tool than 
a wntten account because of the limitations of writing skills of some indiViduals. People with 
limited writing skills can sometimes express themselves in an oral manner and can readily 
be included in a study of this nature. Finally, the skills that are used in ethnogenic studies 
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make use of common sense understandlngs of the social world based on shared experience 
by the participants. The whole nature of primary-secondary transfer experience is 
subjective, and reflects different values to different groups of people. Therefore, a study 
which is directed at certain targets but using their common language would seem to be best 
suited to this type of research. 
However, the accounts of individuals are only valuable in so much as they are 
representations of the local ethnography as acknowledged by Harre (1974). Harre 
recognised that it is inadvisable to draw conclusions from local ethnography to uOlversal 
human action-centred systems. Case studies have a weak claim to generalisabllity but a 
strong claim to a type of internal validity which comes from detailed case work in particular 
social situations. Ethnographic studies, by their very nature, are subjective and are based on 
qualitative data and such work rather than producing venfied accounts tends to generate 
theoretical models (Pollard 1984) . 
Providing that accounts are authentic, they may be used as implements to explain different 
people's actions in certain situations. In this study, therefore, a tnangulatlon method of 
authentication is used, whereby Infonnation was collected and analysed from three 
participating groups; teachers, parents and pupils. The groups were linked In that one Child, 
their parent(s) and their teachers were interviewed. Three linked sets from each of the three 
secondary schools were interviewed on two occasions, before and after transfer, Le. 
School S 3 pupils, their parents and their teachers 
School G 3 pupils, their parents and their teacher 
School C 3 pupils, their parents and their teachers 
The methodological triangulation used In this research used the same method of questioning 
on different occasions, therefore the author was able to compare the response of each of the 
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three participating groups. 
Interviewing linked sets is particularly useful in trying to analyse whether information given 
to these sets means the same to each of them or whether some of it is lost in interpretatIOn 
for whatever reason. As so much information regarding transfer is derived from a mixture 
of accepted fact, print and myth, an analysIs of its source is particularly important. This 
point must be bome in mind when features of successful transfer in one school system are 
applied elsewhere. Consideration must be given to the local ethnography in each of the 
three school groups to ensure a closer match of systems. A longitudinal tnangulation study 
has not been conducted in this area previously, so it is hoped that such a method Will reveal 
information relevant to transfer which can be examined in detail. 
The choice of ethnographiC study led quite naturally to the use of the structured interview as 
the main research tool. The style of structured interview was the same for each group. The 
nature of this study Is so largely bound up with perceptions and comment that the interview 
seemed to be the most productive way of eliciting responses. A structured interview was 
favoured in all cases to facilitate the need to recount extracts of social activity Without 
moving away from the objective and the objectivity of the Interview. Structured interviews 
help to ensure some comparability of data. A structured interview was also favoured by the 
author, who was personally involved in the secondary modem school, to reduce the 
inevitable subjectiVity and superfluous questioning that an unstructured interview could 
create. 
A disadvantage of directing similar areas of questioning to each group is that one can 
overlook issues that are pertinent to one group and not the other two. Parents may be more 
interested in parent teacher aSSOCiations In the new secondary school, whereas a pupil 
would be unlikely to consider such an area which would not be pertinent to hlslher well 
being in a new school. The obvious remedy to this problem is to Include an open-ended 
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catch-all question at the end of each structured interview In an effort to generate additional 
information which could have been omitted, and this was therefore included. 
As a follow-up to the sets of interviews, whole transfer cohorts in each school were given 
questionnaires about their feelings after the first half term of transfer. These findings were 
compared With the sample group of nine pupils to ascertain whether the sample had been 
affected by the attention of the interviewer and to consider whether their responses were 
typical of those of a whole school population. 
The timetable of research is given below -
OCTOBER 1991 Pilot Study 
1. Interviews with 3 Year 7 pupils, parents and tutors at the Secondary 
Modem School used in the final research. 
2. Questionnaire on transfer given to all Year 7 pupils. 
JUNE 1992 
OCTOBER 1992 
Selection of sample group from Secondary Modem, Grammar and 
Comprehensive schools. Interviews with Year 6 primary class teachers, 
pupils and parents. Three pairs of pupils and parents interviewed from 
each type of secondary school 
1. Follow-up interviews with sample pupils (now Year 7) and parents and 
their secondary school tutors 
2. Questionnaires to all Year 7 pupils from each type of secondary school. 
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3.1 The Pilot Study 
The pilot study sought to identity areas of information required and an 
attempt was made to design questions and statements pertinent to 
research data. The basic aims were as follows'· 
a) evaluate the instructions, questions and responses. 
b) time the completion of the interview for later use and 
admimstrative procedures 
cl identity personal shortcomings in mtervlewing style and 
technique to eliminate interviewer bias and subjectivity 
d) identity most accurate and acceptable means of recordmg 
information received 
The pilot study involved three sets of parents, pupils and Year 7 tutors 
of the September 1991 intake. The study took place at the Secondary 
Modem School used in this work during October 1991. 
The sample was chosen by the author to give a cross-section of levels of interest and 
concem on the part of the parents. Mrs Ke had expressed fears and concerns about the 
school to the author and had publicly expressed her worries about her daughter's transfer in 
an open meeting held at the secondary school in July 1991. Mrs Ki. was known by the 
author to be a supporter of the school as she had friends working in the school, although 
she had no children at the school before her son started in September 1991. The third case, 
Mr and Mrs H, were an unknown quantity to the author. The feeder pnmary school had no 
standardised pupil profiles or record of achievement on transfer and the boy had been 
withdrawn from Verbal Reasoning testing. Dunng the first half of the autumn term, there 
had been no contact by parents with teachers at the school, apart from the retum of the 
standard registration form. 
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Each of the parents was contacted by telephone and were invited to take part in the study. 
They had the option to refuse and it was POinted out that their answers would in no way 
have an adverse effect on their children's future In the school. Although parents seemed 
Initially surprised at being contacted, they did not refuse to take part. They were given a 
choice of location and each chose to be interviewed at home at various times of the day 
when pupils were not present. Interviews lasted between 20 and 40 minutes and took place 
over one week in October 1991. 
At each interview parents were presented with the option of a tape recorder or notes taken 
by the Interviewer. They were told that the material would not be heard or used elsewhere, 
with the exception of the study, and had the chance to SWItch the recorder off If they felt 
uncomfortable: All of the parents Interviewed declined the use of the tape recorder and so 
all notes were hand-wntten by the interviewer. 
Parents were told the areas of questioning at the beginning of the interview The total 
number of questions was 8, and dealt With early feelings regarding transfer, transfer 
arrangements, worries of transfer, future expectations of the receiving schools, and 
standards of education. Questions asked are given In AppendiX I. 
The fOllowing observations and amendments of interview techniques were made as a result 
of the pilot study. 
1) More detailed questions were needed to extract the 
information required. Existing questions were either too 
general or too specific 
e.g. 
General - how did you feel about your son/daughter 
attending the secondary modem school? 
Specific - how far were you prepared for your son/daughter's 
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transfer by the prospectus? 
2) More clearly defined open questions were needed to avoid 
extra explanation. 
3) Questions which did not ask about issues pertinent to the 
research were removed, e.g. what do you expect your child 
to achieve at school? 
4) Tape recording was not an acceptable means of recording 
Information as far as parents were concerned as they felt 
threatened by committing their voices and their views to a 
tape machine although they were content for scripted notes 
to be taken. Parents preferred Scripted notes when given a 
choice of recording method. 
5) Parents needed to be given a choice of venue of interview 
and to have an ownership of location, as all concerned 
seemed to find home a less threatening environment. 
6) Parents needed a clear idea of the purpose of the interview 
at the outset, I e. researcher's role legitimised. 
7) Anonymity/confidentiality needed to be guaranteed in order to 
generate a more reliable response. 
From the pilot study, two tentative conclusions emerged which needed to be checked out by 
the full study. 
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Firstly, the interviews seemed to confinn the concem expressed by the author earlier in this 
chapter that parents do not always interpret the Infonnation or Impression about a school as 
it is delivered. There does appear to be a gap between opinions and official documentation 
delivered by the school • The infonnation given by the school via a prospectus or speech 
delivered at an open evening can be secondary to that already received from neighbours 
and fnends. Parents seemed to 'pick up' pieces of Infonnatlon about the school quite apart 
from that which the school Intends to impart. Perhaps one of the most worrying aspects of 
transfer Infonnatlon IS that parents often have an Idea about a school which IS not 
engineered by the school or by the people Within the structure; yet nevertheless IS 
perceived as accurate. For example, Mrs H. gave the following response to the question, 
'Did you know anything about the school before Oax started?' 
"I'd heard that it was rough. Bottles got smashed in faces. I'd only heard 
bad things really. Kids were beaten up, homeworl< was not done and 
nobody expects you to do If .• 
Secondly, there appears to be a great need to ask parents what they wish to know about a 
new school, rather than the school dictating what they should know. Mrs Ki. commented 
that she was still confused after the infonnation speech given by the head teacher at the 
open evening, 
"I still didnT know which subjects he would be taking (at the school). That 
would have helped . .. like exam results, raising money and things like that .• 
In the current climate of home/school partnerships and accountability, the 'listening school' 
is a much sought after commodity. An awareness of the needs of the client seems to be a 
matter to which schools should pay attention. Perhaps thiS has been a neglected area in 
past liaison practice. 
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As the second part of the tnangulation process, interviews were conducted WIth each of the 
three secondary tutors of the three pupils. Tutors were told that the work was a pilot project 
for later research and freely gave up some of their lunchtime to record their responses. 
Each person was given the option of a tape recorded interview and all took this up, 
although later identified its presence as an inhibiting factor. Tutors were presented with 
the questions and had an opportunity to read through them before the interview took place. 
Interviews took approximately 20 minutes each over one week in October after the 
parental interviews had taken place. Questions directed at tutors are given in Appendix 2 
The follOwing observations and amendments were made follOWing the pilot study of 
tutor interviews. 
1. Tutors tended to focus their answers on the pastoral view of transition. 
2. 
One tutor stated that academic monitoring was no part of her personal brief. 
Another tutor had consulted the records of the difficult pupils in the group, but had 
not been concemed about academic progress and had concentrated on home 
background infonnation. The role of tutor seemed to be more of a 'fire fighter' than 
that of a monitor of academic and social education. 
Tutors seemed to have little knowledge of the day to day practices of 
primary schools such as the size of the school, school unlfonn, subjects taught and 
preparation for transfer. This view should be tested by more detailed questioning 
in the final interviews. 
3. Tutors showed concem for their tutees and worried about bullying by 
older pupils Judgements tended to be very subjective and individuals were 
mentioned In an effort to demonstrate a particular point. Sources of infonnatlon 
depended on the location of individual tutors and their own opportunities. For 
example, Mrs Wi. stated the follOWIng In answer to a question about knowledge of 
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- - -----------------------------------------, 
4. 
5. 
6. 
feeder primaries; 
"Quite a few of the first year tutors who live out of town have children 
who go to other schools so we have a good idea of things that come home such as 
reports and things". 
None of the tutors interviewed had any idea of individual academic progress within 
their group. 
Tutors seemed to be affected by my role as interviewer linked With my 
responsibility for pastoral work In the school. Some answers seemed to be aimed at 
what I would expect to hear rather than what actually happened. Tutors gave 
predictable answers and seemed anxious not to offend or to denigrate the 
pnmary-secondary liaison practices of the school. This would seem to be a 
common problem when conducting research within one's own school and one which 
needs to be addressed. 
Tutors gave the impression that transitional difficulties from primary to 
secondary school occurred only during the first few days of transfer rather than over 
a longer time period. There seems to be a need to develop an awareness in Year 7 
tutors that transfer can be a difficult period for some pupils even after the first week 
A tnangulatlon study is of great importance here to ascertain whether 
tutor views of transfer correspond with those of pupils and parents. There IS a need 
to test what is said to happen with what actually happens in the tutor room and 
elsewhere. 
The final part of the pilot triangulation study involved interviews With the three pupils 
themselves. They were informed of the nature of the research and were interviewed 
individually at school. The pupils were all known to the interviewer and some time was 
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spent with pupils before the interviews attempting to put them at ease. This was thought to 
be advisable as pupils may have felt threatened by an interview in school with a senior 
member of staff. Pupils were advised that they were assisting In research that was separate 
from school cuniculum, and were already aware that their parents had been interviewed. 
The pupils were told repeatedly that their responses were confidential and that staff, pupils 
and parents would not know of their nature. The interviews lasted between 10 and 25 
minutes and took place over one week In October after the interviews with parents and 
tutors had been conducted. Questions directed at pupils can be found in AppendiX 3. 
The following observations and amendments were made after the puplllOterviews. 
1) The fears of transfer that parents may have are not shared by pupils, yet 
individual pupils have their own wonies. 
2) Pupils face a 'hidden culture' of secondary school, which IS recognised 
by them but one that Is shielded from secondary staff and their parents. 
This hidden culture is similar to that described by Measor and Woods 
(1984). Newly anived pupils recognise that a resilience is needed and 
that keeping in line with other pupils Is very important. To be different 
from the majority seems to be a threatening experience and peer 
group pressure is of obvious importance. Pupils desperately wanted to 
have a sense of belonging very early in their secondary school life. 
3) 
4) 
Parents did not recognise the importance of this 'hidden culture', and 
tutors only mentioned bullying as an early SOCial adjustment problem. 
Pupils' fears are difficult to prioritise, but the worry of being bullied and 
getting lost were mentioned in all cases. One pupil had his own 
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strategies for dealing with the situation. 
5) 
6) 
'I would never go down a corridor which didn1 have a door at the other 
end - you can1 get out If there's trouble.' 
'I would not play at the edge of the field - it is too far away from teachers 
to run for help .• 
In view of the dispanty of early perceptions between staff, pupils and 
parents, a further study must ask each group the same questions. 
Pupils were keen to talk about their early experiences. They 
remembered and recognised problems and new experiences. Interviews 
should be conducted during October for the most accurate recollections. 
The second part of the pilot study involved giving out two types of questionnaires to Year 7 
pupils at the secondary modem school. Two styles were chosen to ascertatO whether a 
particular format would generate more information than an altematlve style. The 
questionnaires were introduced by form tutors in tutor period during the second week after 
half term in October 1991. Pupils were given 30 minutes to complete the questionnaires, 
which were administered simultaneously to all pupils. Of the seven groups, four were 
chosen at random to receive questionnaire 1 and 3 to receive questionnaire 2. Examples of 
each are to be found in the appendiX, no. 4 and 5. 
Questionnaire 1 was designed to generate essay style prose with some check pOtOls to steer 
the course of the wnting. 
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E.g. Points to mention 
your feelings on the first day and dunng the first weeks 
differences that you noticed between primary and secondary 
school 
any problems you faced in the first weeks 
how prepared were you for your new school by the viSit day, 
viSits by secondary staff to primary schools, information 
booklet by secondary pupils and personal information booklet 
finished at home? 
what else could have helped to make your transfer to 
secondary school easier? 
Lines were printed on the sheet on which pupils were to write their essays. Sixty-one 
essay-style questionnaires were completed out of a total number of eighty pupils, 76 25%. 
Questionnaire 2 was much more question specific. Direct questions were asked and pupils 
were encouraged to answer on the lines provided. The questions were the same as the 
check points given for the essay style questionnaire and fifty three questionnaires were 
completed out of a total of sixty five pupils; 81.53%. 
The following observations and amendments were made following the pilot study of 
questionnaire formats. 
1. There was a low completion rate for both 
questionnaires. Some 53.1 % did not finish 
questionnaire 1 and 71 % did not finish questionnaire 2 
(see Table 3). TIme was not a reason for 
non-completion as pupils stated that they had finished 
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after approximately 20 minutes and this was the same 
for each type of questionnaire. 
2. Low completion rates were thought to be related to the low 
ability level of the maJonty of pupils ( below 300 on Moray 
House Verbal Reasoning scores). Perhaps pupils felt 
threatened by so many lines to be filled on a blank sheet of 
paper. 
4. Questionnaire Style 1 tended to generate answers 
related to the points specified. Few pupils 
moved away from these points and the non-completion rate 
increased as pupils dealt With the later points. For example, 
responses to the essay style questionnaires Included:-
'I felt quIte nervous at first because It was a lot bigger than my other 
school' 
1n the first week I enjoyed It because I know a lot of pupils' 
'The first weeks at a new school I feel a brt nearvess untJIIl got to 
school. This school is biger, better, cleener and more lessons. I did 
not have any problems. I feelt like a big boy but I am a small boy. I coud 
of improved my work wen I wanted to' 
'On my first day I was very nervous and I thought I would never find my 
way around the school. After the first few weeks I was beginning to 
find my way around the school. I have noticed that the size between 
secondary and primary are very different. Secondary school is a lot 
bigger. I have noticed we never stay in the same classroom all the time, 
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we move around to different lessons. I didn't really like the older 3rd, 
4th and 5th years teasing me because I'm a first year. I wasn't really 
very prepared. The secondary school could of been smaller because it 
is a lot larger than my primary school' 
(All spellings retained) 
5. Generally, there were only a few significant differences In the 
response of pupils completing questionnaire 1 and 2. Pupils 
completing questionnaire 1 seemed to find getting lost less of 
a problem than those completing questionnaire 2, some 25% 
compared With 45.6% noted in questionnaire 2. Pupils 
completing questionnaire 1, however, womed more about 
bullying than those completing questionnaire 2, some 14% 
and 1.7% respectively. Indeed, 20% of pupils completing 
questionnaire 1 didn't mention any problems at all compared 
With 7% completing questionnaire 2. 
6. There seemed to be little difference between the worries of 
girls and boys, although only 29% of boys worried about 
getting lost compared With 39.3% of girls. In addition, 31 4% 
of girls thought that the preparation for transfer by the 
secondary was generally good, but only 15.3% of boys felt the 
same way. 
However, some answers were very similar. Several 
girls had wntten the same as each other and some boys had 
obviously discussed their answers as the responses were 
Identical to a letter. Some copying had gone on in some 
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areas. 
7. Staff instructions to pupils about the completion of the 
questionnaires varied from group to group. Some tutors had 
obviously stressed some ideas more than others, judging 
from the responses of whole tutor groups who mentioned not 
having homework in the early days of transfer compared with 
the remainder of questionnaires where this wasn't mentioned 
at a" (see pOint 5 above). 
From the questionnaires presented, the author made the fo"owlng conclusions. 
1. Questionnaires need to be less threatening and more 'user fnendly'. 
Graphics could be used to 'soften' the overall effect. 
2. Pupils with Special Needs should be conSidered and, therefore, 
sentence completion rather than sentence construction should be used, 
e g. "What did you think about the school on your visit?" is not as easy 
to answer as "When I visited the school I thought ... ." 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
TIck boxes' could be used to eliCit information more effiCiently, e.g 
"Did you visit the school before you left your pnmary school" generates, 
"Yes, I did visit the school •. " etc. "Did you visit the school ..... 
YES NO 
is a more efficient use of energy and time. 
There should be more of a balance of questions asked rather than an 
emphasis on problems. Positive feelings should be sought, too. 
Significance should be given to the completion of the questionnaires to 
eradicate chatting and copying answers from a workmate. 
The instructions to staff should be more specific in preparing pupils for 
the completion of the survey. 
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7. 
3.2 
Confidentiality of pupil response could be safeguarded by the obvious 
placing of questionnaires Into a sealed envelope in front of the pupils. 
Pupils could then confidently assume some anonymity. This may 
generate a more purposeful response. 
Pre-Transfer Survey 
A longitudinal tnangulation study commenced involving the structured interviewing of 
three pupils, their parents and staff from each of a Secondary Modem School, a 
Grammar School and a Comprehensive School in the same county but in different 
towns and with different catchment areas. 
Schools were chosen for diversity and it was hoped that information obtained would 
given evidence of opinions on transfer before and after the event from a vanety of 
perspectives. By selecting three different styles of secondary school, It was hoped 
that any differences between attitudes of pupils, parents and staff would be identified 
provided that the structure of the Interviews remained the same in all three cases. 
The aims of the first stage of interviewing were, therefore:-
1. To identify perceived problems and benefits of transfer from each of 
the three interviewed groups, parents, pupils and staff. 
2. 
3. 
To compare perceptions of transfer by the parents, pupils and staff. 
To establish whether or not there were differences in perception 
between pupils and parents transferring to Secondary Modem, 
Grammar or ComprehenSive Schools. 
Permission for the research was sought and granted by the County Director of 
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EducallOn, and letters requesting an interview to discuss the research sent to the 
Head Teacher of the Grammar School (hereafter known as School G) and the 
Comprehensive School (known as School C). A letter was not sent to the Secondary 
Modem School (School S) as the author teaches in the school and discussed the 
research with the Head Teacher by appointment. Each of the Head Teachers agreed 
to allow the research to be conducted with the assistance of the Primary-Secondary 
Co-ordinator. Interviews Within school lime With the Co-ordmators followed, and the 
primary schools used m the research and the pupils to be interviewed selected. 
The schools were chosen accordmg to size and location in order to provide a cross 
section of opinion and views under the guidance of Secondary School Co-ordinators, 
thus: 
- School S linked with feeder Pnmary S1 - a large coastal town school 
With modem faCIlities in a middle class area 
- School G linked With feeder Pnmary G1 - a small rural school largely 
housed in Victorian buildings in a tmy Village. 
- School C linked With feeder Primary C1 - a medium sized primary 
school in a rural market town. 
The Head Teachers were contacted by telephone to request pennission to interview 
pupils and staff during school time for the purposes of the research. Pennisslon was 
granted in all cases. 
Pupils for interview were then selected by the Liaison Co-ordmators and the author on 
a random baSIS, With a balance of male/females as shown in Table 4 (p. 53). The 
names of three pupils transferring to secondary schools Sand C were selected 
randomly from mixed list of boys and girts. As only three pupils were transferring 
from SchoolGlto School G, all pupils were selected. At this date, in May 1992, the 
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liaison co-ordinators and the author had no previous knowledge of any of the pupils 
Involved as the lists of transferring pupils had only recently been despatched to the 
secondary schools and no contact had been made with either the pupils or their 
parents by any party. 
Dunng the meetings with individual liaison co-ordinators, the author sought 
infonmation about the catchment area of the schools Involved and was able to build up 
a picture of type, number and size of feeder schools, numbers transferring to 
secondary school and the induction programme followed by the school The 
infonmatlon received IS presented In Chapter 4, 'The Schools and their liaison 
Arrangements'. The author used an adaptation of King's (1973) audit to arrange 
infonmation about both the feeder schools and the secondary schools. 
In School S, the co-ordinator was the author. As mentioned earlier, the author had 
concems regarding contamination and bias denved from interviewing people that 
were known to her Attempts were made to reduce the nsks of contaminatIOn in that 
tutors from School S were asked to participate in structured interviews In the same 
manner as those at Schools C and G The personal nature of the research to the 
author was stressed at the beginning of each interview and was repeated at the end. 
Staff were told qUite clearly that they would not be compromised In any way by their 
answers and the fonmallty of a structured interview was adhered to. 
Parents and pupils were unknown to the author, as previously mentioned. Care was 
taken to interview them before any fonmal contact had been made by the secondary 
school with regard to transfer procedures and therefore before they had any 
knowledge of the author's role within the school. 
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The pupils were selected and coded as follows:-
" PRIMARY' SECONDARY, ' Male Female, 
Sl S SC1, SC3 SC2 
Gl G GC2 GC1,GC3 
Cl C CC1, CC2, CC3 
SC1 = Secondary School, Child 1 
Table 4 Pupil Interviewees 
Pnmary Head Teachers were contacted to confirm the existence of the pupils, their 
confirmed intention to transfer to Schools S, G and C and their addresses. At thiS time It was 
discovered that a pupil thought to be a girl, chosen by the liaison Co-ordinator at School C, 
was a boy. The name of the child had caused confusion, hence only boys were Interviewed 
at School C. Parents were then contacted by letter and telephone to establish the nature of 
the research and to agree a time and location for the interviews. All of the parents were 
curious about the nature of the research but expressed a Willingness in taking part once it 
had been explained to them by the author, who revealed her role Within School S at the time 
of contact, and this was confirmed by the use of school headed paper in the process The 
role of the author did not appear to present any problems that were mentIOned by the 
interviewees. The chOice of location was left entirely up to them with emphaSIS placed upon 
the fact that the location should be comforlable to them and that the author would adapt to 
their choice of time and place. The locations vaned. 
Parents of pupils transferring to School S all chose to be interviewed at home. Parents of 
pupils transferring to School G chose either the pnmary school or home to be interviewed. 
Parents of transfemng pupils to School C all used the forthcoming Open Day for parents at 
School C as a convenient location. Interviews took place in this case before the activities of 
the day. 
SCHOOL HOME , PRIMARYSCH SECONDARY SCH 
School S SP1, SP2, SP3 
School G GPl GP2.GP3 
SchocIC CP1, CP2, CP3 
SP1 = Secondary School, Parent 1 
Table 5 Location of Interviews 
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The interviews of all staff, pupils and parents took place in June 1992. Pupil and primary 
staff interviews were arranged by the relevant Head Teacher and took place in the primary 
school during school time. By the nature of the interviewing schedule arranged by the Head 
Teachers the Interviews with pupils and primary staff took place on the same day In a qUiet 
part of the school, usually the staff room or head teache~s office. 
The structured Interviews concentrated on three areas. 
1. Feelings about life at Primary School 
Perceptions of Secondary Schooling 
(Pupils/Parents) 
(Primary staff) 
2. Preparation for and information about transfer (All) 
3. Feelings about transfer (All) 
All interviewees were told before questioning of the areas of focus and that replies would be 
written down. The interview schedules are Included in the Appendix nos. 6, 7 and 8. 
SCripted notes were made at the time of interview and summary notes were wntten 
immediately after the Interview. The summary notes also included the autho~s perception of 
the interview and personal views of the interviewees and appear In Chapter 6, 'Result of 
Interviews'. The length of interviews varied between 20 minutes and 50 minutes. The longer 
interviews took place in the home situation and involved the parents. 
All parents and pupils were informed that a follow-up interview would take place after one 
half term at secondary school. All interviewees accepted the idea of a follow-up interview 
and no-one refused. 
3.3 Post-Transfer survev 
During October 1992 follow-up interviews with the parents and pupils were arranged on the 
same basis as first Interviews. The purpose of the interviews was to analyse whether 1) the 
transition period had been as expected, 2) information received about the transferring school 
had been accurate, 3) transfer had been judged as successful by parents, pupils and staff. 
Secondary staff were to conSider whether they had been prepared adequately for receiving a 
transferring group of pupils The nature of the interview questions was largely deCided by 
the responses to the Interviews eamed out in June and certain key issues such as problems 
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of bullying and expectations of workload were pursued. 
The first stage of the interview process was contacting parents again, this time by telephone, 
as a letter seemed rather formal after previous discussions. Interviews were again arranged 
at the convenience of parents and all chose to be interviewed at home, which was 
interesting. Perhaps they felt less threatened by the interview situation having gone 
through the process previously. Perhaps they viewed the research as distinct from school 
and therefore the interview should properly b't!. held at home. Interview length was 
noticeably longer, from 35 mmutes up to one hour. Parents were able to recount incidents to 
demonstrate points they made, whereas dunng the previous interviews instances their 
answers could only be hypothetical. A parent at School C could illustrate a point she made 
by referring to a particular incident, for example:-
"(the speech at school) stressed the good points of the school, didn't say anything about 
the down side. .. should stress the naming of items and that they shouldn't be left lying 
around because they disappear - ask Nicky, his shirt went". 
CP2 
Interviews with pupils were arranged with the Liaison Co-ordmator and took place in the 
secondary school. Pupils were generally more responsive as the interviewer was now more 
familiar, although the pupils in School S (the school of the author) seemed to be more 
guarded in their responses, particularly the more negallve responses. Perhaps they felt 
uncomfortable pointing out negative aspects to the co-ordmator of their own transfer. 
One interview at School C had to be termmated sharply as the interviewee was qUite 
distraught about having to talk about his early expenences at secondary school. The 
mCldent was related to both the Liaison Co-ordinator and the parent, who had little idea about 
how unhappy the pupil had been. 
Pupil interviews ranged from 20 mmutes to 35 minutes long. 
Interviews With secondary school tutors were also arranged by the Liaison Co-ordinators but, 
because of the numbers involved, interviews did not always take place on the same day as 
pupil interviews but as close as possible within at least five working days All interviews 
were conducted in school time and at locations negotiated with staff. 
ss 
SCHOOL STAFF ROOM , OFfiCE CLASSROOM 
School S ST!, ST2, S13 
School G GTll213 
School C CT1, CT213 
ST1 = Secondary School, Tutor of [;1 
Table 6 Location of Tutor Interviews 
As none of the staff had been interviewed previously, it was necessary to explain the nature 
of the research and the need for their assistance. No-one refused to co-operate and 
Interviews lasted between 20 minutes and 30 minutes. 
All of the structured interviews descnbed were again documented by scnpted notes with a 
summary wntten within half an hour of the interview. The interview schedules are included 
In the Appendix nos. 9, 10 and 11. 
The second part of the study Involved the dlstnbutlon of questionnaires to all pupils at 
Schools S, G and C, during October 1992. The questionnaires asked pupils to'· 
1. Describe the usefulness of transfer arrangements 
2. Descnbe imtial transfer experience 
ThiS included reference to work by Murdoch (1966) asking pupils 
to comment upon whether they felt worried by: 
changing classes 
school rules 
making new friends 
bullying 
dislike of teachers 
work not very Interesting 
work too difficult 
3. Descnbe transfer expenence after half a term 
The questionnaire is given in Appendix 12. Each questionnaire was personalised according 
to the school attended, giVing several references to the school name throughout the stated 
questions. 
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The questionnaire was administered by tutors who were given written instructions about how 
the questionnaires were to be distributed, working instructions and guidance to be given to 
pupils. See Appendix 13. The Instructions were denved from recommendations made after 
the administration of the pilot questionnaires. 
Replies were collected by tutors, placed in a sealed envelope and returned via the Liaison 
Co-ordinator to the author. 
The number of questionnaires completed were as follows: 
SCHOOL GIRLS BOYS TOTAL RESPONSE RATE 
School s 71-9594% 96=9504% 167 = 954% 
SchoolG 42= 9545% 26-8965% 68 =9315% 
School C 75=9615% 76=68.37% 151 = 92.68% 
Table 7 Completion of Questionnaires 
Responses were coded according to positive and negative replies, for example, If a 
pupil stated that, 'he/she felt excited and happy about starting at a new school' this 
was coded as a poSITiVe reply. If a pupil staled that 'he/she felt uneasy and nervous 
about a new start' this was coded as a negative reply. The responses to both 
interviews and questionnaires were analysed and appear In Chapters 6 and 7. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE SCHOOLS AND THEIR LIAISON ARRANGEMENTS 
The schools researched in this present study are all based in Uncolnshire. The 
organisation of education in the county Is administered from County Offices In 
Uncoln. The Authority has an open policy to secondary education, in that there is no 
county blueprint for secondary schools and selective schools and comprehensive 
schools exist side by side. There are local variations where secondary modem mixed 
and single sex schools exist as do mixed and single sex grammar schools; some are 
in the control of the Local Authonty and some are Grant Maintained. Comprehensive 
schools are dotted around the county and are fed by primary pupils who have taken 
an 11 + examination or haven't taken the examination, dependent on parental chOice. 
The comprehensive schools seem to fill a niche in some areas for the pupils who 
have failed the 11 +, but do not wish to transfer to a secondary modem school. 
Three Secondary schools were chosen for diversity - a Secondary Modem, a Grant 
Maintained Grammar and a Comprehensive School. The author works as a teacher 
at the Secondary Modem School. The three schools are situated in the same county 
but in different towns with different catchment areas. For the purposes of this present 
study the secondary modem school IS coded as S and the feeder primary, S1; the 
grammar school is coded as School G and the feeder primary, G1; and finally, the 
comprehensive school Is coded as School C with C1 as the feeder pnmary. 
Having chosen three secondary schools on which to base thiS study, decisions had to 
be made as to the choice of pnmary schools for examination. Again, schools were 
chosen for diversity of size, location and nature, and head teachers were contacted to 
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ascertain a willingness to take part in this research. The schools chosen were School 
S1, a large primary in a coastal town with 368 on roll serving School 2; School G1, a 
small village primary with 75 on roll serving School G and School C1, a medium sized 
primary with 212 on roll in a rural town serving School C. 
SCHOOLS SAND S1, TRANSFER AND LIAISON (see Figure 1, p. 60) 
The Secondary Modem School, coded S, is situated in a coastal town of 16,000 
people. The school has an average yearly Intake of 190 pupils With a total school 
population of 1040 in September 1992. Pupils are selected at the age of eleven years 
after the completion of three verbal reasoning (V.R.) tests. The first test takes 
place during the second week after the summer half term In Year 5. 
In January, two separate tests are given to the pupils who are now in Year 6. The 
three raw scores are sent to the Schools Services Section at County Offices in 
Lincoln, to be aggregated. 
During the second week in February, the pnmary schools receive standardised scores 
to enable them to submit reports for appeal panel consideration. A pupil with a score 
of 330 and above is considered to be eligible for a grammar school placement. After 
the appeal panel has met to discuss appeals of pupils on the borderline of 330, 
allocation lists are sent to both primary and secondary schools. Parents are notified 
of the allocation by the end of May. Parents then have the nght to appeal to the 
governing body of the grammar school If they believe that their child deserves such 
a placement. Pupils have been accepted on such appeals with known V R. scores of 
300. 
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FIGUKE I - :SCHOOL:S - FEEPEK PKIIVIAKY SCHOOLS 
COASTAL TOWN 
I PR~~ARY I PRI~~RY I 
I RURAL I 
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SCHOOLS EXAMINED IN STUDY 
School S is housed in modem, well-equipped buildings as a result of a reorganisation 
of schools in 1986. The school is the largest of ItS kind In the county and second 
largest countrywide. The size of the school and large campus by coastal town 
standards has led to some apprehenSion on the part of local people, as can be seen 
by the comments of pupils' parents and staff later in this study. 
There Is a Grammar School in the town and a rural Comprehensive School situated 
13 miles from the town. These schools have not been chosen for this work, but are 
identified in Figure 1. The Grammar school takes the upper 30% of the total school 
population and the Comprehensive School takes nearty 15% of the total school 
population. 
It Will be appreciated that this complex system of selection and late appeals makes 
the whole process of transfer very complex and often confusing for parents and 
pupils alike. Liaison can be extremely difficult between parents and secondary 
school In a situation where the allocation of school is not clear-cut, although the 
mechanics of a selection process should make thiS the case. Parental choice means 
that the selection process is a misnomer when allocation to a secondary modem 
school can be changed to allocation to a comprehenSive school by the telephone call 
of a parent to the head teacher of one comprehensive school. 
This muddled situation has meant that the secondary modem school used in this 
study has been placed in a highly competitive market With the local comprehensive 
school and much time has been devoted to retaining the upper ability level pupils 
who have considered a comprehensive style education. Whilst the purpose of the 
study is not to consider the effect of competition on liaison practices, it should be 
recognised that the intensive liaison work has been undertaken both to ease pupils 
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through the transitional stage and to attract parents and pupils who might be 
considering an altematlve school. 
The school has eight primary feeder schools. In 1992, the intake of Year 7 pupiis 
was 175, 101 boys and 74 girls. The nature ofthe primary school number on roll and 
number of transferring pupils is shown In Table 8. 
TABLE 8 SCHOOL S· FEEDER PRIMARIES 1992 
NOR. TRANS- DISTANCE TRAVEL 
PRIMARY FERRING FROM ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
PUPILS SCHOOL 
~(O":. Si ~;.;~ ~t'368~} 1>'<~1Q:':fu: 'U~f~£»tt~?, ~~~~~~l: MOST RECENTL.YOPfNErfSCHOOtJM r;;,~',:~, ~~"::~~t~tt "','k.:.~,r'X ., 8::"~~" ,::::..:;.-:-\::, I<OASTAt,TOWNf: sAM~Ll'taTVO'( PtJ~lta,'!;~! tl~~~if;Y ~.;~~t4r$ ~161~SYt~(~ h"',~R"'~~~~ .,tA ~'}~~.::,if//!Y ' .... ' ... , ... , ...... , .. ""':" CHOSEl'f fROM~TWfS$CHOOLt~~:xLitt:;5.d.? .. >~~ 'f .. > ..... N ,,'" .. ""~"8'''.v .. > v> .. .... .-" .... :» .. "{ 
S2 313 58 WALK LARGE JUNIOR SCHOOL IN COASTAL TOWN 
POPULATION IS HOUSED IN OLD BUILDINGS C. 
1908 
S3 242 21 5M BUS THE PRIMARY SCHOOL OCCUPIES FORMER 
TRAIN SECONDARY SCHOOL PREMISES IN A RURAL 
VILLAGE. 
54 153 12 6M BUS CHURCH OF ENGLAND PRIMARY IN RURAL 
VILLAGE BUILDINGS ARE MODERN AND 
SPACIOUS 
S5 219 21 WALK THIS PRIMARY SCHOOL IN THE COASTAL 
TOWN HAS A SPECIAL NEEDS ANNEXE FOR 
STATEMENTED PUPILS 
S6 106 13 7M BUS COASTAL VILLAGE PRIMARY WITH GREAT 
FLUCTUATION OF PUPIL ROLL BECAUSE OF A 
LARGE CARAVAN BASED POPULATION IN THE 
AREA. 
S7 203 22 9M BUS COASTAL VILLAGE PRIMARY WITH MODERN 
OPEN PLAN FACIUTlES. 
sa 4B 7 12M BUS RURAL VILLAGE PRIMARY HOUSED IN OLD 
BUILDINGS WITH MOBILE ACCOMMODATION 
S9 
-
11 MOVED INTO COUNTY DURING SUMMER 
HOLIDAYS 
Pupiis from the eight feeder primaries are inVited to Open Days and Evenings, which 
are held annually. Year 5 pupiis spend a day at the secondary school working on 
studies begun at the primaries, in the areas of C.D.T., SCience and Information 
Technology. They are accompanied by their class teacher. 
B2 
Photographs are taken of all pupils at work on this day, and these are displayed in the 
primary schools in the Autumn tenn when the pupils are in Year 6. Pupils are given 
the photographs to take home. 
Once the selection process has been completed and names of transferring pupils 
made known to parents, pupils and staff in May, the Assistant Head Teacher and 
Head of Year 7 viSit each feeder pnmary school. The purpose Is to meet the Head 
and Class Teacher to discuss friendship groups, ability and Interests of transfemng 
pupils. Infonnation regarding pupils With learning difficulties is forwarded to the 
Learning Support Co-ordinator of the secondary school, who will usually make an 
additional visit to the primary school to discuss indiVidual pupil needs. On a second 
visit to the schools, past pupils return With the Assistant Head Teacher and tlead of 
Year 7 to inVite primary pupils to viSit the school, give details about transfer, answer 
any questions that pupils may have and to work through an Infonnatlon booklet about 
the school. 
Primary pupils spend one day visiting the secondary school when they meet the Head 
Teacher, have a tour around the school, meet their tutor and the rest of the group, 
have lunch, complete the detail in the Infonnation booklet and receive a magazine 
speCially prepared for them by Year 7 pupils on life at Secondary school. Transport 
is arranged and paid for by the Secondary school. Parents are invited to an 
infonnation evening on the same day. They are given a prospectus, a guided tour of 
the school and Its facilities and a message of welcome by the Head Teacher and 
senior staff. An average of 80% of parents attend the infonnation evening. 
Pupils begin school on the first day of tenn With the whole school present. 
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In addition to transfer arrangements. there are curriculum working parties consisting 
of secondary and primary teachers In the areas of English. Maths and Science. The 
Assistant Head Teacher and Deputy Head Teacher. Cumculum. also meet termly 
with Primary Head Teachers to discuss curriculum continuity and liaison practice. A 
summary of liaison practices for School S is shown in Table 9. 
TABLE 9 SCHOOL S • LIAISON ARRANGEMENTS 
-~.., ::.l~~~:6~~t~~)~., :;'~}WK.:;L:;"ht? ;:)~f>~%5 &~ ~'3~ '3$-V ,~~ ~ ",:-' ::::Bi~~::Bh' ~,,:=,~,, W~$' {i~l;{~t~.,~?:, :~l" t~8A%~ l~0ii~ di~,,)$WftJf$6~~f~\lr;d ~~~~[!:}~~~~Mt~;:~~~t~l~:~~f "''''''''::'' , .... p~ i"" ;" ... d~,' .. " ?~;9B}t1~-:;"%M··mS~1r'1Md-B~t..%~$:-t,f1, ~'~ ~ >f~ \~::: ~~ >";'~$).~ ~ l'«~'3~, 8~~) ... 
Visrts by pastoral staff to prtmary Open Visft to Secondary School.n Yr 5 Visrt by Secondary staff to Open 
Evenings to wort< In areas of IT. COT. Evenings 
Science 
Visrts by pastoral staff to discuss pupil 
progress WIth Head Teacher and Class 
Teacher 
Visrt to Secondary school.n Yr 6 Invrtation to Induction Evening 
Visft by pastoral staff and Yr 7 pup.ls to Receipt of personal Invrtatlon. Receipt of Prospectus 
meet pupils Informaban booklet and pup.1 
magazJne 
Invftatlon to Open Days 
Visft by Leam.ng Support Co-ordInator to Invrtabons to Open Days. Invrtabons to Open Days 
Pnmanes Concerts 
Curriculum meebngs between staff In 
areas of EngliSh, Maths and SCience 
Termly naoson meebngs between 
Prtmary Head Teachers and Secondary 
Assistant Head Teachers 
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School S1 
The school Is the largest feeder pnmary to School S and it is from this school that 
intelViewed pupils were selected. The school boasts modem buildings, c. 1976, good 
facilities and a high level of parental involvement from its largely middle class catchment 
area. Pupils are admitted to the school at the age of five years and the school is currently 
over-subscnbed. Over 50% of pupils entered for 11 + selection transfer to the local grammar 
school. Pupils are taught in mixed ability classes over two age bands, thereby Years 5 and 6 
are taught together, but are streamed for Maths and English. The school has recently 
appointed a Liaison Co-ordinator who teaches a Year 5 and 6 class group. The Liaison 
Co-ordinator takes part in Year 5 visits to School S and actively encourages joint initiatives 
in extra-curricular actiVities. School S is inVited to Open Days, school productions and 
mUSical festivals. Arrangements are made for secondary pastoral staff to speak at Year 5 
Parents' Evenings when the process of selection is explained to parents by the primary head 
, 
teacher. Pastoral staff from School S meet With parents, show a promotional video and 
answer questions about the school together with the head boy and gilt 
The Head Teacher from S1 meets With pastoral staff from School S on a terrnly baSIS and 
was co-operative in diSCUSSing liaison methods and providing a school prospectus for the 
author. The Liaison Co-ordinator also provided much detail about current practice. 
SCHOOLS G AND G1. TRANSFER AND LIAISON 
The Grant Maintained Grammar School, coded G, is situated in a small market town of 
3,000 people. The 11-18 mixed school has 353 pupils on roll who are drawn largely from 
the local area wrth a few pupils from outside the traditional catchment area who have 
sought entry to the school on the grounds of 11 + appeal. School G enjoys a long 
established history with its founding back In 1576. The school has been based on its 
present site since 1991 although large building programmes have been regularly 
undertaken. In September 1989, supported by a parental ballot, the school became one of 
the first in the country to achieve Grant Maintained status. Since then, a major building and 
refurbishment plan have been concluded and the school enJoys modem faCIlities. The 
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school has a large sixth form and pupils follow A and AS level courses. School G IS run on 
very traditional lines with strict adherence to school uniform and discipline. A large 
proportion of pupils transfer to University at the end of their school life. 
The school is served by eight feeder schools as shown in Figure 2 (p. 67) , G1 to GB, 
although additional pupils were drawn from eight other primary schools In 1992, shown as 
G9 to G16. In 1992 the Intake of Year 7 pupils was 73 in total, 29 boys and 44 girls. The 
nature of the primary school number on roll and number of transferring pupils is shown in 
Table 10. 
TABLE 10 SCHOOL G - FEEDER PRIMARIES 1992 
PRIMARY N.O,R, TRAN5- DIST .. TRAVEl AODITIONA~ COMMENTS 
fERRING FROM ' ' , . 
PUPILS SCHOOL , , . , 
, Gl 7$ 4 4m Sus Rurallllllage primary. Sample sludy pUpils chosen 
ftom this school ' . 
G2 46 7 9m Bus Rural VIllage primary 
G3 84 4 6m Bus Rural VIllage primary. 
G4 312 12 8m Bus Coastal VIllage primary school 
GS 190 6 8m Bus Coastallllllage primary school. 
G6 64 4 6m Bus Coastal VIllage pnmary school 
G7 312 16 . Walk One of the larger feeder schools slluated WIthin the 
"""I town. 
G8 313 4 14m Bus Lsrge coastallown junior school Pupils lransfer on 
appeal. 
G9 219 2 14m Bus Lsrge coastallown pnmary PupUslransfer on 
appeal 
Gl0 368 1 14m Bus Lsrge coastal town pnmary. Pupils lransfer on 
appeal 
Gll SS 1 ISm Bus Rural VIllage pnmary. 
G12 36 1 3m Bus Rural VIllage pnmary 
G13 SS 3 5m Bus Rurallllllage primary 
G14 186 1 9m Bus Rural VIllage primary 
G15 473 1 17m Bus Lsrge rural town primary Pupils lransfer on appeal 
G16 419 2 12m Bus Lsrge rural town pnmary Pupllslransfer on appeal 
G17 . 3 . . Moved Into county dunng summer holidays 
GI8 . 1 2m Bus Educated at home 
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AT HOME 
Pupils from the eight feeder primaries and potential feeder pnmaries are invited to 
annual Open Evenings and concerts. Head Teachers are Invited to annual prize givings. 
Invitations are well documented and were presented to the author by the Head of Lower 
School during Interviews regarding liaison practices. The Head of Lower School IS the 
Primary-Secondary LIaison Co-ordinator at School G. Information regarding School G 
was also obtained dunng open-ended Interview with the Head Teacher. 
The selection procedure for transfer at School G is the same as that which has already 
been documented with reference to School S, i e Pupils attaining a score of 330 are 
eligible for entry to School G. Additionally, appeals are made for entry on test scores of 
300-330. Govemors and the Head Teacher then make a decision about the ability and 
suitability of these pupils based on parental comment, test result and perhaps a school 
report 
Once the selection procedure has been eamed out, the liaison Co-ordinator makes a 
visit to each feeder primary school. SlHe talks to the pupils about life at secondary 
school and inVites them to VISit the school. A letter IS sent to each parent inViting 
them to viSit the school dunng the aftemoon of the same day. 
Pupils travel by school transport and spend time at school G, meeting pupils from 
other pnmary schools, their Tutor, Deputy Head Teacher and Head Teacher. They 
spend some time taking part in lessons. They receive a school lunch and go 
SWimming In the school pool dunng the aftemoon. Parents amve after lunch and 
receive Informative talks by Head Teacher, Deputy Head Teacher and liaison 
Co-ordinator. Time IS spent With their child's form tutor who gives parents a tour of 
the school and answers individual questions. Pupils retum home With their parents at 
the end of the day or on school transport if their parents do not attend. Some 95% of 
parents attend school on the VISit aftemoon, according to information given by the 
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Liaison Co-ordInator. 
The Liaison Co-ordinator also attends regular meetings with Primary Head Teachers 
to discuss liaison arrangements and current curricular activities at each school. A 
summary of liaison arrangements is shown In Table 11. 
TABLE 11 Liaison Arrangements 
STAFF OF SECONDARY PUPIL PARENT 
SCHOOL' 
Visft by Pastoral staff to discuss pupil background WIth Visd to school In Year 6 for Invftabon to VlSft school for 
Head Teacher and to meet PUPils 1 day an afternoon 
Receipt of Prospectus 
Ualson meetings between pnmal}' Heads and Pastoral Invrtat/on to Open Evenings Invrtabon to Open Evenings 
Staff of secondal}' school on • termly basIS and mUSICal concerts and musical concerts 
School G1 
The Pnmary school is situated in a small village of approximately 600 people and IS 
mainly housed in Victorian buildings although a recent bUilding programme provided a new 
school hall and two classrooms. Pupils either walk to school or are bussed In from 
surrounding farms and hamlets. The faCtillles and resources are stretched and the school 
has recently opted, and been granted, Grant Maintained status. The Head Teacher teaches 
her own Year 5/6 class for the major part of the week. Cramped conditions mean that her 
office doubles as the secretary's office and the school staffroom. All liaison work is 
undertaken by the Head Teacher. Pupils are entered for the selection procedure and 
transfer either to School G, or to the local secondary modem school. Some 40% transfer to 
SchoolG. 
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The Head Teacher is invited to and attends the Annual Prize Giving at School G. In 
open-ended interviews, she commented favourably upon the number of invitations from 
School G to music festivals and school plays to which pupils were regularly escorted by 
staff and parents. 
Pupils are taught in groups of mixed age and ability because of the small numbers involved. 
In 1991, there were 9 pupils in Year 6. Pupils are streamed for Maths and English. 
Schools C and C1. Transfer and Liaison 
SchoolC 
This 11-18 voluntary controlled, mixed comprehensive school serves a large rural 
catchment area (see Figure 3, p.71). Pupils can travel long distances to school and 
there is a boarding facility for male sixth form students. There are currently 1042 
pupils on roll. Boarders make up 70 of the 150 post 16 places. In 1992 the intake of 
Year 7 pupils was 164 in total, 86 boys and 78 girls 
School C is fully comprehensive; there are no entry requirements based on 
educational qualifications. Entry to the sixth form is 'open', in that pupils are admitted 
according to whether the school has courses SUitable to the needs of the pupil 
applying for entry. 
School C was established as a boys' grammar school in 1863 on the present site. In 
1971 girls were admitted to the school when it became a co-educational 
comprehensive school, one of the first in the country. The old school bUildings have 
been completely removed and regular bUilding programmes have ensured that the 
school has up to date faCilities and resources. 
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The nature of the 20 primary schools, number on roll and number of transferring 
pupils IS shown m Table 12. 
TABLE 12 School C - Feeder Primaries 1992 
PRIMARY NOR TRANS· 0IST. TRAVEL ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
fERRING FROM 
PUPILS SCHOOl;. 
C1 212 38 . Walk Large primary school In rural Wwn. Sample study 
POll'I. chosen from thIS school. 
C2 124 25 2m Walk Large primary In rural town 
C3 249 S 9m Bus Large primary In rural town 
C4 224 1 26m Bus Large primary In rural town 
CS 39 6 6m Bus Pnmary In rural VIllage 
C6 96 2 Sm Bus Primary In rural village 
C7 62 6 3m Bus Primary In rural VIllage 
CS 130 4 13m Bus Pnmary In rural village 
C9 126 12 9m Bus Pnmary In rural VIllage 
C10 101 16 5m Bus Primary In rural village 
C11 38 3 3m Bus Primary In rural Village 
C12 36 2 7m Bus Primary In rural village 
C13 41 1 6m Bus Primary In rural VIllage 
C14 170 5 7m Bus Primary In rural VIllage 
C15 34 1 Sm Bus Pnmary In rural VIllage 
C16 53 6 7m Bus Pnmary In rural VIllage 
C17 31 1 11m Bus Primary In rural Village 
C1S 53 6 2m Bus Pnmary In rural Village 
C19 119 3 9m Bus Pnmary In rural village 
C20 41 4 7m Bus Primary In rural village 
C21 
-
14 Moved from pnmanes outsIde the area 
As there IS no selection procedure, liaison arrangements do not begin at a particular 
pomt during the year, but are ongOing. There are no other secondary schools in the 
immediate vicinity and consequently, competition between schools IS not an issue at 
School C, although senior staff are very much aware of market forces and the 
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importance of promoting the school and using effective primary liaison as a tool for 
this practice. Infonmation regarding liaison practices was sought from the Head of 
Lower School, who is also a Semor Teacher and Ualson Co-ordinator. Infonmation 
was received from open-ended Interviews with the Head of Lower School and 
documentary evidence available from School C. 
The Head of Lower School viSits each feeder primary school to meet pupils and 
parents and to answer questions about the school. A school video is shown at this 
time. This IS followed by a further VISit to discuss personal and academic details of 
transfernng pupils with the Head Teacher during the spnng tenm. The Co-ordinator of 
Special Needs also visits the school to ascertain learning support requirements. 
Pupils viSit the school. The intake year is divided into Houses, dependent on 
geographical area of the school. Each House area incorporates a number of feeder 
primary schools and a viSit day is arranged for the schools In the same house. 
Pupils viSit the comprehensive with their parents and class teacher from the primary 
school in the summer tenm. During the moming spent in school, parents and pupils 
listen to an Introductory talk by the Head Teacher and Head of Lower School, have a 
guided tour of the school and, whilst parents meet With other staff, the tutor and newly 
created tutor group go away to have group and individual photographs taken by sixth 
fonmers at the school. Pupils leave the school at lunchtime With their parents. An 
average of 85% of parents attend at thiS time. This Visit is followed up by a VISit to 
the feeder primary school by the Tutor and Head of House. The visit is designed to 
give an opportunity for pupils to discuss any final wonries before they transfer in 
September. A summary of liaison practices for School C is shown in Table 13. 
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Table 13 School C - Liaison Arrangements 
STAFF OF 
SECONDARY SCHOOL 
Visn by Pastoral Staff to meet PUPils and show V T R 
Visn by Pastoral Staff to discuss pupil progress with 
Head Teacher 
.School Cl 
PUPIL PAREI'IT 
Vis~ with parent and class to Invitation to VlS~ day at 
Secondary School Secondary School 
Photograph taken 
Visft with other PUPils to take Receipt 01 Prospeotus 
part In lessons 
Receipt of letter from Year 7 
pupil 
Receipt 01 pup" Inlo""atlon 
booklet 
InVItation to Open Day, Invitation to Open Day and 
concerts, sports matches concerts 
Although not the largest feeder school m terms of number on roll, School Cl sends the 
greatest number of pupils per year to School C. The school is situated in the same small 
rural town as School C, and pupils aged 5-11 walk to school from nearby housing estates. 
The school was bUilt between the wars c.1929 and accommodatIOn is cramped. The 212 
pupils at the school are housed in small classrooms badly in need of some renovation. 
Classes are taught m mixed ability groups but are streamed for maths. The majority of 
pupils go to School C With just a few pupils each year opting to take a selection exam, as 
descnbed earlier, to go to the grammar school, some 25 miles outside the town. 
There is no Liaison Co-ordinator, although the same teacher teaches a Year 6 class every 
year, so ensuring regular contact with the Liaison Co-ordmator from School C. School Cl is 
regularly inVited to fun days, sporls days and school productions at School C and pupils are 
encouraged to attend football coaching at School C at the weekends. 
Both the Head Teacher and Year 6 Class Teacher prOVided details about liaison work with 
School C. ThiS liaison IS largely based upon initiatives taken by School C. 
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SUMMARY OF CURRENT LIAISON PRACTICE IN SCHOOLS S. G AND C 
Liaison with feeder primary schools has been recognised by all three secondary 
schools descnbed in the study as an important issue. However, there are differences 
in the pattern of arrangements and in the time and effort spent on liaison between the 
three schOOls. 
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TABLE 14 Summary of Current Primary Secondary Liaison Practice 
for Schools S, G and C 
, , 
STRATEGIES USED , SCHOOLS SCHOOLG SCHOOLC 
Vis~ to Secondary School In Yea' 
Sto wor!< In CIIrrlculum a,eas by J 
pupils 
Vis~s by Pastoral Staff to Pnmary J 
School Open Evenings 
InVItations to Pnmary School for 
Open Days, concerts at J J J 
Secondary Schools 
Visrls by Pastoral Staff to diSCUSS 
puPil prog,ess with Pnmary J J J 
Teacher 
Vis~ by Learning Support J J 
Co.ordlnator to Pnmartes 
Visft by Pastoral Staff to meet J J J 
Prtmary pupils 
Visft by Yea, 7 pupils to meet J 
Prtmary pupils 
Invllabon to Yea, 6 PUPils to J J J 
spend a day In Secondary School 
Dlstrtbullon of pupil magazine to J 
Prtmary pupils 
Dlstnbution of Infonmatlon booklet J J 
to Prtmary pupils 
Informabon evemng/afternoon for J J J 
parents at Secondary Schools 
Cumculum meetings between J 
Prtmary and Secondary staff 
Ualson meetings between 
Secondary Pastoral Staff and J J 
Prtmary Head Teachers 
Dlstrtbution of Prospectus to J J J 
parents of Prtmary pupils 
Production and display of 
promotional video by Secondary J J 
Staff In Pnmary School 
Display of photographs of 
Pnmary School pupils at war!< on J 
Yea' 5 Vls~ day 
Receipt of lette, from Yea, 7 J J 
pupils by Pnmary pupils 
TOTAL SUM OF STRATEGIES '11 
" 
1 10 
,USED 
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The most comprehensive arrangements in liaison have been made by School Sand 
the least by School G. There are various factors involved here to do with the nature 
of the schools, the ability of the pupils and the influences of competitive market 
forces. 
There still eXists an ethos In the town in which Schools G and S are situated of a 
pass/fail situation that is generated by a selective system. There is an associated 
higher 'status' about a grammar school into which a pupil has passed, rather than a 
secondary modem, entry to which is deemed a 'fail'. 
Certainly the high ability of grammar school pupils would indicate that smooth 
transition would be likely (Nisbet and Entwistie, 1969). The associated 'success' of 
such pupils perhaps negates the need for liaison from a competitive market 
viewpoint, as pupils Will usually strive to enter School G as a mark of their personal 
success. Perhaps, too, the size of Intake is a factor in the school's perception of the 
transfer process. At School G, with fewer children involved, in transfer It might be 
thought that problems would be fewer and this could be more easily managed. 
By contrast, School S IS faced with a failing roll situation and association with failure 
within a competitive market place. As has been previously mentioned, the effect of 
competition on liaison practices IS not the Issue ofthls study, but cannot be ignored 
when considering the extent and nature of such practices. 
Parental attendance at induction evenings appears to be significantly higher, at 95%, 
at School G than at School S, with only 80%. The difference could perhaps be 
accounted for in two ways. Either School G's parents are more supportive and so feel 
a wish to attend, a matter of status rather than of need, and have the opportunity to 
attend because they are economically more able to do so. Conversely, School G's 
n 
parents may feel that they need to attend beeause the liaison arrangements are less 
comprehensive than at School S Whatever the situation there is an obvious need to 
attract more parents to School S. Perhaps the status of the school and the 
association with failure upon entry to a secondary modem school are powerful factors 
here. However, unless the selection system alters, that will always be the ease. 
School C has made concerted efforts to develop liaison between primary schools in 
the area. The large number of feeder schools involved means that liaison is an 
important issue in that pupils travel long distances from small school to School C and 
need to be clear about transfer arrangements and life at a large comprehensive 
school. 
It is clear that all three schools chosen for this study have made concerted efforts to 
develop liaison with feeder primaries for various reasons Differences are explicable 
in terms of their loeational situation. Schools Sand G may be responding to extemal, 
parental pressures, to market forces whether strong or weak; whereas School C might 
be said to be responding to the perceived needs of the pupils themselves, that is, to 
intnnsic motivation. The task of successful liaison between the feeder pnmaries and 
the schools is great when consideration is given to the numbers of pupils and staff 
involved whatever reasons are given for Its development. School S needs to deliver 
successfully to eight feeder schools, School G to sixteen feeder schools and School C 
to some twenty feeder primaries. 
It is the number of feeder pnmanes that Is an issue here. As previously mentioned, 
each primary school is unique to Its staff, pupils and buildings and each has ItS own 
institutional bias or culture. Successful liaison demands an appreciatIOn of the nature 
of indiVidual primary schools and a liaison audit would be useful here to ascertain the 
structure and organisational procedures used in each Individual school. This ean be a 
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straightforward procedure to put into operation once the framework has been 
established. In 1973 King made reference to an audit to note the main charactenstics 
of six transfer schools in three different local authorities. With reference to King, a 
similar audit was conducted into the background of feeder schools used in this 
survey. Additional characteristics were included to examine travel to school, 
movement around the school, the proportion of group work undertaken in the schools 
and the apPOintment of a liaison Co-ordinator. The results are shown in Table 15 
with the additional characteristics mentioned marked with an asterisk. Table 15 
demonstrates that the only aspects shOWing a high level of Primary-Secondary 
consistency are the absence of a Year en play area, the weanng of uniform and the 
awarding of stars or ment marks There is some consistency between indiVidual 
schools, as shown in the table. 
The implications of such audits are discussed at a later stage in thiS study but serve 
here to point out the differences In the nature of all schools studied in this work. An 
appreciation of the differences not only between feeder schools but between the 
primaries and the secondary school may help Co-ordinators to understand the 
organisational boundaries that children have to cross upon transfer to a secondary 
school. Co-ordinators may attempt to blur the boundaries to faclhtate transfer but 
should acknowledge that all change is not necessarily to a child's detnment, but can 
be exciting proViding that It is handled with understanding. For example, Table 15 
demonstrates that all feeder primary schools examined in thiS study have a high 
proportion of teaching done by one teacher with httle movement to different classes. 
By contrast, all secondary schools do not have a high proportion of teaching done by 
one teacher and pupils move regularly to different rooms. Providmg that pupils are 
confident about the location of the room(s) and the Identity of the class teacher, they 
would probably welcome the idea of some independent movement around a building 
with the opportunity of samphng specialist faclhtles and Instruction from speciahst 
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staff. This need not be an awesome experience. 
TABLE 15 Main Characteristics of the Six Transfer Schools 
SCHOOL IDENTITY 8 " 81 G u G1 C • /C1 
. , , , , , 
AGE RANGE 11-18 5-11 11-18 5-11 11-18 5-11 
Year 617 base I I I x I x 
Year 617 playarea x x x x x x 
Year 617 assembly I x x x I x 
Higher proportion of teaching done by one x I x I x I 
teacher 
OffiCial school uniform I I I I I I 
Setting or banding by ability for x I x I x I 
MathoslEngllsh 
Setting or banding In some other subjects x I x x x x 
Stars conduct marks or mertts awarded I I I I I I 
Travel by bus· I x I I I x 
Movement to different classrooms • I x I x I x 
Higher proportion of group work· x I x I x I 
Liaison Co-ordinator In the school· I I I x I x 
eo 
CHAPTERS 
RESULTS AND FINDINGS 
1. Results of questionnaire delivered in October 1992 
The results of the pilot questionnaire completed in October 1991 are not commented upon In this 
section as the low completion rate of 50% for the whole process would suggest that the results 
are unreliable. See appendix 14 for table of results. Improvements in style and procedure were 
made in order to increase the reliability and value of the full study next year. 
The questionnaire administered In October 1992 aimed to give an overall picture of the 
perception of children in the three schools on their transfer to secondary school. The completion 
rate was much higher than that of the pilot and was as follows:-
SchoolS 9542% 
SchoolG 93.15% 
SchoolC 9268% 
The overall similarity in completion rates hides some Interesting differences between the 
schools. The completion rate started to vary significantly by question 5 in Section 1 with 10 18% 
at School Sand 9.33% at School C beginning to leave question uncompleted. The highest level 
of uncompleted questions occurred In the penultimate question with 22.96% at School Sand 
17.65% at School C. However, this rate dropped to 9.86% in School Sand 375% in School C 
by the final question. Pupils at School G completed virtually all questions With the highest 
non-completion rate of 2.94% occurring in question 3 in Section 2. A complete table of 
questionnaire results is given In AppendiX 15. 
The higher ability of pupils at School G could account for the difference in completion rates. 
Lower achievers could have had problems with the style of the questions, or a shortage of time, 
or simply couldn't sustain concentration throughout the questionnaire. 
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The difference in the completion rate of the penultimate and final questions was interesting, as 
both were open-ended. However pupils were more willing to answer a generalised question such 
as, 'Who would you go to in time of trouble' than a speCific question which asked about their 
worries. In general, more open ended questions than closed questions were left uncompleted. 
This could be explained again by the low ability of some of the pupils completing the 
questionnaire Only the closed question 1 In Section 3 had a significant non-completion rate, 
(15.57%), which was by pupils at School S. 
Intemal consistency Within each school's questionnaire answers and between answers from the 
same school IS clearly demonstrated throughout the questionnaire which would Indicate that the 
results are valid. For example, pupils who indicated that they were happy to have left their 
pnmary schools also Indicated that they would not like to be back at pnmary school Work 
problems were Identified by a Significant number of pupils as an issue in question 6 in Section 2 
and again in question 2, Section 3 as something that they still worried about after half a term. 
Womes about getting lost and bullying in Schools Sand C are consistent with Identified womes 
shown under Murdoch's section of anxieties. 
Murdoch (1966) suggested that 60% of pupils expenence problems of school rules, making 
newfriends, bullying, dislike of teachers, work not very interesting, work too difficult and changing 
classes. This suggestion was tested by the questionnaire issued In October 1992, which 
suggests that more than 90% of pupils experienced these problems if one conSiders that the 
non-completion rate for this section was extremely low. See table 16. 
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, SCHOOL NON-COMPLETION RATE % % EXPERIENCING 
, MURDOCH'S PROBLEMS 
School S 5.38 94.62 
School G 294 97.06 
School C 10.52 89.48 
TABLE 16 
Questionnaire responses across the three schools were tested for significance using the Chi 
Square test outlined by Cohen and Holliday (1982). Gender responses were also tested for 
significance across and within the three schools. An example of the Chi Square test calculations 
Is given in Appendix 16. For the purposes of this chapter, Chi Square testing Will be recorded 
showing the level of significance at 0 05 or 0 01. 
5.1 Gender Differences 
The results indicate some gender differences both within and across the schools. Over 95% of 
all pupils VISited their secondary school before they left primary school After this ViSit, fewer 
girls at Schools Sand C felt positive towards the transfer than boys; some 48.21 % girls 
compared With 64.52% boys at School Sand 14.6% girls compared With 34.21 % boys at School 
G. At School G more girls, some 52.38%, felt pOSitive towards the transfer than boys, 46.15%. 
All of these differences were significant at the 0 05 level. Perhaps this response had something 
to do with the numbers of transfemng pupils at each school. At Schools Sand C more boys 
transfemed than girls, but at School G, more girls transferred than boys and perhaps a feeling of 
confidence and safety existed amongst large numbers of transferring gender groups generating a 
greater poSItive response in the questionnaire. 
Surpnsingly, although girls at School G had few early worries about transfer and felt positive on 
the visit day, after half a term some 53.45% indicated a concem about work problems. This was 
a significantly higher level of concem than that of both the boys at School G (3636%), and the 
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girls at Schools Sand C (18.07% and 17.86% respectively). It IS difficult to explain this 
difference unless one considers that the selection procedure could be weighted in favour of girlS, 
In view of the fact that 60.27% of 1992 intake at School G were female. This difference could be 
levelled out when girls compete against the boys in the secondary classroom situation, with the 
boys having a greater level of success. , However, there are a number of other factors that 
should also be considered, including social expectations of pupils at School G, gender Issues 
and equal oppOrlunities in the classroom, parental expectations, the nature of academic work 
and the formal structure of the school systems. More research is needed in thiS area before 
suggestions such as these could be validated. In general terms, however, we have good reason 
to believe that the girls at School G had nearly twice as many work concems as any other gender 
group at each of the three schools. Whatever the reasons, it would be reasonable to predict that 
the group most likely to stili have concems about work after half a term are the girls at School G. 
This view is strengthened when one compares the feelings of girls on the visit day with the level 
of worries at the end of half a term. Here It can be seen that although girls at School Sand C 
are more negative on the viSit day, their concem decreases more markedly than that of girls at 
School G by the end of half a term. 
/ 
52 First Impressions 
The mitlal elation about transfer in School G seems to subside for both boys and girls after half a 
term. A significant minonty of 16.18% still felt negative about transfer compared With 4.79% and 
7.89% In Schools Sand C respectively. ThiS was Significant at the 0.01 level between Schools 
G and S and at 0 05 level between Schools G and C. Perhaps the high inCidence of work 
concerns at School G of 47.25% could account for this negative feeling. ThiS is over twice the 
percentage of pupils experiencing a similar concem in Schools Sand C. The nature of the work 
and the organisation of the classes could be factors to consider here in that the academic nature 
of the work and competition amongst a class group of similar ability could be takmg ItS toll upon 
pupils at School G. 
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% GIRLS % BOYS TOTAL % 
SCHOOL ViSit Day HalfTenn ViSit Day HalfTenn 
40.91 69.01 64.52 70.83 54.72 70.06 
" 54.55 2.82 30.11 6.25 40.25 4.79 
5 3.03 11.27 5.38 8.33 4.4 9.58 
1.52 169 0 14.58 063 15.57 
52.38 85.71 46.15 76.92 50 82.35 
47.62 14.29 38.46 19.23 44.12 16.18 
G o o 15.38 3.85 588 1.47 
o o o o o o 
14.67 80 34.21 80.52 2467 80.26 
76 10.67 63.16 519 70 789 
-c 533 6.67 263 649 4 6.58 
4 267 o 7.79 2 526 
Table 17 A Comparison of Feelings about Transfer over Half a Tenn 
A number of gifts at each of the schools worried more about friendship groups than boys. This 
worry was highest at Schools G and C. Perhaps the problem had been accentuated by the 
selective system at School G, where it had damaged or broken up friendship groups prior to 
movement more conclusively than at the larger schools. Perhaps at School C, the groups were 
split after transfer across the many tutor groups In the year. This possibility could be tested by 
more detailed questioning in the schools. 
When pnmary pupils vIsited their secondary schools in June or July a larger percentage of pupils 
at School C felt negative about the ViSit compared with pupils at the other two schools. ThiS 
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could have had something to do with the size of the school or the organisation of the visit day. 
On the Chi Square test a significance at the 0 01 level was recorded between both Schools S 
and C and G and C, indicating a significant relationship between the feelings of pupils at School 
C about the visit day and those of Sand G. Certainly the size of the school generated the 
problem of getting lost for pupils at School C with some 44.79% identifying thiS as a factor of 
concem. The site of School C is widespread and this could seem confusing for new pupils. 
Even after half a term a greater percentage of pupils at School C, 5.88%, identified getting lost 
as a source of worry compared With pupils at the other two schools, at 1.10% at School G and 
1.60% at School S. The organisation of the visit day may not have met the needs of the pupilS. 
Perhaps they found the day confUSing and not what they had expected Maybe they didn't 
receive the detail about the school that they anticipated. Certainly the booklet, produced and 
distributed by staff at School C on the viSit day didn't seem to alleviate any concems in that 
37.33% pupils stili felt negative about transfer after receiving It compared With around 14% in 
Schools G and S. Perhaps the booklet does not meet the needs of the pupils and should be 
reviewed by pupils and staff in order that it does meet these needs Pupils could be asked to 
annotate the booklet and remove sections which they consider irrelevant to their needs. Perhaps 
a booklet which Involves pupils In activities should be considered rather than one which involves 
boredom by encouraging just passive reading. Certainly, two of the pupils interviewed from 
School C did not use the booklet at all and had little memory of either the booklet or its contents. 
CC1: 'I don't think I used It.' 
Interviewer: 'Why was that?' 
CC1: 'I don't know really.' 
and, 
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CC2: 'I never looked at It. My mum read rt. I only had a bnef look on the visit day 
as Mr. N. was talking through it.' 
5.3 Hidden Culture Issues 
The questionnaire responses to the nature of problems upon transfer highlighted the hidden 
culture issues which have been noted by Measor and Woods and others Key areas such as 
friendship groups, getting lost and bullying were recorded as Significant at the 0 01 level across 
the three schools However, there was no significance noted between Schools Sand C although 
it was noted at the 0.01 level between Schools Sand G and C and G. Upon companson of the 
figures it would seem that the issue of bullying could cause some discrepancy between the levels 
of significance (see table 18) 
SCHOOLS SCHOOLG SCHOOLC 
, 
" 
, 
, 
GirlS Boys Total Girls Boys Total GirlS Boys Total , 
" PROBLEMS 
% % % % % % % % % 
, 
Getting lost 42.5 27.03 35.06 15.38 37.5 21.82 40 52.78 44.79 
Having no friends 17.5 1081 1429 25.64 18.75 2364 25 2.78 1667 
, ' 
Bullying 20 37.84 28.57 2.56 0 1.82 16.67 13.89 1563 
Table 18 A Comparison of Hidden Culture Issues 
Pupils at Schools Sand C faced a problem of bullying with a higher proportion of pupils at 
School S listing this as a problem, some 28.57% Only 1.82% of pupils at School G identified 
bullying as a problem. 
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The results of the questionnaire are supported by the comments made during the interviews in 
that pupils at School S identified bullying as a great concem before they went to the school. 
SC1: 'People say lots of bad things.' 
Interviewer: What do you mean by that?' 
SC1: 'Your head gets flushed down the loo; your tie gets nailed to the fence. 
C Brocks was chased by five fifth years once.' 
The problem of bullYing is perceived as a real threat to these pupils. The nature of bullying IS 
not defined in the questionnaire. Perhaps some pupils identify name calling as bullying, yet 
others only recognise physical assault as bullYing. Maybe pupils look for the problem because 
they expect to find It. We can only speculate about this; perhaps local gossip is a major factor 
here in that bullying stories are relayed much more quickly than those citing the positive 
achievements of a school. This fear might be aSSOCiated With the school size in that pupils feel 
that a larger school presents more opportunities for bullying but a smaller school gives a greater 
sense of secunty to pupils. Some 16.05% Pupils at School C remarked that finding their way 
around school presented problems, which could provide an obstacle to easy transfer if combined 
with the fear of bullying. Pupils at School G did not recognise bullYing as a significant problem, 
and thiS could be associated with the smaller school environment. 
Fears about bullying Increased at all schools over a penod of half a term, With the greatest 
increase In School S. This finding would confirm the early fears about bullying in the school in 
that it does exist. Bullying fears at School C, although already high, increased only marginally as 
. \ 
the term progressed, to 17.65. Some six pupils, 6.59%, at School G expressed a worry about 
bullying by half term which wasn't evident at the start of the term, as mentioned above. There 
are several pOSSible explanations for this response. Perhaps pupils had been protected from 
such ideas in the early days and had been contained much more In a small Unit. Maybe as the 
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term progressed they had had more contact with other pupils and minor problems had arisen. 
This explanation is confirmed by interview responses to the question, 'Was bullying a problem 
for you?': 
GC2: 'No. There is teasing from the older ones. 'Get out of my way, first year.' 
Int: 'Why IS that?' 
GC2: 'I don't know, they just do it.' 
GC1: 'No. Older ones tease. If we go up to their form room they won't let you 
down until the bell goes.' 
Alternatively, the social background of the intake of pupils at each of the schools could have 
something to do With the scale of bullying within the school. More research would be needed 
here to support this explanation. 
The size of the problem could have something to do With the way In which schools deal with 
bullying and the sanctions that are meted out to bullies. Perhaps individual school bullying 
policies should either be established or reviewed to give higher profile to the act Itself. 
Perhaps Schools C and S should consider establishing base areas for transferring pupils With a 
minimum of movement to other areas for the first half of the term, to minimise the risk of 
adverse contact With other pupils. 
5 4 Work Related Issues 
The questionnaire responses to the nature of problems upon transfer also highlighted some 
issues concemed With work related problems. These problems were Identified as homework 
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remembering books, and completing the work, were recorded as significant 0.01 level. Schools 
G and C and G and S recording these areas as significant at 0.01 level although no significance 
was found between Schools Sand C. 
Certainly, in the early days of transfer, a significant percentage of pupils in Schools Sand C 
were concerned about completing their work, 1039% and 11.46% respectively, compared With 
1 82% at School G. Pupils at School G probably have few early worries about work completion 
because they had JUst succeeded in passing their 11 + examination They amved at School G 
With a feeling of elation and success and consequently few early fears about the work. These 
fears appeared later on, as has been mentioned previously. In the first days, classwork 
problems are not a major issue to these pupils They are actually excited by the classwork and 
look forward to It, as confirmed by the pupil interviews: 
Question: 'What do you think will be the most exciting about your new school?' 
'The maths. I'm one of the best at (School G1). I'm always finished first.' GC1 
'P.E., different SCiences and more equipment.' GC2 
'Languages, gym and drama. There's more of the school and more to do ' GC3 
The average number of early 'enjoyed' experiences at the three schools reflect these feehngs of 
excitement about transfer to secondary school. See table 19. 
SCHOOL AVG. NO. OF ENJOYED EXPERIENCES 
School S 26 
School G 29 
School C 2.4 
Table 19 
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The concem about completIOn of work in School S could be accounted for by the divisive nature 
of the 11 + examination. Pupils here have been seen to fail by the selective system and were 
now, perhaps, understandably concemed about completing the work In a new school. Perhaps 
the views expressed by some pnmary teachers that 'work will be different at the big school' and 
'you won't be able to mess around at the big school' , had a greater effect of low achievers than 
teachers realised. It seems reasonable to suggest that some primary teachers raised an 
expectation that work would be different in the secondary school. ThiS expectation could have 
provoked excitement for the more able, but perhaps a fear for the less able. 
Pupils Identified lessons, clubs, making fnends, school meals, teachers, freedom and 
everything(l) as areas of enjoyment in secondary school life. These areas were significant at 
001 level across and between the three schools Table 20 compares these responses 
SCHOOLS, ' SCHOOLG. SCHOOLC. 
~h$"~Y~::' ::: 
, ;;T01~;:; ~ .,. '..... ~ '>' ... ,<,~,"""'" Girls Boys ,T,otaF Girls Boys Girls Boys ,TotaL {',.;., < ~ "):'-'''''~~,'' ''''~,', ,"', .. .,., ... ,. , .... 
Lessons 74.56 88.85 83.45 81.45 75.95 79.31 77.34 80.79 79.16 
Clubs 0 0 0 1.61 5.06 2.96 7.39 12.99 1003 
Making friends 769 2.52 447 5.65 10.13 7.39 8.37 2.26 5.54 
School meals 1.78 108 1.34 4.84 1.27 3.45 099 056 0.79 
Teachers 947 1.8 47 242 1.27 1.97 4.43 0 2.37 
Freedom 1.18 0 0.45 1.61 1.27 1.48 0 0.56 0.26 
Everything 355 2.52 2.91 1.61 2.53 1.97 0.49 0 0.26 
Table 20 A Comparison of Enjoyed Activities 
An overwhelming number of pupils grew to enJoy the vanety of lessons at secondary school, 
some 79.16% and above across the three schools. Other than that, however, despite the 
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enjoyment of clubs by 10.03% pupils at School C, and the 6% across the schools who enjoyed 
making fnends, pupils enjoyed httle else. As the question was open ended and was completed 
by over 98% of all pupils, it is sad that pupils saw httle else on offer from the secondary schools 
apart from the lessons. Perhaps in the early weeks pupils had httle time to be involved in 
anything else and their thoughts were given over completely to the classroom situation. 
Although homework was set in all three schools, only one pupil across the schools actually 
enjoyed ill 
Pupils In Schools G and C identified the tutor as their key person to approach for help With a 
problem. This would suggest that tutor-pupil relationships were good and that the pupils had 
confidence in the tutor to resolve problems. Pupils in School S also identified the tutor as an 
important figure but went to a Head of Year more often for help With a problem. Perhaps in 
School S the Head of Year was given a pivotal role in the pastoral structure and the pupils 
Identified much more with this person than a tutor. Perhaps pupils were aware that the Head of 
Year was given more free time and was often more available for consultation than their own 
tutor. 
Maybe the Head of Year in School S was used as a confidante In place of the parent. Pupils in 
School S seemed less likely to ask their parents for help than those In the other two schools. 
There are a variety of interpretations here. Perhaps the nature of the intake and the low level of 
parental support as Identified by staff at School S were reflected in that pupils did not believe 
that parents would become involved in school problems. Perhaps pupils felt that parents could 
not deal with school problems. Certainly 20 00% of pupils at School C felt that parents could 
help with their problems, which was a considerable Increase on only 6.46% at School S. 
Pupils do not menllon primary teachers as figures of support. Perhaps they see transfer as a 
complete break from primary days rather than as a continuum of leaming and personnel. 
However, it is interesting to note that a large number of pupils expressed a wish to be back at 
their pnmary school, at School G some 64 71 %, at School S some 50.30 and 52.00 at School C. 
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These figures are considerably higher than those suggested by Murdoch (1966). He found that 
only 7% of pupils preferred their primary school to their secondary school. 
5.5 SummaN of findings from questionnaire 
1. There is intemal conSistency and conSistency with findings of InteNiews. 
2. More than 60% of pupils expenenced problems as defined by Murdoch. 
3. GirlS were more concemed about friendship groups than boys, and more so at School G 
4. GirlS at School G had few early worries, but were more concemed about wor!< related 
problems after half a term than any other group. 
5. Pupils at School G showed more wor!< concems at a later date than pupils at any other 
school. 
6. The two larger schools generated a greater fear of getting lost than the smaller school. 
7. The visit day programme and pupil booklet offered by School C did not generate a 
Significantly positive response from transfemng pupils. 
8. Bullying was a major concem of pupils in School S and to a lesser extent in School C. 
9. A sigmficant number of pupils in Schools Sand C were womed about completing their wor!< 
in the early days. ThiS was not reflected by pupils at School G until later on. 
10. Pupils enjoyed the variety of lessons at the time of transfer, but little else. 
11. The form tutor was a key figure in the lives of pupils at all schools. 
12. Pupils did not see continuity With pnmary school as an issue of transfer. 
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13. On average, around 50% of pupils wished to return to primary school, compared with 7% 
as idenllfied by Murdoch (1966) 
14. Comparison of average numbers of problems over the three schools at the beginning ofterm 
with worries after half a term revealed: 
INITIAL PROBLEMS AFTER 
" 
PROBLEMS HALF TERM 
School G 0.8 1.1 Reflects increase In work problems 
School S 0.4 0.6 Reflects Increase in bullying 
School C 0.6 07 Reflects a combination of getting 
lost and slight increase in bullying 
Table 21 Comparison of Average Number of Problems over Half a Term 
The implications of these summary points have Wide ranging significance for all three schools 
Involved In the study. The Implications and possible outcomes Will be considered in the 
concluding chapter of this work along with those cited in the follOWing section relating to the 
triangulation study. Only by considering both methods of research and response will 
recommendations be valid. 
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CHAPTER 6 
RESULTS OF INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED IN JUNE AND OCTOBER 1992 
6.1 Introduction 
Two triangulation interviews were conducted in each of nme cases at the three schools in this 
study. The triangulation process mvolved parents, children and teachers and their responses are 
coded as follows:-
, , 
SUBJECTS SCHOOLS SCHOOLG SCHOOLC , 
Parents (P) SP1, SP2, SP3 GP1, GP2, GP3 CP1, CP2, CP3 
Children (C) SC1, SC2, SC3 GC1, GC2,GC3 CC1, CC2, CC3 
Pnmary teachers (P1) SPTl GPTl CPTl 
Sec. teachers (S1) ST1, ST2, ST3 GT1/2I3 CT1, CT2I3 
Table 22 To Show Interview Subjects in each School 
The constant factors in the triangle were parents and children but, the teacher changed from a 
primary teacher in June Interviews to a secondary teacher in October interviews. In all cases, 
the primary teacher was the same for all three children at each of the primary schools. However, 
the secondary teachers varied according to the tutor group in which the child had been placed 
In School S, the children had been split up into three different tutor groups, hence three different 
staff were interviewed; ST1, ST2, ST3. In School G, all children were placed In the same group, 
so it was only necessary to interview one tutor, GT1/2I3. In School C two children, CC2 AND 
CC3, had been placed in one tutor group and CPl in another. Therefore two tutors were 
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Interviewed and will be referred to as CT1 AND C2/3. The placmg of pupils wlthm tutor groups 
was the responsibility of the liaison co-ordinator In each of the three schools and all co-ordinators 
tried to place children with someone that they knew from their primary school. 
Before responses are analysed it is necessary to provide brief background information to each of 
the triangles in order to appreciate responses and understand the nature of the people involved. 
Triangulation groups at School S presented people from diverse backgrounds. The parents of 
SC1 were coded SP1 and had twin boys transfemng to School S, although only one child was 
interviewed for this study 80th parents wanted to be involved in the interviews and expressed 
concem about the well being of both boys The Primary Liaison Co-ordinator mentioned that 
both parents had been very supportive in the dally activities of the primary school and Mum, who 
didn't work, helped out at the school as often as she could. 80th parents seemed to be calm and 
relaxed, offering a glass of wine dunng both interviews and seemed to be keen to be involved in 
the study. After the structured interview there was much discussion about education in general 
and the schools m the area. Their son was qUite shy and very polite dunng both mtervlews. He 
answered the prepared questions and offered little else apart from what was asked of him. 
Although he seemed to be a very competitive child he was wary of the competition at secondary 
school and said he seemed to take longer to settle at school than even he had anticipated. 
SP2 was more wary of the interviews. Some of the wariness could have been connected with 
the fact that parents appealed for a grammar school place for their daughter as her Verbal 
Reasonmg score was just nine pOints below that needed for a grammar school placement. The 
appeal failed, but two letters were sent to SP2 to arrange a first interview. Perhaps the parents 
didn't wish to get mvolved imtially if SC2 wasn't transferring to School S. 80th parents wished to 
be present for the interview. Father fimshed work early for this purpose. They were quite 
guarded in their responses during the interview in June before the appeal issue had been 
resolved. However, during the second interview in October, they appeared to be much more 
relaxed and open In their responses. 
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SC2 reflected her parents' concern about the appeal. In the first interview she seemed unsure 
about whether she should look forward to secondary education or not. She was anxious about 
what others would think of her if she lost the appeal and she was afraid of losing her friends. 
She was a quiet but articulate interviewee on both occasions and seemed to enjoy the extra 
attention of an interview. 
SP3 was a single mother with three young children who were all present during both interviews 
The presence of the children caused several interruptions but SP3 was unwilling to conduct the 
interview elsewhere. Indeed it took two letters to get a response from her She was extremely 
anxious about the transfer of her son to a larger school. Her anxieties were not resolved by the 
time of the second Interview when, If anything, she seemed to be more anxious. Her anxieties 
could have come from her responsibilities as a single mum who was looking after a terminally III 
grandmother. SC3 did not seem to share his mothe~s concems. He presented as a confident 
young man of below average intelligence, according to hiS verbal reasoning test score, who 
would take anything that was directed at him. He seemed to be rather nonplussed about the 
interviews and gave the ImpreSSion that he judged them to be a waste of his time, although he 
was not rude. 
SPT1 was the primary-secondary liaison co-ordinator for the school and was keen to give the 
'nght' answers although she seemed to have only some awareness of the importance of transfer 
Issues for the children and viewed transitIOn In qUite simplistic terms. Although well meaning, 
she was rather vague about the whole transfer issue. 
ST1, 2 and 3 were Interviewed dunng lesson time at school by arrangement Wlth the Head of 
Year. ST1 was an experienced teacher who had been at School S for over fifteen years, 
although he was unused to acting as a Year 7 tutor. ST2 and 3 were both recently qualified 
teachers with only three years' experience between them. They were acting as form tutors for 
the first time and had a lot to leam about their personal roles. 
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Tnangulation groups at School G were close knit in that both the pnmary and secondary teachers 
interviewed were the same for all three children. 
GP1 chose to be interviewed at home as she said that she didn't like to go to the school as she 
felt uncomfortable. She seemed to view all schools with some trepidation and stated that she 
'left school to the teachers. I'm better off at home'. GP1 
In view of her feelings about schools I was surprised that she agreed to be interviewed and how 
willing she seemed to answer the questions. The Head Teacher at School G1, upon hearing of 
the choice of pupils and parents for interview in June, had indicated that GP) would not 
co-operate as she did not support her daughter by attending open evenings in the primary 
school. GC1 was a bnght, bubbly little girl who was desperately keen to pursue a career in law. 
She couldn't wait to transfer and her enthusiasm remained evident although she found the work 
more difficult than she expected. GC1 was the only child from a family of five to go to a 
grammar school and she was very proud of her achievement. She was quite naughty at primary 
school, by her own admission, and her teacher expressed some doubts about how she would 'fit 
in' to her new school. 
GP2 was a school secretary at School G1 and was quite comfortable in the school environment. 
She had only one child and was proud that he was going to grammar school as she had been to 
the same school. She had a good grasp of the background of the school and seemed quietly 
confident that her son would have few worries about School G. GC2 reflected his mother's 
confidence although it could have been that he was behaving confidently because he was 
expected to be confident as he was the only boy In the pnmary school transferring to School G. 
His confidence could have had something to do With the fact that his mother worked at the 
school. It was noticeable that some confidence seemed to have disappeared by the second 
Interview. 
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GP3 seemed to be quite anxious about the Initial interview and took a Irtlle lime to settle before 
the interviews began. However when contacted for the follow up interview, she was very open 
and forthright, talking about a range of subjects, apart from education, for a considerable time. 
She expected a high standard from her daughter yet was realistic about her success. Her 
daughter, GC3, presented as an extremely Intelligent, articulate girl who saw transfer as a 
definite challenge. Her verbal reasoning scores confirmed that she was well above average 
intelligence. She had attended a large middle school in the Midlands previously and this seemed 
to help her to cope with the thought of a larger secondary school. 
GPT1 was the Head Teacher at the school who taught Year 6 on a full time basis. She 
presented as a formidable lady who was very definite about her own ideas. She was calm and 
composed throughout the interview and gave much more of her time that had been anticipated 
by the interviewer. She had a reasonable knowledge of the workings of School G and was able 
to talk at length after the interview about the abilllies oflhe transferring pupils. 
GST1 was In her probationary year as a teacher. She seemed to be embarrassed about her lack 
of knowledge of feeder primary schools and School G. She hadn't really been aware of many 
issues surrounding transfer and was keen to discuss these With the Interviewer after the 
conclusion of the interview 
CP1 was very concemed about her son's transfer as she had had problems With schooling at the 
primary school. CC1 was her youngest child by several years and she stated that he had been 
over protected. CC1 was a shy, immature boy who freely admitted that he didn'llike school but 
acknowledged that he would have to go through the process until he was 16. He did have 
problems adjusting to School C and his second Interview had to be terminated as he cried when 
talking about his early days In secondary school and was too distraught to continue CST1 was 
unaware of the boy's problems and had Irtlle knowledge of primary records. He was a new 
teacher at School C and had not been invited along to the visll day to meet hiS tutor group. He 
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seemed to want to liaise with pnmary schools about continUity of curriculum but felt constrained 
by time. 
CPT1 was a young teacher recently appointed to the pnmary school. She seemed to make a 
conscIous effort to be involved in transfer Issues and made a pOint of talking about secondary 
schools at length during her lessons However, she had little actual knowledge about the 
workings of School C and this may have sent confusing messages to the pupils transfemng to 
SchoolC. 
CP2 was a very assertive lady who had a large family, three of whom had already attended 
School C. She gave the impreSSion that she would sort out any transfer difficulties that her son 
had and that if adjustments had to be made, she would make them. She was very keen to 
support her son and throughout both interviews demonstrated that she thought she knew her 
son's likes and dislikes very well. The first interview took place at School C, by her own choice, 
but the second interview occurred at the lady's home. 
CC2 reflected his mother's confidence. He had few worries about secondary school and was 
certain that If he did have problems hiS mother would sort them out. He was the youngest child 
of the family and had always had older children to look after his interest. An older sister at the 
school was of great comfort to him CC2 seemed to be aware of most Issues surrounding 
transfer. 
CP3 was a part lime teacher at a local secondary school and knew staff and School C both 
personally and profeSSionally. She already had a daughter at School C and seemed to have an 
idea of the problems that transfer could cause. She seemed to be a confident lady and was very 
relaxed at both the interview in School C and her home. Her son, CC3, seemed to be of above 
average intelligence and extremely articulate. He was a little unsure of transfer and seemed 
buoyed by the presence of his sister at the school. He seemed to be a confident boy who 
seemed to settle well into School C. 
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CT213 had been a tutor in Year 7 and 8 for two years. She had missed the Visit day due to a 
school trip to Holland and had not met her group. Much of her knowledge of primary schools 
was via her curriculum area and she seemed to have Irttle desire to develop further liaison 
between primary and secondary schools outSide this area. She presented as a very confident 
practitIOner who was keen to complete the interview as quickly as possible. 
Each interviewee was quite IndiVidual. Parents were from different backgrounds and each had 
different Views about education and transfer issues. Although initial letters requesting interviews 
were directed at both parents. In the majonty of cases the Interviewee was the mother. ThiS 
could reflect time and economiC constraints or the fact that school Issues were usually dealt With 
by the female of the family rather than the male. Some parents were more aware than others of 
the sort of transfer difficulties their offspring would face. others were aware of issues but didn't 
necessarily think that these would affect their children and perhaps viewed any difficulties as 
being more the brief of teachers than parents. 
Pupils also had different perceptions of transfer. Some saw transfer as a challenge. others felt 
fearful of a move to a strange environment. There were slmllanties of concern based on 
friendship groups and getting lost. but indiVidual perceptions of how they would deal With these 
issues varied. For individuals there were particular areas of importance. SClwas very worried 
about bullying. CC1 disliked all schools. no matter what style of organisation was presented and 
GC1 couldn't wait to tackle every work challenge that was thrown at her. 
Teachers also came from a mixed background of expenence. type of school and carried wrth 
them their own educational philosophies which shaped their perception of transfer Issues. Each 
teacher had their personal educational priorities and. in most cases. transfer of pupils from and 
to school was just a part of a wide role within the school. 
As parents. staff and pupils are so different in many ways there are bound to be difficulties in 
devising a system to cover all individual attitudes and perceptions of transfer alongSide meeting 
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so many vaned needs Therefore, one early conclusion is that it IS vital that schools seek 
information from the chent groups to analyse whether they are meeting their needs. Only by 
seeking opinions and surveying the usefulness of transfer systems Will an effective structure be 
secured. Schools are as individual as the people who work in them, and simply adopting a 'text 
book transfer system' is too simplistic to meet the demands of particular institutions. Effective 
systems, one may claim, are a combination of what the client requires and what the school can 
practically offer. 
6.2 Interview Responses 
The interview responses were analysed initially to ascertain whether or not they corresponded to 
the questionnaire completed by the pupils in October 1992. There were a number of 
consistencies here. Firstly, under half of the pupils interviewed found the prospectus (which they 
all received) to be useful. Only one pupil at School C found this useful, which is reflected by 
the questionnaire in that only 46% at School C felt posrtive after haVing read it. 
Secondly, on the first day at secondary school only 20% of pupils at all three schools felt positive 
about their experience. Only one pupil from the nine interviewed felt positive With seven children 
feeling distinctly negative about the whole process. The questionnaire had also indicated that 
around 72% of all pupils found the first day to be a worrying experience. 
Six of the nine Interviewed children reported that they were looking forward to the variety of 
lessons offered by the secondary school, most of which were not offered by the primary school. 
Typical responses in reply to, What are you looking forward to about your new school?' 
included:-
'the language work and maths. I hke language work, English and French' SC2 
'Chemistry, because I like to do experiments.' CC1 
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Around 80% of pupils completing the questionnaire also stated that they enjoyed the vanety of 
lessons. 
Only one child, SC1, said that he was looking forward to the homework and only one child across 
the three schools commented that homework had been enjoyable. Obviously homework is 
greeted with the same reticence by the majority of pupils across all three schools. 
Thirdly, bullying was raised as a fear of pupils in the questionnaires and again in the interviews. 
Six of the nine pupils interviewed expressed a fear. Accounts of their worries were quite detailed 
and came from pupils at Schools Sand C which were identified in the questionnaire as schools 
where bullYing was more feared than in School G. 
'I've heard rumours about bullying. You get pushed into the beck on your birthday.' CC2 
'People offer you Cigarettes. Gareth Baker got locked in the tOilets and he had to smoke a 
cigarette to get out.' SC1 
'You get egged and floured on your birthday.' SC2 
Finally, friendship problems were identified in the questionnaire as being of importance to some 
pupils (14.29% at School S, 23.64% at School G and 16.67% at School C), With girls worrying 
about the problem more than boys. During the June interviews only SC2 and GC3 mentioned 
friendship problems but by October two more pupils, GC1 and CC3, mentioned similar concems. 
Three of these four pupils were girls. The interviews clearly reflected the results of the 
questionnaires. 
Some responses to the interviewer were not typical of those stated In the questionnaires. 
Although some 35.06% of pupils at School S said that 'getting lost' was a worry to them, not one 
child of those interviewed indicated a Similar fear. ThiS could have something to do WIth the 
small sample size of Interviewed pupils. Perhaps they were afraid of admitting their worries on a 
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one-ta-one basIs or perhaps they really didn't realise the scale of the problem when Interviewed 
in June. When they were asked in October if getting lost was a problem the responses were 
quite different. Probably the reality had been worse than expected. 
'Yes, I got lost in the first few days. I was a bit worried in case I'd be late for lessons.' SC3 
'I got lost at first. I asked a teacher, but I don't think that she heard me. She didn't speak. I 
asked some big boys. They directed me the wrong way. SC1 
'I got lost. I was really worried. We couldn't find our way to C.D.T. Every room looked the 
same. We found it in the end, though. SC2 
The benefits of triangulation studies have been mentioned elsewhere in this work, but perhaps 
one of the most interesting findings is that which not only recognises simllanties between the 
views of parents, teachers and children but also recognises differences between these groups. 
This study acknowledges that there are slmilantles in response to formal school transfer 
procedures such as ViSit day arrangements, school prospectus, first day timetabllng 
arrangements, school transport, school uniform and homework diaries. As can be seen from 
Appendices 16 and 17, it is possible to recognise when there Is a match between parent, child 
and teacher response for the same triangulation. A match refers to all three individuals, parent, 
child and teacher, recognising the same factor, so that: 
CP3 + CC3 + CPT1 or CT1 = 1 MATCH 
The maximum number of matches for any factor IS, therefore, nine. There was a particularly 
high number of matches in response to a question about receipt and usefulness of a prospectus. 
Every parent, child and primary teacher interviewed expected to receive information about 
transfer procedures from the secondary school. Only two pupils, SC1 and GC1, expected to 
receive information from the pnmary school. Every parent, child and secondary teacher except 
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GT 11213 received a school prospectus and the maJonty of parents, eight out of nme, found It to 
be useful. 
, • , quite helpful. (There was) a whole list of uniform and pnces, where to get it from and 
sports kit needed.' 
Interviewer. 'Is there anything else?'; 
'discipline and rules. The history of the school and names of teachers, but they didn't mean 
a lot at the time. Lists of subjects taken, too.' GP3 
'I read through It. (It was) generally about the school and covered most areas, explained 
what you want to know.' SP2 
'everything In it - uniform, subjects and teachers. (It was) qUite useful regardmg fifth form. It 
gave stockists (for uniform) in Lincoln, as there is only one here. The diagram of the school 
was useful, cumculum and Heads of Department etc.' CP2 
The parent who didn't find the prospectus useful was probably quite difficult to accommodate 
whatever the format. 
'I didn't really read it. I read about uniform and times for the school day, but I don't read 
much. I only read the 'Mirro~ - nothing else. I keep (the prospectus) by my bed. SP3 
Of the five staff who received a prospectus, three thought it could be of use to the parents 
'It is quite interesting. I have a copy for visit days because parents ask questions; the 
prospectus helps to answer them. They often ask for an explanation of the homework diary. 
CT213 
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'I think it IS essential to have one (prospectus). It IS needed for vlsiblhty, too. It projects a 
good and positIve Image. It encourages parents to find out about the school.' SP3 
One of the teachers who didn~ feel that the prospectus was helpful commented: 
'(It's of) hmited use.' 
Interviewer: Why IS that?' 
'It lists all the details about facilities, but it doesn't go over the atmosphere and ethos of the 
place in enough detail.' ST2 
Four children acknowledged the usefulness of the prospectus: 
'It was very useful.' 
Interviewer; Why is that?' 
'It had the right kind of informatIon insIde; Uniform and lessons and things.' SC2 
'It was quite useful. It had a map of the school, that was the best part.' 
Interviewer: 'Is there anything else?' 
'The school unifonn infonnation was useful' CC3 
The agreement that the prospectus was useful was general across the three schools. 
In the case of fonnal visit day arrangements, seven parents, nine pupils and four staff took part 
There was general agreement across the schools that the visit day was a useful experience, 
although the two secondary teachers from School C did not take part due to prior commitments. 
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Children found the VISit day to be especially useful, which IS not surprising as they are the 
individuals for whom the day was initially designed in most cases. All of the pupils commented 
favourably upon the day, 
'I got to know where all the rooms are. They showed me round. I went round with teachers 
and then children.' CC3 
'It showed you how to get around I met some teachers - an R E. teacher and a Maths 
teacher.' GC2 
'Yes. I got to know people, new people that I hadn~ met before.' SC2 
Parents also recognised that a visit to the school was beneficial for both themselves and their 
offspring. The two parents who didn~ attend the visit day or evening stressed that the reason 
was to do with work commitments rather than apathy. Responses to the visit day were positive 
in all cases except for one parent who had previously attended school G, for example; 
'(the visit was) very helpful. We saw what children were doing and the very impressive 
buildings. Needed more time. A guide would help in showing us around the place.' SP1 
All staff who attended the visit day spoke pOSitively of the experience and seemed to recognise 
lis importance to parents, children and staff. 
'For me It was nice to see who was in the form. I dealt with a few medical things that parents 
wanted to tell me. For pupils it was an icebreaker. I don~ think that they were qUite so 
nervous when they came to their first lessons. It was more of a routine for them.' GT1/213 
There was an agreement amongst the three groups across the schools that they had been well 
prepared for transfer with a maximum match of nine. All groups recognised the formal 
procedures that had taken place and had an understanding of their importance in the transfer 
exercise. 
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There was some consistency in acknowledgement that different lessons presented different 
challenges to pupils, particularly if those lessons had not been covered in primary school. Six 
parents, four pupils and five staff across the three schools recognised that new lessons would be 
exciting. Sporting activities and computer work which reflected the new facilities on offer at the 
secondary schools were particularly well received: 
'(I do) lots of sports, hockey at lunchtimes, netball, football and aerobiCS. I am going to start 
running, too •.• at (School G) we had a really small hall, so we couldn't do more.' 
Ge3 
6.3 Mismatching 
As mentioned earlier, one benefit of a triangulation study is that differences of opinion can be 
hlghhghted. These differences can occur between two or three of the interviewed subjects. Very 
different accounts about how qUickly pupils settled into a new school were noted in the present 
study. There was no match of responses between the interviewees across all three schools. 
This pOints to a high level of dispanty of views between parents, pupils and staff. Obviously the 
impressions given by pupils were not always accurately transmitted or received by parents and 
teachers. See Table 23. 
Question 'How long did It take pupils to settle?' 
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TIME' PARENTS IN S,G,C CHILDREN IN S,G,C TEACHERS IN S,G,C 
, One week SP2, SP3, GP1, GP3, SC2, GC1, GC2, CC3 
CP2, CP3 
One month GP2 SC3, GC3 ST1, ST2 
Half a Term 
" ' 
Longer than half a CC2 ST3, GTlI2I3, CT1 
" , 
, ,", term" 
, , , 
CT2I3 
Not sure 
Table 23 To Show Differences of Opinion between Parents, Pupils and Staff 
Question: 'When did you/your Child/pupils settle in?' 
'Straight away. He told me he enjoyed it - I know S. He doesn't like missing a day.' 
SP3 
'Well, it took a few weeks to get to know people, but I'm alright now. About six weeks, 
suppose.' SC3 
'They didn't talk for two weeks. They registered in silence. Slowly/gradually they 
started talking to each other. They were more confident, not so much awe.. before half term, 
about four weeks, I think.' ST3 
Six parents felt that their children had settled after one week, although only four of nine children 
felt that they had settled after the same length of lime. Teachers tended to feel that children had 
settled in after a month or more. Children's responses were very mixed and ranged from one 
week to half a term. By then, only one child felt that he hadn't settled, SC1, and this insecurity 
had been noticed by his parents, although rt was nOl commented upon by his form tutor. The 
discrepancies highlighted here demonstrate the same situation can be interpreted by different 
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groups In different ways. Perhaps some inexperience on the part of some of the tutors 
Interviewed could account for the fact that only one of them (ST2) was of the same opimon as a 
parent or child Perhaps tutors look for different cnteria upon which they judge whether a child 
has settled or not. Tutors perceive the group as a whole. I e. they all settle In after 4 weeks. 
Children are very much more varied and individual in their response. This area would need 
more research and was not pursued In this present study. 
Only four parents managed to Judge accurately whether and when their children had settled in. 
The reasons for the discrepancy may be varied Once again, parents may use different cnteria 
from their children to Judge whether or not they have settled. Children may be presenting 
different impressions at home or maybe parents are not picking up the signals transmitted by 
their offspring. Whatever the reason, there IS an obvious need for staff to discuss progress in 
the early \veeks with parents and pupils. Early consultation evenings could eradicate 
misconceptions to create a smoother transfer for all pupils. 
However, the greatest mismatch between parent, teacher and child views appears over the 
'Informal' or 'hidden culture' Issues of transfer. Measor and Woods (1984) identified thiS almost 
hidden culture and acknowledged that thiS Informal transition was potentially the most difficult for 
pupils to negotiate as it was the least understood and was not catered for by formal induction 
programmes in large comprehensive schools or prepared for by the primary schools. Inkson 
(1988) and Pyatt (1990) stated that pupils place varying demands upon an induction system and 
that these demands are often different from those perceived by teachers The results of the 
triangulation study would support this view, but evidence goes further to pOint out that the 
informal culture Is not only least understood by formal Induction programmes, but by parents too. 
Table 24 shows a summary of hidden culture issues commented upon by tnangulation groups in 
June and October interview. 
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JUNE INTERVIEWS PARENTS IN S, G, C CHILDREN IN S, G, C TEACHERS IN S, G. C 
Bullying SP3 SC1, SC2. SC3. GC3. SPT1 
CC2. CC3 
Friendship problems SC2. GC3 SPT1. GPT1 
School rules SC3, GC2 
Head down toilet SC3 SPT1 
Fighting SC1 SPT1 
Getting lost CP1 GC1. GC2. GC3. CC1. SPT1. CPT1 
CC3 
Bigger pupils GC1. GC2 
, 
OCTOBER' 
< , 
JNTERVIEWS. 
, 
Making friends SC2. GC1, GC3. CC3 
Losing fnends GP3 SC1. SC2. SC3. GC1. 
GC2.GC3 
Size of school GP1 GC3. CC1 ST2 
Getting lost GC2 ST1. ST3 
Bullying SC1 ST1. ST3. CT1 
Table 24 To Show Hidden Culture Issues mentioned by Interviewees 
The most immediate points relating to this table are that Children mentioned more hidden culture 
issues than either of the other two groups put together. The hidden culture may be termed a 
myth by adults. but it is a reality as far as the pupils are concemed. 
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Secondly, parents seem to be largely unaware of any hidden culture Issues. There is only scant 
reference to bullying, losing fnends and size of the school. 
Thirdly, only pupils mentioned school rules, bigger pupils, making friends. No other adult group 
commented upon these areas The biggest concern of the pupils, that is losing friends, was only 
commented upon by one parent 
Finally, the table appears to demonstrate that although teachers do not fully understand the 
importance of hidden culture issues, they do acknowledge them more than the parents of the 
children. In these areas they seem closer to the children than their own parents. 
Although six pupils mention bullying as a concern, only one parent and one teacher 
acknowledged the problem. 
'He'll be the youngest. You always get comments from the older ones when you're httle. He 
is quite worried. A neighbour's lad has been telhng him that he will get picked on.' 
Interviewer: 'Why is that?' 
'Because he's new and he's not very tall.' SP3 
' .. being picked on by the bigger kids Os a problem). It doesn~ matter what you say, they stili 
believe 11 will happen.' SPT1 
The fear of bullying and fighting is a constant threat to some pupils. The sub culture of stones 
passed on by friends and family do not seem to be allayed by staff; perhaps sometimes because 
the' myths' are difficult to identify and therefore react to: 
' ••• fish get whacked on the radiators until they die!' SC1 
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However, once the normality of attending secondary school was established, only one pupil, 
again SC1, mentioned a fear of bullying. However, three secondary teachers mentioned bullYing 
as a problem. 
Friendship problems seem to increase once pupils have started secondary school Only two 
pupils commented upon friendship problems in June, Increasing to seven pupils in October. 
Only one parent, GP3, seemed to be aware of the situation: 
'She hasn't got a best fnend yet. She gets on with anybody. I'd like her to invite people for 
tea. She hasn't got any new friends. GP3 
Two primary teachers, SPT1 and GPT1 commented upon friendship problems, but secondary 
teachers did not mention the situation at all. Secondary teachers seemed to be more concemed 
with the mechanics of moving around the school and organising bookwork than issues of making 
friends: 
'they find the organisation of the day and homework difficult to cope with. We cover some of 
their worries in Active Tutorial Work'. 
Interviewer: 'How do you mean?' 
Well, there's all sorts - but mainly to do with organisation.' CT2I3 
This finding supports the work of Pyatt (1990) who argues that staff feelings about transfer are 
concerned with facilitating a smooth passage through curriculum planning, whereas pupils reflect 
more upon personal anticipations and feedback from previous pupils about their expenences. 
The implication here is that Secondary staff should be much more aware of this hidden culture 
and find ways of alerting or communicating this information to parents, If parents are to 
understand the reactions of their offspring to secondary transfer. First day feelings are a clear 
example of how misunderstandings can arise. Five parents felt that their children were confident 
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on the first day, but only one child felt positive about the expenence. Seven pupils felt negative 
about their first day and only SP1 and CC1 recognised this lack of confidence in their children. 
Such dispanty should be addressed to enable parents to give much needed support to their 
children. The glanng gaps are all too obVIOUS' 
Question: 'How did your child react on the first day?' 
'ExCited, full of it, everything going through her head. Not nervous, couldn~ wait to get there. 
Big aim to get to grammar school, right from early days at junior school.' GP1 
'Kind of worried. At pnmary I was at the top, now I'm nght at the bottom .•. we dldn~ know 
where to go.' GC1 
'Fine. His sister had prepared him. He met a friend on the corner. Slept well the night 
before and ate a hearty breakfast. Ready early. CP3 
'Nervous. Worried about getting lost and not turning up to lessons on lime.' CC3 
However, one parent did acknowledge the difficulties of the first day very accurately, based on 
her son's prevIous known hatred of school. 
'It was a total disaster. He was very nervous. The Science teacher gave him homework and 
his tutor group had changed to Mr Watsons. There was a long lunch hour. He didn~ enjoy it, 
got a headache through Winding up. Next morning, still a little wound up, but got better.' 
CP1 
'Nervous.' 
Interviewer. 'How do you mean?' 
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'I was worried about everything (tears began to well up in CC1 's eyes).' 
Interviewer: 'I see.' 
'Lessons. I was worried about the work being hard. It has been homble. I don't like it (tears 
fall down cheeks). 
Interviewer: 'Do you want to stop?' 
'No, It's O.K ' 
Interviewer: 'Nearly fimshed (followed by talk of general home, hobby and Interests). 
CC1 
The tutor of CC1 was unaware of this boy's dislike for school and the fact that the whole transfer 
experience was clearly a difficult one for him. Perhaps greater care in placing the boy, With a 
fully briefed tutor, would have helped him through this transition which highlights the need for a 
greater understanding of transfer issues and hidden cultures. Not all children react in the same 
way. 
Although five parents felt positive about the feelings of their offspnng on the first day, all parents 
interviewed admitted to feeling negative about secondary transfer on their own behalf. ThiS 
negative feeling was recognised by GPT1 and CPT1 in June, although only CP2 antiCipated that 
she would feel upset at the thought of her child transfemng to secondary school. 
'(It was) awful, wondenng what he was doing, If he would be OK (I was) pleased when he 
came home.' CP2 
'I wondered If he'd gone on alright. He is going earlier, and gOing on a bus and he's home 
later now.' GP2 
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The triangulation study did show some shared Views between parents and children and, similarly, 
teachers and pupils. Both parents and children received additional information about the new 
secondary school from family and friends. This information was a mixture of formal and 
'Informal myth'. In most cases, this information had been received in the household. In some 
cases, particularly School S, the poor reputation was a hard story to dispute as has been 
Identified by stories of bullying and fighting mentioned earlier. It will be argued later that 
secondary schools should be aware of thiS informal grapevine and set out to break Its course as 
quickly as possible by distributing accurate information to primary schools as early as Years 4 
and 5. 
Advice about transfer from primary school staff seems to be muddled in both content and 
delivery. Table 25 highlights some misconceptions about what is delivered by primary staff and 
With what degree of success. CPT1 admits knowing little about the secondary schools in her 
area, but offers adVice to pupils; however, the pupils do not perceive that advice is offered. 
SPT1 and GPT1 say that they give adVice, but this is disputed by one child In three in their 
schools. In total, only two children across the three schools acknowledge that they receive 
transfer advice from their pnmary teacher. 
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PRIMARY PUPIL ' PRIMARY PARENT 
TEACHER TEACHER 
Inforin~tk,n g"en ~ , Infonnal1on recerved InfotmStl~,: fiven to /nformatJon received 
, f,i;pI? , frompnmary '~nt7 by pnmary te.cher? 
" leacher? " 
,Yes SPTl Yes - SCl Yes No - SPl 
No SC2 No SP2 
No - SC3 No - SP3 
Yes - GPT1 Yes - GCl ' No No - GPl 
No GC2 No GP2 
No - GC3 No - GP3 
" 
Yes GPT1 No CCl No No CPl 
No CC2 No CP2 
No - CC3 No - CP3 
Table 25 To Show a Comparison of Responses to the Question of whether Information is 
given or received by Primary Teachers 
There are various explanations for these discrepancies. Perhaps the advice offered by the 
primary schools to children Is too general to be of any immediate value to the children and is not 
what they need to hear. Or perhaps children simply forget what they are told In school and take 
more notice of informatIOn given by family and fnends. Children interviewed In this tnangulation 
study seem to be more concerned with hidden culture Issues and these are the Issues of which 
some staff are unaware, and so children do not listen to the technical information which they 
impart. 
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Question: 'When do you begin to discuss transfer with pupils?' 
'Properly? It's a constant threat when they become Year 6. I say - you won't be able to do 
thlstthat at School C. I answer questions by asking ex-pupils. I don't really know a lot about 
it myself •. questions and fears are addressed as they arise. I thrnk that's the best way.' 
CPT1 
Question: 'How much has your primary teacher told you about going to your new school?' 
'I can't really remember.' CC1 
'Not a lot. Hardly anything.' CC2 
'I don't usually get told anything from form tutor. I don't think that she knows a lot about it.' 
Interviewer: 'How do you mean?' 
Well, she didn't say much.' CC3 
SPT1 says that advice is offered to parents, but the parents rnterviewed did not perceive that any 
had been given. Perhaps parents from School S1 may not be present at open evenings when 
transfer issues are often discussed. Perhaps the parents interviewed had not asked for adVice, 
but SPT1 claimed to have given information to other parents on either a formal or informal baSIS. 
GPT1 and CPT1 made little attempt to inform parents of transfer issues unless they were 
speCIfically asked for advice: 
'Parents don't tend to ask about secondary schools unless a problem occurs.' 
Interviewer: 'How do you mean?' 
'They can ask at any time ifthey are worried, and they do.' GPT1 
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Maybe this lack of information gives nse to the search for information from fliends and family 
before the secondary schools act in Year 6, hence the strength of the rumour. 
The tliangulation interviews provided an opportunity to compare the expelience and views of 
plimary staff about transfer with those of secondary staff. 
All plimary teachers had spent some time in their local secondary schools at one time. The 
reasons for this were vaned; cumculum meetings, personal invitations to view work and 
extracumcular activities such as theatre productions and sports days. Only GPT1 viSited a 
secondary school for the sole purpose of improving liaison With transfer of pupils In mind; 
'By my own request, I spent an aftemoon there. I saw the English and Maths teachers .. I 
went because I felt that I needed to know more about the place.' GPT1 
Conversely, only two secondary teachers had VISited feeder primary schools for the purposes of 
cumculum area meetings. 
There is an obvious area of concern here Beck (1972) and Nash (1973) have acknowledged 
that teachers often labour under misconceptions about each othe~s teaching styles. Nash 
reported that children's Ideas of what secondary schools were like, plior to entry, were largely 
misconceived because their teachers In the pnmary school shared the false impressions and 
passed them on, thereby compounding the problem. Primary staff should perhaps spend more 
time in secondary schools to understand the nature of work, organisation of day, formal school 
rules and systems to advise their transfemng pupils. Only SPT1 could mention more than five 
POints of information about the secondary schools, yet pnmary staff are in an ideal Situation to 
alleviate some of the early womes as soon as they arise, WIth a little more knowledge. 
This Is a lost opportunity and seems to give nse to a subculture of hidden agendas growing up In 
children's minds. Secondary teachers would also benefit from viSits to primary schools to 
understand the differences between pnmary and secondary organisational systems in order to 
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understand the nature of the transition that their pupils have to make. Only three staff could 
offer one point of information about any of their feeder primanes and none had any Idea of 
rewards and sanctions used in these schools. Once again, if pupils are looking to teaching staff 
to help them In understanding their experience of change, it is highly unlikely that their dilemmas 
will be understood. Perhaps the high incidence (31.63%) of pupils going to a Head of Year for 
help in School S has something to do with that person visiting their pnmary schools and being 
the person most likely to understand them as they have seen the organisational structures in 
place and have an appreciation of the problems. In Schools G and C, the Liaison Coordinators 
have other role descriptions including Director of MusiC and Head of Lower School. Perhaps 
children feel that their role IS too diverse and do not relate to their liaison co-ordinator role as 
well. The percentage of pupils seeking help from the liaison co-ordinator In School G was 9 73% 
and from Head of School In School C, 5.42%. 
All staff did recognise that closer liaison between feeders and secondaries would be a useful 
experience, and would be beneficial to all concemed, 
'I think we fall them (the children). We are aware that our daily organisation is not 
compatible to that of secondary school. We let them down - (It'S) to do with the style of 
teaching.' 
Interviewer: Why is that?' 
'Integrated day at pnmary school. They are split up at secondary school. They don't like It.' 
SPT1 
'It would help knowing the situation pupils come from. It could be useful In adapting them to 
secondary school.' 
Interviewer: 'How do you mean?' 
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'Well, if you knew how the rooms were laid out and whether they moved around a lot that 
would help in understanding why they like to move around in the classrooms here.' 
ST1 
The practicalities of achieving better liaison would appear to be a stumbling block in some cases 
from a consideration of time; 
'I only have four frees a week. Liaison is an 'extra' and I'm really busy with everything else.' 
CT1 
If schools are to improve liaison, time must be given to do this and It should not be left to the ad 
hoc and yearly arrangements which seem to dominate at present. 
At this point It will be apt to sum manse the findings from the triangulation intelViews. They have 
revealed important inslghts into the perceptions and feelings of pupils, staff and parents about 
transfer to secondary school. These Insights are significant and have not been highlighted by 
any other known research. Researchers have investigated the differences that occur between 
teacher and pupil and some, between parent and Child, but the comparison of the views of all 
three groups has not been investigated. The findings listed have Important implications for 
Uaison Co-ordinators and the Senior Management teams at both Primary and Secondary level 
and these Will be discussed fully In Chapter 7, Interpretations of Results. 
6.4 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS FROM INTERVIEWS 
1. There was internal consistency and general consistency with findings of the questionnaire. 
2. Fears about getting lost and the loss of fnendship groups increased from June to October. 
3. Parents, pupils and teachers had Similar responses to formal transfer procedures such as 
viSIt day arrangements, school prospectus, first day arrangements and school uniform. 
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4. Parents, pupils and teachers did not agree on the length of time it takes a child to settle into 
a new school. 
5. Parents and staff do not generally acknowledge the worries that the hidden culture of 
secondary life can cause. 
6. Staff sometimes acknowledged hidden culture concerns but these were not expressed at the 
same time as the children perceived them to occur, e g. friendship problems and getting 
lost. 
7. Parents did not acknowledge the fears of their children on the first day at a new school, but 
they did recognise their own concerns. 
8. Parents and pupils heard stories about secondary schools from family and friends 
before they heard accurate detail from the secondary schools. 
9. Primary staff talked about technical changes in the transfer situation but thiS was perceived 
as having limited use by the pupils. 
10. Pnmary and secondary staff had little idea about the workings of the other's environment. 
11. Greater liaison between pnmary and secondary schools IS necessary If pupils are to receive 
an informed opinion and understanding from the staff who teach them. 
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CHAPTER 7 
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
Any conclusions which are to be taken from this triangulation study are open to the cnticism that, 
having been taken from a small scale sample, they are subjective impressions supported only by 
data selected by the author. However, since no single method has yet been found to eliminate 
the problem of subjectivity and still provide in-depth information from certain individuals, It must 
be stated that the strength of research of this nature lies in the use of a variety of techniques to 
capture a range of perceptions, (Murdoch, 1982). Nevertheless, it must be stressed that the 
findings about which recommendations will be made should be treated as cautious 
generalisations. 
The use of a triangulation process for evaluating the perceptions of parents, pupils and teachers 
was an invaluable tool in ascertaining slmilanties and differences in altitude across the three 
groups of subjects. The process is most successful when key questions are posed to each of the 
IndiViduals and comparisons drawn from the responses, for example, the question which asked 
whether or not pupils had settled in at secondary school highlighted an obvious void of 
understanding between the three groups, perhaps to the detriment of the child 
By using a tnangulation process it was pOSSible to identify which issues were of importance to 
each of the three groups and then compare the responses. Thus, the Issue of hidden culture 
became apparent when It was noticed that parents and staff did not have the same view of 
friendship groups, bullying and settling in procedures as the pupils. To pupils these issues were 
important, but to parents and teachers they were of small consequence or indeed, if noticed, 
were not relevant at the time of acknowledgement In the view of the pupils. 
When dealing WIth the issue of liaison between schools, a triangulation study would seem vital in 
ascertaining how successful a programme really is. Unless parents and pupils are asked about 
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their perceptions and their particular concems, a school cannot provide the service that the 
parent and pupils need. They may require more from the secondary school than a visit day or 
prospectus. They may wish the format of visit days to be altered, for example; can all parents 
take part in viSit day arrangements if there are pressing work commitments, would thiS even 
warrant an evening presentation, does the prospectus meet the needs of the parent? Some 
schools have, perhaps, been presenting the same events With a similar format In the belief that 
it is what the parents want. In the case of School C, a bookiet, which has been produced over a 
number of years, is not conSidered to be of much use to the pupils who receive It; some 37.33% 
of them still feel negative after reading it and 25.33% don' read It at all, and two of the three 
interviewed pupils found it to be of limited use. School C would be well advised to redeSign their 
booklet, with pupil involvement, if It is to have any value in the eyes of the pupils, or consider 
whether an information book, though a necessary part of preparation for transillOn, is suffiCient 
Similarly, staff need to be asked about their perceptions of a liaison programme in some detail 
as the quality of information received and delivered by them seems to vary within and across 
schools. Few staff involved in secondary transfer had much Idea about issues involved in the 
move and were not providing a satisfactory service for their client pupils. It IS wrong to assume 
that all tutors are aware of issues Simply because they are tutors. The administrators of the 
school need to check on what is being delivered and to give time for skills in this field to be 
developed. This will cost money and will need in-service training. This Will only occur If 
administrators are made aware of the needs of parents, pupils and staff at the time of transfer. 
There is a niche here for the training of administrators to highlight the issues of transition rather 
than leaving this to the persuasive powers of middle management in the guise of Liaison 
Co-ordinators. 
Triangulation studies give the opportunity for all involved parties to have some input into the 
transfer procedures. By talking to people rather than Simply sending out questionnaires, It is 
possible to put fine detail onto POints raised. 
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However the more triangulation studies are completed the more complicated the situation can 
become. It might be suggested that numbers should be limited to include a cross section of 
social background, academic ability and teacher experience. This takes time, but the results will 
be more useful than just consulting the more compliant, approachable parents and children who 
are usually supportive of what the school has to offer from the outset. Questions to staff need to 
be more direct than those posed to parents and children. Staff are aware of the 'jargon' to use in 
educational conversation and seem to be adept in aVOiding the question to supplement 
information of their own. Nobody likes to admit that they do not know what is being asked of 
them, but If they don't make thiS lack of knowledge clear, no-one will help. When CPT1 was 
asked about whether she had sought help from School C on awareness of school routines, she 
stated: 
'I try to explain that teaching groups are different but I don't really know.' 
Interviewer: 'Have you asked for help?' 
'No, I haven't asked anybody.' 
Interviewer: Why is that?' 
'I don't know. I will next time I see someone.' CPT1 
Interviews are useful in providing the fine detail of opinions. They give much information in a 
relatively short space of time but are obviously subjective, having been derived from naturalistic 
generalisations. There are safeguards in structured interviews, but nevertheless the 
interpersonal skills of both the interviewer and the interviewee can affect the data produced. The 
advantage of the study conducted here was that questionnaires were used against which 
interview responses could be compared. As has been demonstrated, there was a high level of 
intemal consistency With both methods employed and the two methods were consistent with the 
findings of the other. This would suggest that the results are valid and recommendations may be 
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accepted, albeit cautiously, as no one study Will be of benefit to all schools at anyone time. ThiS 
work could be extended in ItS most logical fonn by distnbuting questionnaires to samples of 
pupils in both June and October to compare all pupil responses against a much greater 
background of Infonnatlon Secondly, parents could be asked via questionnaire about their 
perceptions before and after transfer and thirdly, all Year 6 and Year 7 teachers could be asked 
about similar issues. Their responses could be used to give greater validation to triangulation 
studies conducted at the same time. 
7.1 How the Schools Compare 
The results of the current survey showed that different types of secondary school place different 
demands on a transfer system The abilrty of the pupils, the gender of the pupils and the level of 
parental support place additional demands on the system. The liaison procedures of all three 
schools are well documented in Chapter 4. School S would appear to have the more difficult 
task of helping parents and pupils come to tenns With the idea of failure, combined with a need 
to market the school in a failing roll situation. The selective system imposes a need to fall for 
entry to secondary modem schools This can generate a feeling of low self esteem for both 
pupils and their parents, which could go part way to explain the lowest turnout to a parents 
induction meeting at School S compared With Schools G and C. The Induction programme at 
School S is extensive and there are seventeen pOints of contact with primary schools compared 
wrth ten at School C and seven at School G (see Table 14). The induction programme seems to 
be successful in that 20 21 % pupils at the school reported that they had no problems after half a 
tenn at the school compared with 16 48 at School G and 18 24 at School C However, there IS 
stili a feeling of trepidation about entry to School S that seems to be generated by gossip and 
rumour. The issue of bullYing seems to be a major concern for transfemng pupils and thiS 
continues to be a concern after half a tenn In the school. School S must address thiS problem by 
either revieWing the bullying policy which eXists in the school or by publicising disciplinary action 
taken much more within the commumty. ExtenSive liaison and comprehenSive induction 
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programmes are important, but they cannot eradicate reality If pupils are dealing with bullies 
day after day they Will be unhappy and their fears will be passed on to friends and transferring 
Siblings and the problem will be compounded and difficult to solve. 
School G has a healthy recrUitment of pupils who generally arrive at the school flushed with 
success. They had succeeded In passing an entry exam and were considered to be the more 
able pupils by the selective system. Parent, too, tend to be buoyed up by the success of their 
offspring and 95% attend the viSit afternoon at School G. The school has the least 
comprehensive induction arrangements of all three schools studied. As mentioned in Chapter 4, 
this could be because there has been no overt pressure from parents, pupils or primary and 
secondary staff to improve arrangements, because there is no perceived need to improve as few 
problems have occurred or because with so few pupils transferring there is a feeling that any 
problems brought to light can be dealt with efficiently on a one-to-one baSIS. School G is not 
particulary affected by market forces. The Liaison Co-ordinator reported that the places are 
over-subscnbed and the school can select which pupils they Wish to accept at the appeals panel 
meeting. However, much of the induction work at School G IS staff generated at a factual level 
There are fewer opportunities for pupils to ask questions and meet other pupils than at School C 
and S. Parents are only contacted once the chOice of school is known to them. There seems to 
be an acceptance that previous practices are sufficient and few new initiatives by School G were 
noted. 
The questionnaire results indicate that fnendship groups and work related problems are issues of 
concern for some pupils after six weeks at the school. There seems to be an acceptance that, 
given the higher ability of the pupils, they can cope with new demands placed on them. 
Obviously, With some of the gills at School G, thiS is not the case. Friendship groups could be 
looked at more carefully by the liaison Co-ordinator as there is stili a concern about these from 
8.79% pupils at halfterrn. 
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However, despite these areas of concem, 82.35% of pupils felt positive about School G after half 
a term, even though 4725% stili womed about work related problems. This would suggest that 
there are challenges to be faced and extra actiVities to be enjoyed that counter-balance the 
effect of work related problems. Yet a problem which affects nearly half of the cohort must be 
addressed in some way by School G. 
School C IS not affected by the rigours of a selection procedure, and liaison arrangements do not 
begin at a particular point during the year, but are on-golng. Competition between 
comprehensives in the area IS not an Issue as there are no other secondary schools in the 
Immediate vicinity, although Senior Staff are very much aware of market forces and the 
importance of using pnmary liaison as a tool for marketing the school. 
The induction programme at School C has largely been developed as a response to the 
perceived needs of the pupils and parents by staff at the school. The school has bUilt up a 
comprehensive induction programme With ten points of contact With twenty feeder pnmaries (see 
Table 14). However, the inductIOn programme does not seem to meet the needs of the pupils In 
the early days Although a VISit day was arranged for the pupils, some 70 00% still felt negative 
after this ThiS must have had something to do With the organisation of the day. Perhaps the 
size of the school compounded the problem, in that thiS seemed to be a concem of many pupils 
(44 79%) at the school. The booklet produced by School C was not well received by transfemng 
pupils, as already mentioned After half a term, some 80 26% of pupils stated that they felt 
positive about their transfer, yet problems of work related Issues and bullYing were stili causing 
some concem at 22 35% and 17.65% respectively. Perhaps the induction programme should be 
revised during the first half term to consider these issues to provide a better service for the 
pupils. 
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7.2 Recommendations 
The following recommendations are made in the light of investigations into only three school 
systems. However, the investigations have not been out of line with other literature on this 
subject. The suggestions are tentative and represent the author's views only. 
General Issues 
1 All schools should carry out a liaison audit before any review of liaison practices takes place. 
The idea of an audit owes much to King (1973) who recommended that secondary and middle 
school staff should note Similarities and differences between the two school systems He 
recommended that schools should target obVIOUS areas of difficulty for pupils and through 
diSCUSSion With staff, parents and pupils, seek to alleViate these. 
The audit should consider the availability of year bases, year play areas and year assemblies In 
the secondary school to provide a feeling of secunty Within a small group for new pupils. The 
scope for developing more structured arrangements for recreation and for meeting With other 
Year 7 pupils are extensive and depend very much on the schools involved Additionally, other 
target areas could be conSidered in an effort to reduce organisational differences. They could 
Involve: 
gender of pnmary staff 
compulsory school Uniform In pnmanes 
setting in Maths and English 
setting in other subjects 
reward and sanction systems 
travel to school 
fnendshlp pattems and placement In class 
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By reducing the organisatIOnal boundanes between the schools, pupil transition could be much 
smoother. King suggests that the results of the audit are made known to all staff in order to give 
some sense of ownership to the changes that may take place to improve the transfer system. 
2. Schools should follow up the liaison audit with an audit of first week activity for Year 7 pupils. 
This audit should address formal and informal issues, for example: 
are pupils split up from previous friendship groups? 
are there times of the day when they are vulnerable to abuse from older pupils? 
do they know how to use their lunchtime? 
are the tOilets free of older pupils? 
do pupils feel Intimidated in certain subject areas? 
are pupils aware of how to react to bullYing by other pupils? 
do pupils understand school procedures for dental appointments, medical 
emergencies and lost dinner money? 
The audit could take the form of a simple questionnaire to pupils in the first Instance With more 
detailed fOllow-up work as the need arises. Parents could be asked early In the term if 
arrangements are as expected and If pupils have presented any unforeseen problems at home. 
3. Secondary and pnmary staff should be given time to understand the orgamsatlonal 
structures of the schools once a liaison audit has taken place. This work could be supported by 
discussions with pupils Pupils could be asked what Information they would like to have been 
told and staff could build upon that advice in future years. By diSCUSSion, some of the obVIOUS 
misconceptions that have arisen between staff and pupils could be avoided. This finding 
supports the work of Brown and Armstrong (1982), who remarked: 
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'If programmes (for induction) are purely onentated around the teachers' assessment of 
worries, efforts may be misdirected. ' 
(Brown and Annstrong, p.30) 
If staff also become more aware of the differences in organisational structures, they would be 
able to support transfemng children sympathetically by taking account of expenences they have 
been through in pnmary school. The advent of the National Cumculum and of continuous 
assessment may pave the way for more liaison in an attempt to build up a pattem of assessment 
over the key stages Records of Achievement also demand an awareness of activities and 
successes In primary school If they are to be completed accurately. A Record of Achievement 
does not begin at the end of Key Stage 2, but IS a continuous process spanning the child's 
school life. 
4. Secondary staff should endeavour to infonn parents and pupils as early as possible of life at 
secondary school by distnbutmg prospectuses to feeder pnmary schools, inViting feeder primary 
parents to functions such as school plays, pantomimes, as a matter of course, sending 
secondary pupils to assist in pnmary schools on work expenence, inViting parents to open days 
and maintaining a successful high profile in the local press. Pnmary children should be 
encouraged to meet other Year 6 pupils in jOint adventure/activities before transfer. These 
actiVities could be arranged by the secondary feeder schools and would, naturally, involve 
secondary pupils too. Thus, bamers between feeder schools and the secondary school could be 
broken down before transfer is imminent. Gemmell (1986) suggests numerous actiVities to 
familiarise pupils With their new school She suggests that pupils would benefit from a VISit to 
secondary school for a day's work taught by secondary school staff With the pupils having a full 
day's timetable. However, thiS may be difficult to arrange for some schools and ambitious 
ventures such as these could be fraught with problems. Schools should be wary of attempting 
major projects in case the experience IS not enjoyable A badly prepared venture could have 
long tenn consequences for both children and schools attempting to attract new pupils. New 
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ventures need extremely careful preparatIOn and planning. All staff must be aware of the aims 
ofthe venture and be consistent in their approach to the pupils. 
The study has shown that if parents and pupils do not receive information early enough from the 
secondary schools, they are more likely to accept opinions, nghtly or wrongly, from fnends and 
relatives. 
5. INSET must be provided for both primary and secondary staff on the whole Issue of liaison, 
with particular reference to the Importance of the 'hidden culture' to the transfemng pupil. With 
knowledge, staff would be more aware of problems that pupils face, away from the classroom 
situation. They should endeavour to find ways of Imparting this mformatlon to parents so that 
they too can be alerted to thiS very important sub-culture that children face on a dally basis. No 
one system is going to affect every parent, but a variety of approaches may affect a sigmficant 
number of parents. Perhaps parents and pupils could be Interviewed indiVidually before the 
pre-arranged visit days to discuss issues of concem with staff at the school. On a one-to-one 
baSIS parents may find it easier to raise any questions they may have about the school and 
pupils would be given an opportunity to diSCUSS friendship groups, work concerns and strategies 
to deal With gettmg lost, already mentioned as areas of concem 
An early parents' consultation evenmg in the Autumn Term would give parents an opportumty to 
alert staff to mltlal problems and staff could give an impreSSion of how well they felt a pupil had 
settled. 
INSET could also be given to developmg Personal and Social Education programmes in both the 
primary and secondary schools, which dealt with transitIOnal issues. This would naturally mvolve 
primary and secondary staff working together in a common, shared experience and would 
provide the pupil With a coherent mductlon programme which acknowledged the changes that 
had been undergone. 
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6 Finally, schools need to survey pupils about their earty expenences in school by half term. 
The survey should contain a maximum of thirteen questions which are a mixture of open ended 
and closed questions. The survey should be bnght and user fnendly to attract a wealth of 
responses This survey could be used to ascertain whether or not new liaison measures have 
had any effect on pupil perception and target any weaknesses In procedures. 
7.3 Specific School Systems 
There is little doubt that each secondary school has to devise transfer systems that best SUit the 
social background and ability levels of the pupils in the feeder pnmary schools. 
RecommendatIOns can be followed, but Idiosyncracles must be observed and catered for within 
the systems. The study Investigated different schools in a deliberate attempt to isolate factors 
pertinent to each type of school. Glnnever (1986) identified practices relating to selective and 
comprehensive schools. It IS shortslghted to do this. 'Selective' refers to two distinct types of 
school, grammar and secondary modem, and the altitudes and ability of the pupils within these 
schools has a profound effect on the systems employed to ease transfer to secondary school. 
The effect of this ability factor on successful transfer IS not unknown and was recognised by 
Nisbet and Entwlstle in 1969. The current study showed that above average pupils from a small 
village primary school were undaunted by the prospect of transfer to a grammar school. Indeed, 
it gave them a distinct challenge, whereas pupils transferring With fnends from a large urban 
primary school felt some trepidation about transfemng to a secondary modem school. 
The current study also highlighted certain issues for grammar schools such as School G, to 
address. 
Firstly, there appears to be a gender Imbalance of problems after half a term GlrtS seem to be 
more concemed than boys about work related problems. Both gender groups expressed work 
concems after half a term and Cited homework as a major concem. Perhaps homework could be 
suspended in the earty weeks of transfer to alleviate this situation. 
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Secondly, attention should be given to the allocation of pupils to tutor groups as fnendshlp 
groups already damaged by the selective system are compounded when pupils are placed in 
groups with unknown children. Once again, there is a gender imbalance here and gll1s seem to 
be affected by friendship problems more than boys. 
Thirdly, School G could consider the appointment of a Head of Year, With no other 
responsibihtles, to engender a feeling of trust for the pupils, in that thiS is a person who has 
witnessed them in their pnmary surroundings and can relate to their confusion in secondary 
surroundings. A Head of Year seems to be a figure of support in School S over the first half 
term, and perhaps thiS support is transferrable to School G. 
School S and School C should address the problem of school size as a major concem of pupils. 
Perhaps more viSits to the school in pnmary days, better maps and prefects to gUide pupils 
around for the first few days could help here Altemallvely, the school should establish whether 
Year 7 classes could be taught In the same area for a half term period or whether a year base for 
new pupils could be identified. 
School S and School C should also address the problem of bullYing, perceived or otherwise, by a 
high profile bullying policy. ThiS policy could clearly idenllfy courses of action for the victims and 
highlight sanctions used on school bullies. A famlhansation programme which involved primary 
pupils in secondary activities on a more regular basis would also assist in alleviating some fears 
about bullYing. 
Schools Sand C could address the work fear syndrome by making it clear to feeder pnmarles 
that they have little to fear from secondary school work and emphasise that It is a continuum of 
work begun in primary school. Pnmary staff should be Involved here in that they do not make 
inappropnate threats about work and codes of conduct in the secondary school. Perhaps 
Schools Sand C could arrange cumculum famlhansatlOn programmes in all subjects for the first 
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week and avoid the stress of competitive classwork altogether. To be successful, this strategy 
would have to be passed on to the pupils before the beginning of term. 
In general, each school should evaluate Its liaison policies and practices uSing an audit 
procedure. If the system needs changing it should be changed, not by the Liaison Co-ordinator 
but as a whole school initiative. Schools G1 and C1 could examine the need for a Liaison 
Co-ordinator. This is too Important a role to be left to chance or the Head Teacher, who is 
usually already overtoaded. Wherever possible, momes should be sought to enhance this 
position and to give it status. Certainly, With the advent of Nallonal Curriculum and Records of 
Achievement there would be little problem in justifying the importance of such a role Within the 
pnmary school, which is where the shortfall of monies usually lies liaison should not be 
regarded as an activity that takes place at the end of the Summer term, involVing only 
Co-ordinators and tutors on the VISit day. It has far reaching Implications for the well being of the 
pupils and staff. Happy, contented pupils learn. Discontented pupils do not, and this can have 
repercussions for the classroom teacher. Successful liaison is the job of a whole staff and time, 
money and resources should be given to developing successful poliCies to cater for the needs of 
all individuals Within the institution it serves 
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CONCLUSION 
Transition from Primary to Secondary School is a major change in the lives of young 
people, both socially and organisationally. The change presents challenges. Provided 
that the change is managed smoothly these challenges can be faced and overcome. 
The management of this IS down to, primarily, the teacher and, secondly, the parent in 
a supportive role at home. There is no blueprint for managing this change as each 
school needs to devise its own Induction programme to suit the needs of its clients. 
However, general principles can be applied to every school. 
Firstly, when revieWing induction procedures a liaison audit must be carned out. ThiS 
audit should take account of the nature of feeder primaries and acknowledge the 
differences between them and the secondary school. The induction systems should be 
set up and reviewed by pupils, staff and parents to identify whether they have fulfilled 
their objectives An evaluation of Induction procedures is vital In each and every case. 
Secondly, liaison should be viewed as a whole school venture and Senior Management 
teams must give time, money and status to developments in this field. Liaison 
Co-ordinators should be appointed in both primary and secondary schools to oversee 
liaison systems 
Thirdly, staff should be more aware of hidden culture issues as these should "be 
discussed with pupils and parents, on a one-to-one basis, before the transfer. The' 
importance of these Issues to pupils must be clearly understood and provision made to 
support pupils In school who feel threatened by some of these problems. Perhaps 
P S.E. work In both primary and secondary school could address these issues, 
involving some homework sessions With parents. 
Finally, schools must always consider the aim of successful liaison systems They 
must always consider the needs of the child as paramount and the re-orgamsation of 
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existing systems within the school as a minor hurdle. Happy, contented children learn. 
Unhappy, unsettled and unfulfilled children do not learn. Well planned induction 
systems which accept that transition presents challenges and change, yet seek to 
support children to cope with both formal and informal differences, should be the aim of 
all schools. In this way, they are providing the best possible service for the children in 
their care. 
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Appendix 1 
PILOT STUDY: QUESTIONS ADDRESSED TO PARENTS DURING INTERVIEWS 
1. How did you feel about your child coming to Earl of Scarborough High School? 
2. Did you know about the school before your child started? 
3. What were your main concerns about your child coming to ESHS? 
4. We try to give information to parents so that they know what to expect when their 
child starts school. 
Did you receive a prospectus and was It any use to you? 
5. Did you come to the visit evening? Was it useful to you? 
6 Did you receive any help from the primary school about transfer to secondary school? 
7. What do you expect your child to achieve at school? 
8. How involved do you expect to be in your child's education? 
9. Have you any other comments about how your child has settled into secondary 
school? 
Appendix 2 
PILOT STUDY: QUESTIONS ADDRESSED TO TUTOR DURING INTERVIEWS 
1. How prepared were you for your new class? 
2. Did you find academic records useful for pupils in your group? 
3. Did the viSit day/evening help you to get to know the pupils? 
4. How much knowledge do you have about the feeder pnmary schools, 
I.e. Size, organisation? 
5. What problems have the pupils presented? Were these anticipated by you? 
6. How could the school prepare year 7 tutees and tutors better for transfer? 
7. Do you feel that your group have settled mto their new school? 
Appendix 3 
PILOT STUDY: QUESTIONS ADDRESSED TO PUPILS DURING INTERVIEWS 
1. How did you feel about coming to the Earl of Scarborough High School? 
2. Some people say that moving 10 a big school can be worrying. Did you worry? 
3. Did the viSit by secondary staff to your pnmary school help you at all? 
4. How useful was the school booklet to you? 
5. How useful was the VISit day to you? 
6. What else could have been done to improve the viSit day? 
7. How was your first day? Were you prepared for It? 
8. Can you suggest anything that would make transfer easier for you? 
Appendix 4 YEAR 7 TUTORIAL YORK 1991 
Tutor Group: •••••••••• Male / Female Primary School: ..••••••••••••••••• 
The Story of your First Weeks at the Earl of Scarbrough High School, 
comparing it with your Primary School 
Points to mention: 
your feelings on the first day and during the first weeks. 
differences that you noticed between primary and secondary school. 
any problems you faced in the first weeks. 
how prepared you were for your new school by the visit day, visits by 
Earl of Scarbrough staff to primary schools, information booklet by 
secondary pupils and personal information booklet finished at home. 
what else could have belped to make your transfer to secondary school 
easier. 
· .......................................................................... . 
· .......................................................................... . 
· ............................................................................ . 
· .......................................................................... . 
· .................................................... " " " " " . " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " . " 
" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " . " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " ............................... . 
· .......................................................................... . 
· .......................................................................... . 
· .......................................................................... . 
· .......................................................................... . 
· .......................................................................... . 
· .......................................................................... . 
· .......................................................................... . 
· .......................................................................... . 
· .......................................................................... . 
· ........................................................................... . 
· .......................................................................... . 
YEAR 7 TUTORIAL WORK 1991 
Appendix 5 
Tu tor Group:." •. "."" Male I Female Primary School: •.•••..•.•••..••••••• 
The Story of your First Weeks at the Earl of Scarbrough High School, 
compared with your Primary School. 
Describe your feelings on the first dsy and during the first weeks -
" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 
" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " .. " " " " " " " " " " " " 
" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " . " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 
" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " .. " .. " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 
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" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " . " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " , " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 
Note any differences that you noticed between Primary and Secondary school -
............................................................................. 
· .......................................................................... . 
· ......................................................... " ................ . 
· ...................... " .................................................... . 
Describe any problems that you faced in the first weeks 
· ........... " ........ " " .. " .... " .... " ..... " " " . " ........ " .............. " ...... " ....................................... " " 
.................. " ................... " .............. " .... " ...... " .................. " ..................... " ...... " ...................... .. 
" .... " .. " " ........................ " ......... " .... " ........ " ....... " " .... " ....................................... " ......... .. 
" " " " " ........................ " .................... " ..... " .............. " .......... " ..... " .. " " .. " " " " " " " .... " . 
How prepared were you for your new school by the visit day, visits by Earl of 
Scarbrough staff to primary schools, information booklet by secondary pupils 
and personal information booklet finished at home. 
· " . " " " " " . " ... " " .. " " . " . " " .... " . " ............ " . " . " .............. " ... " . " .... " . " 
· .......... " .................. " ....... " ...... " ... " . " .................. " . " .. . 
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· ...... " ...... " ... " .......... " ... " " . " ... " ... " . " .. " ... " " . " " .. " ... " " " .. " " " " ... " 
· .. " .. " " " .. " . " " ... " .. " " ... " " .... " ... " " . " ... " " ... " " ......... " . " ............. . 
· ........... " ... " ....... " " " ....... " ... " ..... " ....... " . " . " . " " .. " ......... " ... . 
...•.........•.•........•.•••.•••..•..... ~ •.......•••• ...................... 
Cont' d/ ••• 
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5. What else could have helped to make your transfer to Secondary School easier _ 
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JUNE INTERVIEWS - QUESTIONS ADDRESSED TO PARENTS 
SECTION 1 
The aim is to find out what parents have been used to at primary schools, and bUild up a picture 
of differenceslsimllanties between primary and secondary institutions. 
1. How would you descnbe your sons/daughters liking for school so far? 
2. Has he/she had any upsets or problems at school? 
3. Old you feel that you got a good picture of how your son/daughter was 
getting on at pnmary school? 
4. Do you expect the same sort of informatIOn from the secondary school? 
5. How easy has It been to approach the pnmary school staff? 
6. Do you think that it Will be easy to approach your sons/daughters staff In 
the secondary school? 
7. How involved have you been With day to day actiVities of the pnmary school? 
8. Do you expect to be involved in day to day activities of the secondary school? 
SECTION 2 
The aim here is to find out how much mfonnation about transfer arrangements parents have 
received from the primary school and what thelf expectations are of secondary school arrangements for 
transfer. 
1. How did you leam of the choice of secondary schools available to your 
son/daughter? 
2. What did you think of the chOices? 
3. What sort of help and advice have you been offered by the pnmary school 
on transfer? 
4. What have you heard about the secondary school that your son/daughter 
will be attending? 
5. Where have you received information about the secondary school from? 
6. What do you want to know about your son/daughters transfer to 
secondary school? 
7. How do you expect to receive thiS information? 
- ----- ----- -- -----
SECTION 3 
The aim here is to establish the concems that parents may feel about transfer and to compare 
parental views with those of their offspring. 
N.B. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
What do you think your child will enjoy most about secondary school? 
Have you any immediate concerns about your son/daughters transfer 
to secondary school? 
Have you discussed life at a secondary school with your son/daughter? 
Do you share the same concerns as your son/daughter? 
How do you think that you can help to make transfer run smoothly? 
How do you think that you Will know whether your son/daughter has 
settled Into his/her new school? 
Is there anything else you would like to say? 
LA your OF INTERVIEW SCHEDULE IS SHOWN OVERLEAF AS 
APPENDICES 6a AND 6b. 
. . . 
11+ TRANSFER ARRANGEMENTS IN LINCOLNSHIRE 
SCHOOLS 
INTERVIEW WITH: 
. 
• 
. 
OCATION: 
~AME OF PUPil: 
/- • , 
... , 
. 
JAME OF SCHOOL: 
.-
)ATE: 
IME OF INTERVIEW: 
NGTH OF INTERVIEW: 
. 
-
-
QUESTIONS TO PARENTS - SECTION 1 
1 
1 - I see 
2 - Yes 
3 - Mmm 
2 
4 - Why is that? 
3 4 
5 - Is there anything else? 
6 - How do you mean? 
5 6 7 
7 - Could you say a little more about that? 
8 - Why did you say "just now that'? 
9 - Now, what about the ..• ? 
1 0 . How do you feel about that? 
11 - What do other people say? 
8 9 10 11 
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR SONS/DAUGHTERS LIKING 
FOR SCHOOL SO FAR? 
J 
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JUNE INTERVIEWS· QUESTIONS ADDRESSED TO PUPILS 
SECTION 1 
The aim is to establish how familiar pupils have been with pnmary school routines and how far 
they expect secondary school to be different. 
1. How old were you when you started at. ..... school? 
2. What sort of clubs or teams have you Joined at school? 
3 Tell me what you have enjoyed most about ....... school. 
4. Has anythmg made you unhappy at ....... school? 
5. If you had a problem in school who would you go to? 
6 What is the best thmg about your school? 
7. Do you have many fnends here at the moment? 
SECTION 2 
The aim is to establish knowledge of transfer to new school and how far primary schools have 
prepared pupils for this. 
1. Which school did you thmk you would go to in September? 
2. Have you ever been inside your new school? 
3. Can you name anybody that you know that is already at the school? 
4. What do you know about the school? 
5 Where did you get this information? 
6. How much as your pnmary teacher told you about gomg to your new school? 
7. Do you thmk the secondary school Will help to prepare you for moving to the 
new school? 
8. Where else Will you get information about transfemng to your new school? 
9. What do you thmk would be most useful In helping you to find out about your 
new school? 
10 What do your fnends say about the new school? 
SECTION 3 
The aim is to establIsh expectations of school and to identIfy any concems that pupils may 
express. 
1. What are you looking forward to about your new school? 
2. What do you think will be the most exciting about your new school? 
3. What sorts of things worry you about your new school? 
4. Have you wonied about the same things at. . ... school? 
5. What womes you most? 
6. Have you talked about your wonies to anyone? 
7. Who will you go to if you have a problem at your new school? 
8. How qUickly do you think that you will settle into your new school? 
Week Month Term Year 
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JUNE INTERVIEWS· QUESTIONS ADDRESSED TO PRIMARY SCHOOL TEACHERS 
SECTION 1 
The aim is to establish how much primary teachers know about the secondary schools to which 
their pupils transfer. 
1. How much contact do you have with the secondary schools on a dallylweekly 
Imonthlyltermly/basis? 
2. Have you spent any time in the secondary schools? 
3. Could you give some details about the size and faclhtles of the secondary school? 
4. Have you or your pupils been invited to any extra-curricular or social activities 
arranged by the secondary school? 
5. Do you know what sort of uniform IS wom by the pupils at the school? 
6. Can you descnbe any rewards or sanctions used at the school? 
7 What would you like to know about secondary schools to pass on to your pupils? 
SECTION 2 
The aim is to ascertain how much preparation is given by primary teachers to transfer to 
secondary school. 
1. When do you beg m to discuss transfer with pupils? 
2. How do you prepare them for a different style of organisation? 
3. How much time is given to transfer preparation In the final year? 
4. Do you talk to parents about life in secondary schools before transfer? 
5. How much more could be done by pnmary schools to ease the transfer 
of pupils? 
SECTION 3 
171e aim here is to ascertain whether prImary teachers have any views of pupils or parental 
concems on transfer and whether or not they have any idea on whether a child has settled in. 
1. Generally, how do pupils react on knowing which school they are to attend? 
2. What do pupils look fOlWard to most about transfer? 
3. What sort of problems do you feel that transfer can present? 
4. What problems/concems might pupils feel on transfer? 
5. What difficulties/problems can transfer present to parents? 
6. What do you thmk is the greatest obstacle to a successful transfer? 
7. How much feedback do you receive from the secondary school after transfer? 
8. Have you any suggestions to make on how transfer problems could be overcome? 
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OCTOBER INTERVIEWS - QUESTIONS ADDRESSED TO PARENTS 
SECTION 1 
Aim - to establish how much information about transfer arrangements was given and how useful 
this information was to the parents. 
1. Old you receive a prospectus? How helpful was It to you and your child? 
2. Old you visit the school? How helpful was the visit to you? 
3. Old you hear anyone speak about the school at the VISit? Was this helpful 
to you? 
4. How well prepared were you by the secondary school for your child's transfer? 
5. Old you meet your child's tutor or know his/her name before your child started 
school? 
SECTION 2 
Aim - to establish whether perceptions and expectations of secondary school are as expected. 
1. Have you found the secondary school to be as approachable as you expected? 
2. Has the school been much as you expected In terms of information received from 
fnends, pupils or staff? 
3. Have you found anything at the school for which you were totally unprepared? 
Reasons for your answer? 
4. What would you descnbe as the best and worst features of transfer for your child? 
SECTION 3 
Aim - to identIfy feelIngs about parents' perception of child's transfer and to compare views with 
those of their offspring. 
1. How did your child react on the first day? 
2. How did you feel on their first day? 
3. What has your child enjoyed most about the new school? 
4. What has your child enjoyed least about the new school? 
5. Has any1hing surpnsed you about the way your child has reacted to 
the new school? 
6. When did you feel that your child had settled in? Can you give 
reasons for this? 
7. Is there any1hing that the school or yourself could have done differently 
to help the transfer to run more smoothly? 
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OCTOBER INTERVIEWS - QUESTIONS ADDRESSED TO PUPILS 
SECTION 1 
Aim - to establish how much information about transfer arrangements was given and how useful 
this informnation was to the pupils. 
1. Did you receive an information booklet? Was this booklet useful to you? 
2. Did you visit the school before you started? 
3. Did you meet your tutor? How did you feel about this? 
4. Did you feel well prepared for transfer by the secondary school? 
5 How could the secondary school have prepared you better for transfer? 
SECTION 2 
Aim - to establish whether perceptions and expectations of secondary school are as expected. 
1. Has the school been what you had expected on your reports from family 
and fnends? 
2. Have you found anything at school for which you were totally unprepared? 
Why do you say that? 
3. What has been the best thing about leaVing your primary school? 
4. What has been the worat thing about leaving your pnmary school? 
SECTION 3 
Aim - to identify feelings about the early days of transfer in order to ccmpare views with those of 
the parents. 
1. How did you feel on the first day? Can you describe it? 
2. Was getting lost a problem for you? 
3. Was bullying a problem for you? 
4. What have you enjoyed least in your new school? 
5. Do you feel that you have settled into your new school? 
Why is this? 
6. Is there any adVice that you cculd give to the seccndary school about 
how to prepare new pupils for transfer? What would you say? 
7. Could you give any adVice to pupils starting at a new school? 
What would you say? 
------------------------------------------------
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OCTOBER INTERVIEWS - QUESTIONS ADDRESSED TO SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS 
SECTION 1 
Aim - to establish how much secondary teachers know about the pnmary schools in their 
catchment area in order to compare this with information known by the primary staff. 
1. How much do you know about feeder primanes in this area, e.g. no. of 
feeders, size of schools, name of Head Teachers? 
2. Have you spent any time in the primary school? 
3 How much contact do you have with the pnmary schools on a dallylweekly 
Imonthlyltermly/yearly basIs? 
4. Are you aware of any extra-cumcular or social activities arranged by the 
feeder schools? 
5. Do you know about the rewards and sanctions used at the feeder schools? 
Can you descnbe them? 
6. Have you read the files sent by primary scools? Have you an opInion about 
these files? 
7. Do you think there is a need for Year 7 tutors to have a close liaison with 
primary schools. 
8. How could tutor-teacher liaison be developed or Improved, in your opinion. 
SECTION 2 
Aim - to establish how much information about transfer arrangements is known and how useful 
these arrangements are perceived to be for parent, pupils and staff. 
1. How prepared were you for Year 7 VISit day? Can you descnbe the 
proceedings? 
2. Have you seen a school prospectus? How useful do you believe It to be 
to parents? 
3. Was the visit day useful to you/pupils? Can you descnbe why you feel this? 
4. Did you attend the viSit evening? Did you find It useful to you/parents/pupils? 
5. How did you feel that first day arrangements progressed. Can you descnbe 
them? 
SECTION 3 
Aim _ to identIfy feelings about staff perception of pupils transfer and to compare views wIth those 
of the pupIls. 
1. What do you think pupils enjoyed most about transfer? 
2. What do you think pupils enjoyed least about transfer? 
3. Have there been any situations for which you were unprepared either 
personaily or professionaily? 
4. When do you feel that pupils begin to settle In - weeks/months/years? 
5. Can the transfer of information be improved, in your opInion? 
6. Can you suggest ways in which the transfer system can be Improved? 
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----------- ------------------- ------ ---------
CODEC 
MY FIRST WEEKS AT DE ASTON COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL 
BOY 0 GIRL 0 
THE NAME OF MY OLD PRIMARY SCHOOL IS 
SECTION 1 
1_ DID YOU VISIT DE ASTON SCHOOL BEFORE YOU LEFT YOUR PRIMARY SCHOOL? 
YES D NO D 
2_ WHEN I VISITED THE SCHOOL I THOUGHT 
3_ DID YOU GET A BOOKLET ABOUT THE SCHOOL? 
YES D 
DID YOU READ THE BOOKLET? 
YES 0 
4_ WHEN I GOT MY BOOKLET I THOUGHT 
NO D 
NO 0 
-- - - .--._ ........ 
SECTION 2 
1. ON MY FIRST DAY AT SCHOOL I FELT 
2. AT THE END OF THE FIRST WEEK I FELT 
3. WHEN I THINK BACK TO MY OLD SCHOOL I FEEL 
4. DO YOU SOMETIMES WISH THAT YOU WERE BACK AT YOUR OLD SCHOOL? 
YES D NO D 
-------------------.------------
----_._, 
5. DID YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEMS WHEN YOU STARTED AT THE DE ASTON SCHOOL? 
YES 0 
MY PROBLEMS WERE 
6. TICK ALONGSIDE THE BOX IF YOU FELT WORRIED ABOUT: 
CHANGING CLASSES 
SCHOOL RULES 
MAKING NEW FRIENDS 
BULLYING 
DISLIKE OF TEACHERS 
WORK NOT vat INTERESTING 
WORK TOO DIFFICULT 
7. SINCE STARTING AT DE ASTON SCHOOL I HAVE ENJOYED 
NO 0 
, 
-------- -------.------- --- --- -- ----- - --------------
~ 
-
-SECTION 3 
1. AFTER HALF A TERM AT DE ASTON SCHOOL I FEEL 
2. SOMETIMES I STILL WORRY ABOUT 
3. IF I HAD A REAL PROBLEM I WOULD GO TO 
4. WHEN I LEAVE SCHOOL I WOULD LIKE TO 
GOOD LUCK! 
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YEAR 7 TUTORS 
QUESTIONNAIRE ON FIRST FE'NWEEKS AT SECONDARY SCHOOL 
1 Please distribute questionnaires and allow pupilS to become familiar with them, but don·t 
let them write on the sheets until you have read the instructions. 
2 PUPilS will need about 20 minutes to half an hour to complete the paper. 
3 Pupils should work IndiVidually. 
4 Please read out the following before pupils complete the paper. 
A This paper Is part of a study that a lady Is doing for her own Interest into how 
pupils feel about transfening from Primary to Secondary School. She really 
wants to know what you thirk about mo~ing from one school to another. 
B You do not have to put your name on the paper - Just your Fnmary School 
and whether you are a boy or a girl. 
C Try to finish the sentences to express your feelings about transfer. ThiS IS 
not a test. There are no nght or wrong answers. No one will criticise you for 
wnat you wnte. Write as much as you like and try to give reasons for what 
you write. Mention examples of what you have In mind If thiS helps. 
o Thank you for your help. 
5 Thank you too, to all staff who have as,;,lsted In the completion of this paper. It is much 
ap preclated. 
Maigaret Hall 
APPENDIX 14 - PILOT_QUI ,IRE :ESUI .TS 
OCTOBER 1991 
QUESTIONNAIRE STYLE 1 QUESTIONNAIRE STYLE 2 ~UESTIONNAIRE 1 & 2 
~ • " ',' "~~" "~', \ • GI S J;J=_ I 1JEELIrJGSONTHEfIRSTOAY!it~-' '~¥~-
POSITIVE --~\: ,~," ~-~!< 1" 
•• , .. 131 13 •• •• ", " . " . 
NEGATIVE, ,':. 'i, '~" ;:t",: .3. 7 •• 803 ... 833 ... 851 80 .2. NEUTRAL: ' ~£:t I , •• 33 ,. 0 10 5. 0 • • 35 ~PL!'J);!l 0 33 •• 0 0 0 37 ,. 2. 
2. DIFFER~!,ES,.o:r, PRI~ :~t~, ?; 
AND SECONDARY SC~HOOLS~ :., '%-
SECONDARY SCHOOL BIGGER' : n. 633 7049 .,. 68 SO. 61. 605 .,2 
OTHER , ~ -t;. ~ !:,~.:: ~ :v_, <' ,., 10 131 .,. 29 345 272 , .. 232 NQL~D' +:,~- -4~,"1. --'f~ I -'Oh 7~_ 
•• 26. ,.3 , .. 12 145 10. , .. 155 
' ..... OBI:EMS '>, > '.'~" , ' " Ri; 
"" 
GETTINGlOSTr \ 382 10 25 .. ... .5. 39 29 347 
BULLYING 147 133 ,. • 0 17 •• •• .2 TEACHERS 7,; __ 
, . ~ '~ 
0 •• 31 0 0 0 0 32 
,. 
~FF~TLESSONS1S c 2. 33 31 0 31 17 1 • 32 2' 
DIFFICULT HOMEWORK 
, 
•• 33 .2 • • 3 7 • 5 • • •• NQPEKIT"O. ; ,~ti~ :'4 2. 0 15 0 0 0 ,. 0 o. NOFR1ENOS" 5. 0 31 0 0 0 32 0 ,. 
NONE<:_ '~"_'- "- , ~: : ~1': ~7' 17. 233 203 • .3 7 ". 161 ,. tLQI&9Mf!l..ETEO ~I ,,"' J}t r • Ir_ •• 40 23. •• 312 386 22. 35. 297 y , 
14:PREPARATIUN' ," :'::':': "., 
GENERALlY GOOD BY SEC SCHOOL ,. f;j, 25. 125 ,. 391 , .. 267 3" 153 22. 
V1Sf DAY USEFUl -/ '<> ~ - •• .3 7. 0 121 71 37 107 75 SEC TEACHERVISlTUSEFUL,'f ,',' . 32 .3 .3 0 3 17 ,. 61 .2 
SEC BOOKLETUSEFUl ~ •• 31 63 0 3 17 55 3 .2 
NEGATIVE PREPARATION':I:.l:; ';i, 
":' 
.: ,., 125 "2 .3 6' 53 
'" 
.2 10 
NO~G:QM~!" 387 531 .. 565 575 57 .. 2 553 512 
I',_~~T~.!:'.I:"EASE.~~SFER' ';;k' " NO HOMEWORK FOR EARLY DAYS ", ~ 
, '> 
" 156 343 25 0 0 0 • 
,. 137 
STAYING IN ONE CLASSROOM '/:- .3 31 62 0 0 0 5' 1 • 3. 
GRADUALBUILDUPTOFUU.'OAY;';~ I , ' 31 31 31 0 0 0 ,. 16 17 
PHOTOS TO RECOGNISE STAFF I -Y . 31 31 31 0 0 0 18 ,. 17 
KNOWING LOCATION OF lESSONS F " r " ' .2 0 31 0 0 0 36 0 17 KNOWINGlMEETlNG MORE STAFF -
" 
.2 0 31 0 34 ,. 36 18 25 
KNOWING CHOICE OF SCHOOL: '0: 31 0 15 0 0 0 ,. 0 08 
MORE VISCTS 7;0" Y' ?12 , c ,,sr" ! . V 
-; 0 0 0 .6 6. 76 3. 3 3. 
GUIDED TO LESSONS' , , 'I!~~ 0 0 0 0 6. 3. 57 3. ,. 25 FRIENDS IN THE SAME~rur6R \; f,:>;r ",)1: 0 0 0 '3 3. 3. ,. 16 17 
NOTHINGELSe'j" ,Jf,,"\. r:~' 'i:; ,':!~ , 0 0 0 86 103 •• 3. •• 43 NOT COMPlETED ,,;j ~, ~ SO 562 531 695 72' 71 561 63. .,2 
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Example of Chi Square Test calculations 
Question 2 On visit day, how did you feel? 
SCHOOL: ,~" Positive , ", ,Negative' ,,' Neiltnil ,; Not completed 
/s '," " , 87/c,' V'H"~ 64 ~ , -,' , ,: '" '1', '" " ,:>1 " " ~~' , " ~'~ " , , " W' 
" 
G 34' 30 " 4' 
, 
0 " , " , , , 
" 
',' 
" " 
C 37, 105 6 " :3 , 
Null hypothesis IS that pupil responses and school are unrelated. 
Expected frequences (E) computed for each cell by multiplying the column and row totals for that cell 
and dividing by N. 
Chi Square calculated using the formula: 
o is the observed frequency and E is the expected frequency in each cell. 
Chi Square = 34.622 
Degrees of freedom are given by (C -1) (r - 1) where C = the number of columns and r = the number of 
rows. 
Degrees of freedom = 6 or dJ. = 6 
Usmg x' distnbution in Appendix 4, Cohen and Holliday (1982, p 324). 
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